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Chapter 1 

On media and message decisions in an LDC 
 

What could be a useful purpose of advertising in least developed countries1 (LDCs)? 

Advertisers in LDCs may say that their advertising provides useful information about various 

social issues such as STD/HIV and female genital mutilation. Of course, we all know that the 

goal of advertising is more than merely informing; it is to persuade people to adopt a particular 

course of action such as to use condoms to prevent STD/HIV.  

To be able to persuade the target audience, the advertising literature states that both media and 

message decisions2 are important (Belch & Belch, 2003; Kotler & Armstrong, 2012). In fact, 

the literature states that both media and message decisions “must be closely coordinated for 

maximum campaign effectiveness” (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012, p. 457). The advertising 

message needs to be carefully crafted in view of a particular audience. If this is indeed the case, 

the message is run in the media that will most effectively reach the target audience. With regard 

to understanding the target audience (so as to carefully craft a message in view of them), much 

research is done in the context of developed countries (DCs). Indeed, Henrich, Heine, and 

Norenzayan (2010) state that much of the research on understanding the consumer is done 

using samples that are western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic. With reference 

to selecting the media that will effectively reach the target audience, Somasundaram and Light 

(1994) found that a standardized3 media approach is difficult for countries with different 

                                                   
1 According to the United Nations (2018), 47 countries characterized by (i) a low level of gross domestic product 
(GDP), (ii) low life expectancy, and (iii) a high rate of illiteracy composed the group of least developed countries 
(Burgess & Steenkamp, 2006). 
2 The media decision includes defining reach and frequency, as well as choosing major media types, while 
message decisions involve determining the right message for a particular target audience that delivers the 
advertising objectives (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012; Moriarty, Mitchell, & Wells, 2012). 
3 Standardization refers to the view that better and faster communication forges “a convergence of art, literature, 
media availability, tastes, thoughts, religious beliefs, culture, living conditions, language, and therefore 
advertising.” The opposite of the standardization view is the adaptation school of thought, which assumes that the 
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cultures and different levels of development. This is unfortunate, since advertisers in LDCs 

cannot benefit from the findings of the extant literature related to media and message decisions. 

This is due to the fact that the level of development, culture, and media availability, which 

affect important aspects of media and message decisions, differ between an LDC and a DC.  

This dissertation aims to show that the extant literature will benefit from research on media and 

message decisions conducted in the context of an LDC, as will be explained next.  

First, the literature states that media decisions of organizations are often made in terms of the 

reach and frequency4 that are needed to achieve their advertising objectives (King & Reid, 

1997). And yet there has been no study conducted on how the reach and frequency of a given 

media, which differ between an LDC and a DC, lead to a different media preference in an LDC 

as opposed to a DC (see Chapter 2). This dissertation shows that in LDCs media such as 

billboards are preferred, while such media are considered as secondary or support media in 

DCs (where media such as television and the Internet are preferred). Building on the results of 

the finding that billboards are used as a primary medium in an LDC, the dissertation then shows 

that there are factors that contribute to the effectiveness of a billboard medium that are specific 

to an LDC. These issues (i.e., differences between an LDC and a DC in media preferences and 

the factors that contribute to an effective medium) are significant, since they show that 

advertisers who aim to operate in an LDC cannot benefit much from the findings of the extant 

literature on both media and message decisions.  

Second, with regard to advertising message decisions, which are a critical part of the 

communication process (Belch & Belch, 2003), extensive research is conducted on how the 

order in which advertising messages are presented affects their effectiveness (Belch & Belch, 

                                                   
differences among countries in terms of media, culture, and discretionary income make it necessary to develop 
specific advertising campaigns to achieve impact in the local markets (Onkvisit & Shaw, 2004, p. 457). 
4 Reach is a measure of the percentage of people in the target market who are exposed to a message during a 
certain period of time; frequency is a measure of how many times the average person in the target market is 
exposed to a message (Moriarty et al., 2012). 
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2003; Lim, Teh, & Ahmed, 2016; Nai & Seeberg, 2018; Purnawirawan, De Pelsmacker, & 

Dens, 2012). However, this dissertation shows that the literature is scant when it comes to how 

the culture that exists in an LDC affects the order in which advertising messages are presented. 

In particular, the dissertation will show that when communicating about social issues that are 

non-taboo5, the sequence in which positive and negative message appeals are presented affects 

whether an advertising variation strategy6 or an advertising repetition strategy is effective. 

Moreover, when addressing a taboo issue, an advertising repetition strategy is shown to be 

more effective than an advertising variation strategy. However, the importance of these issues7 

in the context of an LDC (when choosing between an advertising variation strategy and an 

advertising repetition strategy) has not been examined by the extant literature. These issues are 

significant to advertisers in an LDC as they can inform them when it is best to use an advertising 

variation strategy or when it is best to use an advertising repetition strategy.  

Third, this dissertation shows that the marketing literature did not explore how cultural 

differences between an LDC and a DC affect consumers’ perception of social issues (i.e., in 

terms of whether the issue is taboo or non-taboo) and how taboo perception for an issue affects 

consumers’ attitude towards the advertisements of that issue. In addition, the marketing 

literature did not explore how the effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad is 

moderated by different message appeals (Zarantonello, Jedidi, & Schmitt, 2013). The foregoing 

three issues are important because social advertisers in an LDC need to know if 1) many social 

issues in an LDC are considered taboo, 2) taboo perception for a social issue negatively 

influences attitude towards the ad, and 3) the effect of taboo perception for an issue is 

                                                   
5 A taboo is defined as a behavioral or verbal act that societal norms prohibit and that is generally considered to 
be publicly unmentionable (Sabri & Obermiller, 2012). 
6 An advertising repetition strategy can be a case where the advertiser uses a positive appeal repeatedly, while an 
advertising variation strategy can be a case where the advertiser sequentially alternates between a positive appeal 
and another type of appeal, such as a negative appeal. 
7 That is the importance of the sequence in which positive and negative message appeals are presented when 
addressing a non-taboo issue as well as the importance of repeating the same positive message appeal when 
addressing a taboo issue.  
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moderated by the use of different message appeals. Knowledge of the foregoing issues would 

enable social advertisers in an LDC to develop social marketing campaigns that can effectively 

address social issues in an LDC 

The foregoing discussions identify a gap in the extant literature on some aspects of media and 

message decisons in the context of an LDC that this dissertation aims to fill. In the next section 

we will explain the theoretical and practical relevance of the dissertation.  

Theoretical relevance 
 

First, at the risk of oversimplification, the advertising literature states that media decisions are 

affected by advertising objectives; i.e., the advertiser sets the advertising objectives and then 

seeks media types that are best able to achieve these objectives (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012). 

However, this dissertation shows how the limited media options in an LDC influences 

advertisers to seek ways of achieving a variety of communication objectives using the media 

options available. This in turn affects advertising content in an LDC, which is more often than 

not different than in a DC. Moreover, the dissertation shows how the limitations that are 

associated with distribution in an LDC affect the content of a billboard medium differently in 

an LDC than a DC. That is, the dissertation shows that in an LDC (unlike in a DC) a billboard 

medium is often used in providing information on product availability and the company’s 

location (so as to increase the accessibility of the company’s product(s)). As a result of the 

foregoing finding, the dissertation shows that it is difficult to standardize both media and 

message decisions (i.e., the feature of an effective billboard) among countries that are at 

different levels of economic development. 

Second, with regard to message decisions, this dissertation identifies boundary conditions that 

affect the effectiveness of an advertising variation strategy over a repetition strategy that are 

crucial in an LDC context. For example, the dissertation identifies that when addressing non-

taboo issues, the sequence in which positive and negative appeals are presented is important 
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when choosing between a variation strategy or a repetition strategy. This finding is important 

in an LDC context, as it shows that advertisers can effectively use a variation strategy (by 

paying attention to the sequence in which positive and negative appeals are presented within 

the most available medium when addressing non-taboo issues). By showing the role of message 

sequencing in affecting the superiority of variation strategy over repetition strategy when 

addressing a non-taboo issue, the dissertation also provides support to the conclusion that 

message sequencing significantly influences consumers’ response (Purnawirawan et al., 2012). 

The dissertation extends the research on message sequencing by showing that messages 

presented in a negative to positive sequence yield higher message recall compared to a positive 

then a negative sequence when advertising a non-taboo issue. Furthermore, the distinction the 

dissertation makes among social issues as taboo versus non-taboo is important in an LDC 

context because many social issues such as HIV, domestic violence, menstruation, and so forth 

are considered as taboo. By identifying the role that taboo perception plays when choosing 

between either a variation or a repetition strategy, this dissertation provides an important 

contribution to marketing research in an LDC context. That is, the dissertation shows that when 

addressing taboo issues, an advertising variation strategy is not as effective as an advertising 

repetition strategy. This finding builds and extends the finding of Yaveroglu and Donthu 

(2008), who conclude that a repetition strategy could be more effective than a variation strategy 

depending on the context.  

Third, the dissertation identifies that taboo perception for a social issue is significantly and 

positively correlated with attitude towards the ad if the advertisement is discouraging the taboo 

issue. That is, the dissertation shows that if an advertisement is discouraging a taboo issue that 

needs to be eliminated (e.g., domestic violence), the relationship between attitude towards the 

ad and taboo perception would be positive. If, on the other hand, the advertisement is promoting 

the taboo issue, then the relationship between taboo perception for an issue and attitude towards 
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its advertisement would be negative. The negative relationship could be due to the 

advertisement promoting a taboo issue that is embarrassing to talk about (e.g., using condoms 

to prevent STD/HIV). Though more research is needed to test this idea, this finding of the 

dissertation may extend previous studies on taboo in advertising by showing that the effect of 

taboo perception on attitude towards the ad may depend on whether the advertisement is 

discouraging or promoting the taboo issue.  

The foregoing discussion highlights the theoretical considerations that are the motivation for 

this research. In the next section we will discuss the practical considerations that have also 

formed a key motivation for this dissertation.  

Practical relevance 
 

This dissertation aims to supply organizations operating in an LDC with knowledge that will 

help them in some aspects of media and message decisions. With regard to media decisions, 

the dissertation shows that billboards are the preferred medium in an LDC. It also shows how 

the reasons for using billboards in an LDC affects how to use the medium effectively (see 

Chapter 2). With reference to message decisions, this dissertation provides valuable knowledge 

to social advertisers by showing when an advertising variation strategy is more effective than 

an advertising repetition strategy. This knowledge is useful to social advertisers who operate 

in an environment with limited media options, as in an LDC. Specifically, by paying attention 

to the sequence in which negative and positive emotional appeals are presented via the most 

available medium, social advertisers can reduce wearout due to the repetitive use of a particular 

appeal type when it comes to communicating about social issues that are not taboo. 

Objective and Outline of this Dissertation  
 

The general objective of this dissertation is to contribute to increasing the effectiveness of 

advertising programs in an LDC through an increased understanding of media and message 

decisions in the context of an LDC. Accordingly, three empirical chapters on media decisions 
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and message decisions in the context of an LDC are presented. More specifically, Chapter 2 

deals with media decisions by identifying media preferences in an LDC and how why a 

particular medium is preferred affects the factors contributing to its effectiveness. Chapter 3 

deals with message decisions by comparing an advertising variation strategy to an advertising 

repetition strategy, and it identifies the conditions under which an advertising variation strategy 

would be more effective than an advertising repetition strategy in the context of an LDC. 

Finally, Chapter 4 first identifies that many social issues are taboo in an LDC but not in a DC. 

The chapter then considers whether taboo perception for a social issue is correlated with 

attitude towards the ad and whether the effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad is 

moderated by the type of message appeal employed (i.e., emotional versus rational appeals). 

Next, these chapters are discussed in greater detail. 

Chapter 2 presents the results of two studies on media decisions and message decisions in the 

context of an LDC. Since systematic research on media choice in LDCs is lacking, Chapter 2 

starts by identifying which media types are preferred in an LDC. It identifies that billboards 

are the most popular medium in an LDC. Drawing upon the finding of the first study, Study 2 

identifies why billboards are prevalent in an LDC and identifies the relative importance of the 

reasons for using billboard advertising in an LDC. Study 2 identifies the most important reasons 

for using billboards as tangible response, media efficiency, location, visibility, and LDC-

specific factors. The result of this study shows that there are reasons for using billboard medium 

that are specific to an LDC. In addition, Study 2, drawing upon the theories of selective 

perception and retail gravity, shows that the relative importance of the reasons for using 

billboard advertising in an LDC is different from the relative importance of the reasons for 

using the medium that are identified in a DC context. Study 2 also provides an overview of 

managers’ beliefs regarding billboard effectiveness (i.e., issues related to message decisions). 

This is important due to the fact that the less cluttered media environment in an LDC may 
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encourage advertisers to include more informative advertisements without the risk of message 

overload. As a result, the result of Study 2 showed that there are more factors that contribute 

to billboard effectiveness that are relevant in an LDC but not a DC. Finally, by examining the 

relationship between factors contributing to billboard effectiveness and type of organization, 

Study 2 shows that such relationships may also occur due to the unique context that exists in 

an LDC such as the less regulated advertising environment. For example, one factor 

contributing to an effective billboard that is related to the type of organization is integrated 

marketing communications (IMC). While certain types of organizations (such as 

manufacturing and education sectors) consider IMC to be important, other types of 

organizations (i.e., the informal and the health sector) consider IMC to be less important. This 

is due to legal restrictions facing the latter types of organizations. Particularly, informal 

businesses cannot advertise using government-controlled media (e.g., radio) because they are 

not legally registered; moreover, those in the health sector, including pharmacies, are also not 

allowed to advertise by law. However, billboards provide a legal loophole because they can be 

made by the informal sector. 

Chapter 3 uses two studies to investigate the application of advertising variation and repetition 

strategies in the context of communicating about social issues in LDCs. Although the 

advertising literature states that an advertising variation strategy is more effective than an 

advertising repetition strategy, Study 1, building on previous research on message sequencing, 

shows that in terms of recall (for non-taboo social issues), an advertising variation strategy (a 

negative appeal followed by a positive appeal) is more effective than either an advertising 

variation strategy that sequences a positive appeal followed by a negative appeal or an 

advertising repetition strategy (two negative appeals). In this way, Study 1 shows the 

importance of paying attention to the sequence in which positive and negative appeals are 

presented if advertisers in LDCs want to use an advertising variation strategy effectively. 
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Building on the results of Study 1, Study 2 examines more boundary conditions that are 

important in the context of an LDC. Specifically, Study 2 builds on the findings of the first 

study by making a distinction between taboo and non-taboo issues. This distinction is important 

because many social issues are considered as taboo in an LDC. Then, using theories related to 

taboo in advertising, Study 2 identifies that if an issue is a conversational taboo in a certain 

culture, then an advertising repetition strategy that only employs positive appeals is more 

effective (in terms of recall) than an advertising variation strategy. Meanwhile, for a non-taboo 

issue, an advertising variation strategy that sequences a negative appeal followed by a positive 

appeal is more effective (in terms of recall) than either an advertising variation strategy that 

sequences a positive appeal followed by a negative appeal or an advertising repetition strategy 

that employs only a negative appeal.  

Chapter 4 investigates the effect of taboo perception on people’s attitude towards 

advertisements that address those issues. The chapter also investigates the moderating role of 

different message appeals on the effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad. As 

explained in Chapter 4, the relevance of this topic for marketers lies in the fact that the effect 

of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad could be negative; as a result, marketers need to 

know if they could increase the effectiveness of advertisements that address social issues that 

are taboo by using different message appeals. Chapter 4, based on theories of culture and taboo 

in advertising, first investigates if there are differences between an LDC and a DC in terms of 

people’s taboo perception in various social issues. The result of the investigation showed that 

all the social issues investigated in the study were considered as conversational taboos in an 

LDC but not in a DC. Building on this finding, Study 1 examined if taboo perception of a social 

issue influences people’s attitude towards advertisements that address that issue. The result of 

the study shows that the perception of conversational taboo for an issue is significantly and 

positively correlated with attitude towards the ad. Chapter 4 also investigates whether the use 
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of different message appeals moderates the effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the 

ad. The study found that the effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad is not 

moderated by the type of appeal employed (i.e., rational versus emotional appeals).  

Finally, in Chapter 5, the findings of the empirical studies presented in this dissertation are 

summarized and discussed. Subsequently, promising areas of future research on media and 

message decisions in the context of an LDC are briefly discussed. And now let us consider 

media decisions in an LDC.  
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Chapter 2 

The meaning and effectiveness of billboard advertising in least 
developed countries: The case of Ethiopia8 

 

Introduction  

The dissemination and valorization of economic, health, and social information in least 

developed countries (LDCs) through communication strategies is not a deeply explored item in 

the literature. Specifically, little attention has been given to issues such as media preferences 

and message content strategies that may or may not contribute to communication effectiveness 

in the context of an LDC (Ferle, Edwards, & Lee, 2008). 

This is unfortunate, since communicating effectively with consumers in LDCs is important and 

in all probability different from communicating with consumers in developed countries. 

Indeed, factors such as the level of development of these countries, media availability, and 

accessibility to the Internet and/or television for both the advertiser and the consumer in an 

LDC may affect important aspects of communication effectiveness, such as reach and 

frequency of different types of media. These notions are supported by the results of previous 

research (e.g. Calder & Malthouse, 2008; Somasundaram & Light, 1994). For instance, 

Somasundaram and Light (1994) found that a standardized media approach is difficult for 

countries with different cultures and different levels of development. In this article, we report 

the results of two studies to fill this gap in the literature. 

First, Study 1 aims to provide insight into organizations’ media preferences in LDCs. This 

study, exploratory in nature, shows that billboards are used more often than any other type of 

medium in an LDC. This finding shows how media preferences in LDCs differ from media 

                                                   
8 This chapter is based on Gebreselassie, Andinet and Bougie, Roger (2018), “The Meaning and Effectiveness  
of Billboard Advertising in Least Developed Countries: The Case of Ethiopia,” Journal of Promotion  
 Management, 1-34. doi:10.1080/10496491.2018.1536618 
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preferences in developed countries, where media such as television and the Internet are far 

more popular than billboards and where billboards are more often than not merely used as a 

secondary medium9 (Veloutsou & O’Donnell, 2005). Having established that billboards are the 

most important medium to communicate with customers in Ethiopia10 in Study 1, Study 2 

provides an explanation of why billboards are the preferred medium in an LDC and tests 

propositions on factors contributing to the effectiveness of billboards. This study contends that 

the features of an effective billboard differ between developed countries and LDCs. Building 

on previous research indicating that billboard effectiveness is related to factors that enable them 

to get the customers’ attention (Taylor, Franke, & Hae-Kyong, 2006; Wilson & Till, 2008), the 

present study posits and shows that some of the factors affecting billboard effectiveness are 

specifically related to the unique LDC context. 

This article contributes to the extant literature in the following ways. First, it shows that 

billboards are the most popular medium for communicating with consumers in an LDC. 

Second, it provides an explanation of why billboards are popular in an LDC. Third, it provides 

new insights into the beliefs of managers (who are working in an LDC) with regard to 

effectiveness of billboards. Finally, it shows how these beliefs are related to the fact that 

billboards are a primary medium in an LDC.  

The article is organized as follows. First, we introduce and discuss the findings of Study 1, 

demonstrating that billboards are the most popular medium in an LDC. Next, Study 2 reports 

                                                   
9 The literature understands a primary media as one which is used by organizations to achieve all their 
communication objectives (i.e., brand awareness, brand attitude, and brand purchase intention), whereas a 
secondary media is used to support the primary media (Percy, 2008). 
10 Ethiopia has the second largest domestic market among LDCs, with a population of about 105,350,020 
(Central Intelligence Agency, 2018). Its real GDP growth is one of the fastest in the world, with about 10% 
growth for the past decade (IMF Survey, 2017). Due to its cheap labor and young population, many companies 
from China, India, Saudi Arabia, the Netherlands, Turkey, and other countries are engaged there in the 
agriculture, manufacturing, and construction sectors (Shen, 2015). In addition, an exploratory study conducted 
by Gebreselassie (2013) indicated that the number of billboard advertising companies increased steadily in 
Addis Ababa from the year 2003 until the data for the study was collected in 2013. 
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the conceptual background of the study, the propositions, the methodology section, and the 

analysis of the data. After that, the article presents a general discussion, followed by the 

theoretical and practical implications of the findings. Finally, the limitations of this research 

are discussed, and guidelines for future research are provided. 

Study 1 
 

Marketers have debated about standardization versus localization for over four decades 

(Schmid & Kotulla, 2011; Theodosiou & Leonidou, 2003; Vrontis, Thrassou, & Lamprianou, 

2009). This debate started with advertising in the early 1960s. Later on, other elements of the 

promotion mix were included in the debate. Today, it includes all the elements of the marketing 

mix (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012; Theodosiou & Leonidou, 2003; Vrontis et al., 2009). This 

study focuses on media preferences in advertising.  

The standardization school of thought argues that standardization of advertising allows 

organizations to create a consistent image and brand identity (Papavassiliou & Stathakopoulos, 

1997). Other scholars challenge this idea and argue that the creation of a single message 

and strategy is not effective, as some differences among countries (e.g., culture, disposable 

income, level of education) are insurmountable (Vrontis et al., 2009). Over the past decade, 

advertisers have understood that the debate should not be about an either-or strategy regarding 

standardization and localization (Ferle et al., 2008), but rather a delicate balance between the 

two (Onkvisit & Shaw, 2004). Decisions will vary depending on market development, culture, 

marketing infrastructure, and other factors (Vrontis et al., 2009). Along these lines, previous 

studies have shown how organizations may benefit from customizing specific advertising 

elements, such as message content, to the level of economic development of a country 

(Renforth & Raveed, 1983; Zarantonello et al., 2013). However, less research has explored the 

benefit of customizing media strategies to the level of economic development in an LDC.  
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Media strategies refer to deciding which communication channels will be used to deliver the 

advertising message to the consumer. This decision is often affected by factors such as reach, 

frequency, and desired impact11 (King & Reid, 1997). Reach and frequency are in turn affected 

by level of economic development of a country or region. For example, organizations in LDCs 

may be less interested than organizations in developed countries in using media such as 

television, since the percentage of households owning a television is very low in low-income 

countries12 (see Table 2.1). As a consequence, the ability to effectively reach the target audience 

is compromised (Nowak, Cameron, & Krugman, 1993). What’s more, because of the frequent 

power interruptions in LDCs, the use of media such as television may also not be very effective 

there. In contrast, organizations in developed countries often prefer media such as television 

and the Internet because both sight and sound can be used to communicate effectively with 

consumers (Percy, 2008; Shimp, 2007; Veloutsou & O’Donnell, 2005).  

Similarly, magazines and newspapers have low reach and frequency in LDCs because of the 

high illiteracy and the lower circulation levels. As a result, these media are less effective when 

communicating with customers in an LDC. 

Radio is by far the most accessible medium in LDCs. For example, 93% of the inhabitants of 

Tanzania can be accessed through radio (Myers, 2008). However, since radio stations have 

wide coverage and the markets in an LDC are often small and fragmented, using radio to 

communicate with consumers is not cost-effective (Leff & Farley, 1980; Sridhar, Germann, 

Kang, & Grewal, 2016). In addition, most people in an LDC have a very low income. More 

often than not, they cannot afford the more luxurious products and services marketed by many 

organizations. These organizations may benefit from choosing a medium that provides 

                                                   
11 Media impact refers to the qualitative value of a message through a certain medium (Kotler & Armstrong, 
2012). 
12 The World Bank’s country classification of “low-income countries” shows considerable overlap with that of the 
U.N. regarding LDCs (Burgess & Steenkamp, 2006). 
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localized targeting, such as billboards, when communicating with the comparatively few 

wealthy people in their target group (Dawar & Chattopadhyay, 2002). 

In sum, standardization of media strategies across markets that differ in terms of economic 

development is difficult. Since media availability affects media preference (See Table 2.1), 

there is a need to examine an LDC market that differs from a developed country in terms of 

economic development to see which media are preferred there. For this reason, Study 1 

investigates media preferences of advertisers in LDCs. More specifically, Study 1 aims to 

answer the following research question: What types of media are frequently used in an LDC? 

Table 2.1 Penetration level of different media types in different regions of the world 

World region Daily 
newspaper/1,000 
people (2000)* 

Households 
with television 
(2005)* 

Internet access 
per 1,000 people 
(2005)* 

High-income countries 255 98% 527 

Low- and middle-income countries 59 48% 84 

Low-income countries  45 15% 44 

Source: The World Bank (2007, p. 306 ). Data from columns (2) and (3) are from the International 
Telecommunications Union (2006). Note: *Information is on the most recent year available. 

 

Method  

Procedure  

Telephone interviews13 were used to collect the data. Telephone interviews are best suited 

when information from a large number of respondents is to be obtained and the likely duration 

of each interview is relatively short (Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). The latest 2016 telephone 

directory was used to minimize the limitations associated with contacting obsolete telephone 

numbers. The data were collected by research assistants who were carefully trained to gather 

                                                   
13 Although the telephone penetration rate is low in an LDC for households, the telephone penetration rate is nearly 
100% for organizations that are located in urban areas (Baron, 2010).  
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the data. In order to obtain information from a representative sample of organizations, they 

were instructed to collect data from a wide variety of organizations (see footnote 18 for the 

types of organizations).  

Participants 
 

One hundred and thirteen organizations in Addis Ababa were approached for this study. This 

sample size is determined using the formula for calculating sample size when the population is 

larger than 10,00014. The rationale for contacting advertisers in Addis Ababa was that most 

businesses operating in Ethiopia are located in the capital, while most of the organizations 

outside the capital are merely engaged in very small-scale agricultural activity that involves 

(virtually) no advertising.  

A telephone directory was used as a sampling frame15. A simple random sampling technique 

was used to draw the required number of responses (i.e., 113 organizations) from the telephone 

directory. To this effect, many days were spent giving numbers to each organization in the 

telephone directory. Then using a computer-generated table of random numbers, organizations 

were contacted according to the number assigned to them in the telephone directory. The 

participants were contacted via landlines (62.6%) or cellphones (37.4%), whichever was 

available in the telephone directory16. Twenty-one organizations indicated that they do not 

advertise. The reasons that were given for not advertising include: There is no budget available 

                                                   
14 z2 * p(1-p)] / e2; where z = z-score (this score is based on a 71% (i.e. 1.058) confidence level because the 
research is exploratory in nature, with the goal of developing a basic sense of media preferences in an LDC), 
and as a result precision may not be considered as critical; e = margin of error, which is ± 5%; and p = standard 
of deviation, the value of which is based on the very conservative estimate of 0.5 (McDaniel & Roger, 1999). 
 
15 Using a telephone directory helps to avoid the limitations associated with random digit dialing (RDD) such as 
generating non-working telephone numbers, dedicated fax or modem-lines, household numbers, and so forth 
(Couper & de Leeuw, 2003). In addition, the telephone directory used in the study was prepared by the only 
telecommunication company operating in the country using its data base. An interview done by one of the authors 
with an expert who was a member of the department responsible for developing the telephone directory revealed 
that the company claims to have included all its organizational customers in the telephone directory. 
16 A χ2 test was conducted to see if the type of connection, i.e. landline versus cellphone, had an effect on the type 
of media used. The results indicate that there is no significant relationship between the type of connection and the 
media preference of advertisers (See Table 2.2). 
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for advertising; the business is already known; and the organization aims to communicate via 

existing customers and positive word-of-mouth. Eventually 92 organizations participated in 

this study. The non-response bias is very low, as measures were taken to ensure a good survey 

such as a clear and concise wording, making follow-up calls to increase response rate, and 

having very short survey questions. As a result, only two organizations refused to participate 

(Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). 

Questionnaire 
 

The first question asked participants to indicate if their organization uses advertising to 

communicate with customers. If the respondents answered no, they were asked to indicate the 

reason for not advertising. If they answered yes, the respondents were asked to indicate from a 

list of media types that were read to them the media types that their organization uses. The 

questions were answered on a dichotomous scale (Yes or No). The media types presented to 

the participants were based on the extant communication literature (Belch & Belch, 2003; 

Kotler & Armstrong, 2012; Moriarty et al., 2012).  

Results and Discussion  

Participants reported using a wide variety of media types. The following media types were 

mentioned most often: billboards (64), the Internet (37), magazines (26), newspapers (21), 

radio (20), and television (19). Table 2.2 below provides an overview of the frequency of media 

used by the organizations in our study, as well as the results of the χ2 tests, investigating the 

relationship between the type of connection and the media preference of advertisers. 
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Table 2.2 The type of media used by businesses and its relationship with the type of connection 

A series of χ2 tests were performed to see if media preferences are related to the type of 

organization17. The results indicate that there is no relationship between the type of 

organization and a preference for radio (χ2 (4, N = 113) = 6.183, p = .186, Fisher’s exact test p 

= .123); the type of organization and TV (χ2 (4, N = 113) = 5.707, p = .222, Fisher’s exact test 

p = .126); the type of organization and newspapers (χ2 (4, N = 113) = 5.301, p = .258, Fisher’s 

exact test p = .254); the type of organization and magazines (χ2 (4, N = 113) = 4.291, p = .368, 

Fisher’s exact test p = .403); the type of organization and billboards (χ2 (4, N = 113) = 8.718, 

p = .06, Fisher’s exact test p = .054); and the type of organization and Internet (χ2 (4, N = 113) 

= 7.557, p = .109, Fisher’s exact test p = .099). These results contrast with the extant literature, 

where media preference is seen to vary with the type of organization (Taylor & Franke, 2003; 

Taylor et al., 2006). Consequently, these results suggest that media strategies do not seem to 

vary with the type of organization in an LDC. In contrast, in developed countries 

media strategies vary with the type of organization.  

The results shown in Table 2.2, column 2, shed light on media preferences in an LDC, which 

may differ from the media preferences in developed countries. These results help global 

                                                   
17 The types of organizations include: government, NGOs (non-governmental organizations), informal (i.e., 
businesses that are not legally registered with the proper government authorities), manufacturing, health, 
education, and services (services include retail, tourism, cleaning, gyms, and related activities). 

 

Media type Number of 
organizations 

Type of connection * media type 

Billboards 64 χ2 = .000   p = .983 
Internet 37 χ2 = 1.792   p = .181 
Magazines 26 χ2 = .447   p = .490 
Newspapers 21 χ2 = .582   p = .445 
Radio  20 χ2 = .540   p = 463 
Television  19 χ2 = .123 p = .725 
Others (telephone directories, 
flyers, and trade exhibitions)  

13 χ2 = .005   p = .941 
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advertisers to understand that a standardized media strategy is difficult among countries with 

different levels of development.  

An important finding is that media that are often used in developed countries, such as television 

and radio, are not used very often by the participants of this study. Conversely, other media 

such as billboards are used quite a lot. The finding that billboards are the most popular medium 

in an LDC illustrates that a further empirical examination of the reasons that organizations have 

for using billboards in LDCs is meaningful. Study 2, discussed next, was designed to 

investigate why billboards are prevalent in LDCs.  

Study 2 
 

Why businesses use billboard advertising 
 

As part of media planning, advertisers need to select appropriate media from a range of media 

types available to them (Pickton & Broderick, 2005). Media planning involves setting media 

objectives (e.g., use broadcast media to create awareness among 60 percent of the target 

audience over the next six months) and specifying media strategies that help the company to 

reach these objectives (Belch & Belch, 2003; Shimp, 2007). A media strategy requires careful 

consideration of the media options’ advantages and limitations, cost, and ability to deliver the 

message effectively to the target audience (Belch & Belch, 2003). In this regard, a review of 

the communication literature reveals that a billboard is used because of its ability to 

communicate information affordably, its ability to offer location advantage (that is, where the 

billboard is placed), and its ability to increase sales (Belch & Belch, 2003; Taylor & Franke, 

2003; Taylor et al., 2006; Woodside, 1990). However, the factors affecting the media strategy 

could differ between developed countries and LDCs, as we will explain next. 

First, certain advantages of a medium that impact media strategy in the context of an LDC may 

be less relevant in the case of developed countries. For instance, in urban cities of LDCs such 

as Addis Ababa, there are a significant number of organizations that are informal (i.e., 
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businesses that are not legally registered with the proper government authorities). According 

to the most recent estimations, 69% of the people in Addis Ababa are working in the informal 

sector (Fransen & Van Dijk, 2008). These informal organizations will not advertise via 

government-controlled media such as radio and television18 because they do not want to 

unnecessarily attract the attention of the government (Li & Rama, 2015). These organizations 

will instead communicate with consumers using billboards since access to this medium is 

available through one of the informal billboard companies that are found throughout the city. 

Second, certain advantages of a medium that impact media strategy decisions in developed 

countries are most likely less relevant in the context of an LDC. For example, in developed 

countries where the average consumer is exposed to thousands of commercial messages, 

billboards are sometimes used to cut through the media clutter (Wilson & Till, 2011; 

Woodside, 1990).. In Ethiopia on the other hand, the average consumer is only exposed to 40 

advertisements a day via media such as radio and television (Gebreselassie, 2013). Hence, 

media clutter is less of a challenge to advertisers in an LDC (cf. James, 2000). 

In sum, we expect that the reasons for using billboards in LDCs differ from the reasons for 

using billboards in developed countries. That is why Study 2 aims to answer the following 

research question: What are the reasons for using billboard advertising in an LDC?  

In addition, prior research suggests that the reasons for billboard use vary with the type of 

organization and that some reasons for billboard use are more important than others. However, 

as we will explain next, in an LDC, we do not expect the reasons for billboard use to vary with 

the type of organization. Moreover, we also do not expect that the relative importance of the 

reasons for billboard use will be the same in an LDC as in the extant literature.  

                                                   
18 Recently Kana TV, a private television station, was launched in 2016; apart from this, the television market is 
dominated by the government. Even in the private radio and television stations, the programing and advertising 
are closely monitored by the government for security reasons (Onkvisit & Shaw, 2004). Thus, the private stations 
require informal businesses to produce their registration license in order to advertise via them.  
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Type of organizations 

Prior research focusing on developed countries suggests that the use of billboard advertising 

may vary with the type of organization in developed countries (Taylor et al., 2006). Taylor et 

al. (2006) explain that travel-related companies, hotels, and small businesses consider 

billboards as an important element of their media strategy. For instance, a specific reason for a 

hotel to use a billboard in the vicinity of the hotel may be to persuade travelers to book a hotel 

room. On the other hand, according to Taylor et al. (2006), national advertisers often use 

billboards as a support medium (Moriarty et al., 2012; Taylor & Franke, 2003). For instance, a 

national organization may use billboards to support a national campaign via television and 

newspapers aimed at increasing brand awareness. These examples illustrate how the reasons 

for using billboards are related to the type of organization.  

However, we do not expect to find different reasons for using billboards for different types of 

organizations in an LDC, as we will explain next. The Human Development Index (HDI)19 of 

the UN (which measures level of development) indicates that it is difficult to use print media 

in LDCs given the low literacy rate. Moreover, the low income in low HDI countries prevents 

widespread TV ownership and Internet usage (see Table 2.1). For this reason, even bigger 

organizations that are active in an LDC will have to find other media to communicate with their 

audience. Therefore, both national advertisers and small organizations may use billboards as a 

central part of their media strategy and thus for similar purposes. Likewise, many organizations 

in an LDC may want to place billboards at strategic places in the vicinity of their outlets in 

order to attract customers to these outlets, since the dominant method of distribution to 

consumers is direct, regardless of the type of organization (Bowersox & Cooper, 1992). In both 

                                                   
19 The HDI was created to reflect the fact that people and their capabilities as well as economic growth should be 
used as the criteria for assessing the development of a country. It is a summary of four statistics: life expectancy 
at birth, adult literacy rate, school enrollment ratio, and GDP per capita. 
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these previous examples, the reasons for using billboards are similar and unrelated to the type 

of organization.  

Based on the foregoing discussion, the following proposition was formulated: 

Proposition 1: The reasons for using billboard advertising will not vary significantly with the 

type of organization in least developed countries.  

The relative importance of the reasons for billboard use   

Prior research suggests that some reasons for using billboard advertising are more important 

than others (Taylor et al., 2006). Specifically, findings by Taylor et al. (2006) suggest that in 

developed countries, selective perception factors (which refer to consumers screening out 

advertisements that are less relevant to them) are more important than gravity-related factors 

(which refer to the tendency of people to shop closer to home unless there is a compelling 

stimulus to do otherwise, such as large floor space) (Bell, Ho, & Tang, 1998; Huff, 1964; John 

& Michael, 1998). More specifically, these findings suggest that selective perception factors, 

such as visibility (which refers to the ability of billboards to be seen and make a strong visual 

impression) and media efficiency (which refers to the broad and frequent exposure to the target 

audience) are considered as more important than gravity factors such as ‘tangible response’ 

(which refers to the ability of billboards to bring in customers) and ‘local presence’ (which 

refers to providing a “last hit” and maintaining brand presence). This is because both visibility 

and tangible response are related to the ability of billboards to break through the cluttered media 

environment. These findings are logical in the context of developed countries, where the 

average consumer is exposed to an enormous amount of commercial messages (Gratton, 2006; 

Simon & de Palma, 2013). However, we propose that in an LDC, organizations are more likely 

to select reasons for using billboard advertising that are related to retail gravity models, such 

as the ability to bring in customers. As a consequence, organizations in an LDC are less likely 
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to select the reasons that are related to selective attention theory for using billboards. Below, 

we will present more arguments for this idea.  

In an LDC, as we have presented in this paper, there is less competition for the consumer’s 

attention than in developed countries. Hence, the challenge of getting the customer’s attention 

because he/she is ignoring less relevant advertisements is much smaller (cf. James, 2000). As 

a consequence, in LDCs advertisers may be less focused on reasons for using billboards that 

are related to selective perception. This is different from developed countries, where advertisers 

will use billboards to break through the media clutter (Wilson & Till, 2011; Woodside, 1990). 

Indeed, in developed countries billboards are often viewed as a medium that allows 

organizations to cut through the media clutter because they are seen (by consumers) in a context 

where there is less competition from other media for the customer’s attention (Taylor et al., 

2006).  

On the other hand, the factors that are related to gravity models are most likely more important 

in the context of an LDC. This is because markets in an LDC are small and fragmented (Leff 

& Farley, 1980), which means that billboards may be used to increase awareness as well as to 

increase traffic and sales in a small geographic area. Since most businesses in LDCs are small, 

most of their customers are from their immediate vicinity (Bigsten & Gebreeyesus, 2007). Such 

small organizations are less able to persuade customers to shop far from their homes by 

providing a compelling incentive such as large floor space (Bell et al., 1998; Huff, 1964; John 

& Michael, 1998). The scarcity of personal cars and the dominance of walking as a means of 

transport provide another explanation of why consumers in LDCs are likely to shop in their 

neighborhood to obtain products and services (Mitra & Saphores, 2016). Moreover, consumers 

in LDCs shop daily, and this habit of shopping daily also encourages them to shop in their own 

neighborhood (Dawar & Chattopadhyay, 2002).  
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Thus, in such contexts, it is reasonable to assume that the ability of billboards to attract 

customers from the neighborhood and to create awareness in close proximity to the 

organization’s location could be important.  

Based on the foregoing discussion, Proposition 2 is:  

Proposition 2: Organizations operating in LDCs are more likely to have reasons for using 

billboard advertising that are related to gravity models as opposed to selective attention models.  

Thus far we have been discussing how the reasons for using billboard advertising may vary in 

the context of an LDC from those in developed countries. In the next section we will examine 

issues related to the factors that contribute to billboard effectiveness.  

Factors affecting effectiveness of billboard advertising in an LDC  
 

The results of Study 1 suggest that standardization in terms of media choice among countries 

that are at different levels of economic development is difficult as a result of differences in 

media availability (Dawar & Chattopadhyay, 2002). Because of that, the contents of an 

effective billboard medium will differ in an LDC as opposed to a developed country, as we 

will explain next.  

In developed countries organizations often use a media mix where specific media are used to 

achieve specific objectives. For this reason, billboards are often used with specific objectives 

in mind. For example, billboards can provide high reach and frequency in a localized trade area 

(Taylor & Franke, 2003). In contrast, if an advertiser is operating in an LDC, media options 

are limited, and the advertiser is often forced to use the most readily available medium (i.e., 

billboards) to achieve many different media objectives. As a result, the factors that are deemed 

as important for an effective billboard in an LDC could be many more than the factors that are 

identified in the extant literature. These ideas are supported by the results of previous studies 

showing that countries with low levels of development have more informative advertisements 
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than those that have high levels of development (e.g., Baack, Wilson, & Till, 2016). In addition, 

Falk, Jones, Foster, and Rehman (1999) suggested that countries with lower levels of 

development have less cluttered media environments and hence advertisers can include more 

informative advertisements without the risk of message overload.  

Also, the difference in the level of development in an LDC affects not only the amount of 

information, but also the type of information contained in a billboard medium. For example, in 

LDCs such as Ethiopia, organizations may use billboards in order to help buyers find their 

product. This task of facilitating searches is generally performed by intermediaries. However, 

because the dominant method of distribution in an LDC is direct distribution (Bowersox & 

Cooper, 1992), the tasks that intermediaries perform such as facilitating searches are instead 

performed by organizations using, among other things, billboards20. However, in developed 

countries the distribution system is well developed, which means customers know where to 

find a product (Van Herpen, Pieters, Fidrmucova, & Roosenboom, 2000). Hence, providing 

information on where to find the product on a billboard medium is less relevant in the context 

of developed countries.  

In the case of developed countries, the high development level would make some types of 

information on a billboard relevant, as in the case of comparative advertising21. This type of 

appeal would be appropriate to customers in developed countries because it would give them 

the information that they need when they have to compare among competing products meeting 

the same need (Schwaiger, Rennhak, Taylor, & Cannon, 2007). However, in an LDC such as 

Ethiopia, because of cultural reasons these types of appeals are less welcomed, because in 

collective cultures, which emphasize group harmony, comparative advertisements are 

                                                   
20 The literature on marketing channels states that, though intermediaries can be eliminated, the functions that they 
perform cannot be eliminated, so the functions of the intermediaries are assumed by either the customer or the 
organization (El-Ansary, 1993; Rosenbloom, 2007; Weld, 1917).  
21 Comparative advertisements are those advertisements that explicitly or implicitly compare the product of a 
company with that of a competitor on one or more attributes (Neese & Tomas, 2002). 
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considered offensive (Hofstede, 1984; Muk, Chung, & Chang, 2017; Schwaiger et al., 2007). 

In addition, the laws in Ethiopia prohibit the use of such types of appeals (Federal Democratic 

Republic of Ethiopia, 2012). Thus, due to differences in levels of development between 

developed countries and LDCs as well as cultural and legal differences, we conjecture that 

features of an effective billboard in LDCs differ from the features in developed countries.  

Methodology  

Participants and procedure 
 

The sample of 150 organizations that were interviewed were contacted in the city of Addis 

Ababa, which is divided into 11 sub-cities. Based on the personal observations of one of the 

authors, three sub-cities that are known to contain many billboard advertisements were 

selected. Two people (one a driver and the other a photographer) drove around these sub-cities 

and took as many pictures of billboard advertisements as possible. This procedure was also 

used by Lee and Callcott (1994) in a study that examined billboard advertising in the United 

States. A total of 169 photographs were taken. From these photographs, the addresses of 

organizations using billboard advertising were compiled. Nine research assistants were hired 

to conduct the interviews with the organizations based on the list developed. The research 

assistants received training in data collection methodologies before going into the field. In total, 

150 interviews were conducted. The interviews were done in Amharic, and translation into 

English was conducted by a person proficient in both Amharic and English. 

Questionnaire development 
 

In order to answer the question related to why organizations in an LDC use billboard 

advertising, the participants in the study were asked the following questions: Have you ever 

used billboard advertising in the past? Why have you used billboard advertising instead of other 

forms of advertising? What were your company’s reasons for using billboard advertising in the 
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last 2 years? Would you continue using billboard advertising in the future? Why or why not? 

The respondents were also asked a probing question: Were there other reasons?  

After the respondents completed questions related to the reasons for using billboards, they were 

interviewed using the following questions to help identify the characteristics of effective 

billboards: Please think about a billboard that you have used and that you consider to have been 

effective. What were the factors or features that made the billboard advertising effective? 

Please think about a billboard that you consider to have been less effective. What were the 

features that made the billboard advertising less effective? Why? Were there other factors? 

All of the questions were test piloted with a purposive sample of four marketing management 

teachers and one company manager who is similar to the target respondents.  

Validation of the sample 
 

The use of multiple interviews made it necessary to validate the sample. Nine percent of the 

respondents were contacted by telephone based on convenience (with at least one for each of 

the nine interviewers) and asked to verify whether (a) they themselves were actually 

interviewed, and (b) what they were interviewed about. All the respondents verified 

participation. 

Of the respondents interviewed, 24.5% were women and 75.5% men. As for their position in 

their organizations, 35.33% were owner/managers, 15.33% marketing managers, and 49.33% 

administrative mangers.  

Coding the data 
 

After collecting 150 responses, a discriminant sample size of 50 responses was selected from 

the total of 150 responses using a simple random sampling technique and kept as a confirmation 

sample. In the sample, 11 respondents provided incomplete information on the factors 

contributing to the effectiveness of the media that they are using. Therefore, the study is based 
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on 139 responses for the factors leading to effective billboard advertising and 150 responses 

for the reasons for using billboards.  

The unit of analysis was relevant words or phrases, which were identified on the basis of such 

factors as: whether the word or phrase or sentence was repeated in several places, whether the 

interviewee explicitly stated that it is important, or whether the response was interesting or 

noteworthy in some way. As already mentioned, from the 150 organizations interviewed, the 

responses of 100 organizations were used as the basis of the classification sample. Then on this 

basis, two judges (A and B) independently coded this 100 classification interview data on 

reasons for using billboards into 615 themes or codes and the 94 classification22 interview data 

on factors contributing to effective billboards into 350 themes. Then the different themes were 

sorted into subcategories and the subcategories into categories. After completing the coding of 

the classification sample, the data was set aside for one month. This was done in order to ensure 

that the results of the coding by the same coder are invariant over time, i.e., to reduce the 

inconsistencies that may stem from such factors as cognitive changes within the coder or 

ambiguities in the coding rules (Weber, 1990). After a lapse of one month, the same judges 

classified a confirmation sample made up of the interviews with 50 organizations into themes, 

then the themes into subcategories, and finally the subcategories into categories. Then the 

judges compared their intra-judge reliability to ensure that it exceeded the 80% cut-off point. 

After confirming intra-judge reliability (which was 96% for judge A and 94% for judge B), 

judges A and B compared each other’s coding to examine whether the inter-judge reliability is 

above 80%. Inter-judge reliability is understood as defined by Kassarjian (1977, p. 14) as “the 

percentage of agreement between several judges processing the same communications 

material.” When disagreement in coding arose, the two judges resolved it through discussion 

                                                   
22 During the analysis of the 100-interview data for the factors contributing to an effective billboard, six 
respondents provided incomplete answers, and as a consequence the analysis was based on the 94 remaining 
samples. 
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to arrive at an agreement. After these procedures, the inter-judge reliability between judges A 

and B was 84%. 

Finally, judge C classified the interview data based on the categories provided by judges A and 

B. Judge C was instructed to create new categories when appropriate. Then the sorting of judge 

C was compared against judges A and B. The inter-judge reliability was 83%.  

Category confirmation and reliability  
 

The sample would be considered sufficient for this study if the addition of 50 respondents did 

not create any new additional category. A confirmation sample of 50 randomly selected 

respondents resulted in 358 themes (for reasons for using billboards), and a confirmation 

sample of 45 randomly selected respondents resulted in 162 themes (for the factors contributing 

to billboard effectiveness). 

Results and discussion  

In the following section we will present the result of the data analysis on why organizations 

use billboard advertising (see footnote 18 for the types of organizations). 

Why businesses use billboards 
 

The model for the reasons businesses use billboards is indicated in Figure 2.1. The categories 

are discussed below.  

Tangible response refers to all themes about the ability of billboards to achieve organizational 

goals and provide information. For example, the manager of a manufacturing company said his 

company’s reason for using billboards is “to build the image of the company.” 

The responses in this category highlight the importance of using billboards in order to achieve 

a variety of objectives such as providing information and influencing behavior. The objectives 

are not just about providing last-minute reminders of a brand (Taylor et al., 2006), but rather 

the aim is to use billboards to achieve objectives that are usually associated with primary media, 

such as to influence attitude.  
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Media efficiency is the next category identified, and it refers to all themes about using billboards 

due to their ability to expose the message repetitively to many individuals at low cost. This 

category highlights the unique advantage of billboard media as compared to other media, as 

this excerpt from a hotel manager shows:  

The difference in the cost of advertising when using radio or television compared to 

when using billboards makes billboards preferable.  

This category also includes the other advantages of billboards that are frequently mentioned in 

the literature, such as high reach and high frequency (Franke & Taylor, 2017).  

The third category identified is Local presence, and it refers to all themes about the advantages 

derived from the location of the billboard. Respondents consider this advantage of a billboard 

in terms of its ability to target customers in a given geographic area, as this quote from the 

marketing manager of a kitchen cabinet manufacturer shows: 

The billboard is placed on construction sites to target potential customers. 

This ability of billboards is considered in the context of providing narrow market coverage, 

which could be based on either the limited production capacity of the firm or the location and 

size of the target market (Roux & Van der Waldt, 2016). 

The fourth category that is identified is Visibility, and it refers to all themes about the ability of 

billboards to be seen. It includes responses that are related to the relative permanence of 

billboards as compared to other media. The following quote from the marketing manager of a 

manufacturing company illustrates this point:  

When advertising through, say, television, products appear for a few seconds.  

This aspect of the billboards in providing a 24-hour presence was more important than the other 

aspect of visibility, which relates to the ability of billboards to advertise in a context where the 

consumer is less distracted, as can be seen from Table 2.3.  
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The fifth category that was identified is labeled as LDC-specific factors. It includes all themes 

that can be related to a country’s development level. In this category, the respondents 

mentioned such factors as the low penetration level of television, the ability to communicate 

messages through graphic billboards to illiterate people, the frequent power interruptions, and 

the prevalence of informal businesses that are not registered with the authorities and hence 

cannot advertise using government-controlled media. The respondents also mentioned the 

accessibility that is associated with billboard advertising. For example, the owner/manager of 

a dental clinic said his company’s reason for using billboards is because “billboard advertising 

(…) saves time.” This quote should be understood in view of the fact that there are very few 

television stations in an LDC, which means that organizations often have to wait (for weeks or 

even months) for an opportunity to advertise, because of the limited availability. In contrast, a 

billboard advertisement can be operational in two or three days, as there are numerous billboard 

companies in Addis Ababa.  

Aesthetics is the final reason that is identified. This reason relates to all themes about the ability 

of billboards to be pleasing in appearance. The respondents consider billboards to be attractive; 

for example, the owner/manager of a manufacturing firm said his company’s reason for using 

billboards is because “billboard advertising has beauty.” This comment shows that billboard 

advertising is considered positively by the advertisers in Ethiopia.  

In sum, the model of the reasons for using billboards proposed six main reasons for using 

billboards: tangible response, media efficiency, local presence, visibility, LDC-specific factors, 

and aesthetics. Table 2.3 shows the relative importance of each reason. Tangible response is 

the most important reason for using billboards, mentioned in 29% of quotes, followed by media 

efficiency with 23.7%, location with 23.1%, and visibility with 17.5% of quotes. The reasons 

that are related to media infrastructure and aesthetics are less important, with 3.5% and 2% of 

quotes, respectively.  
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The figure below shows the model for why billboard advertising is used. 

Figure 2.1: Model of the reasons for using billboards 
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Table 2.3 Classification of reasons for using billboards 
 
Categories and subcategories 

of reasons for using billboards 
Definitions of categories and subcategories Classification sample Confirmation sample Total sample 

Number 
of 

quotes 

Percentage 
of quotes 

Number 
of 

quotes 

Percentage 
of quotes 

Number 
of 

quotes 

Percentage 
of quotes 

Tangible response   
 Achieving advertising 

goals 
 Information  
 To support other 

media 
 Survival 

 
 Advertising job 

vacancy 

To achieve organizational goals and provide information  
 

164 26.67% 119 33.24% 283 29.09% 

 Achieving advertising goals such as increasing 
sales and income, and influencing recall, 
recognition, and attitude 

120 
 

19.51% 
 

96 
 

26.82% 
 

216 
 

22.2% 
 

 Providing information on existing offers, new offers 30 4.88% 16 4.47% 46 4.73% 

 The support given for the company’s other media 9 1.46% 5 1.40% 14 1.44% 

 This refers to ensuring that the organization will 
continue to exist 

3 
 

0.49% 
 

2 
 

0.56% 
 

5 
 

0.51% 
 

 The use of billboards to attract qualified employees 2 
 

0.33% - - 2 0.21% 

Media efficiency  
 

 Cost of the media 
 

 High reach 
 

 Repetitive exposure 
 

 Placement in 
different locations 
 

The ability to expose the message repetitively to many 
individuals at low cost 

156 25.37% 75 20.95% 231 23.74% 

 The low cost of billboards relative to other media 
such as radio or to the financial capacity of the firm 

85 
 

13.82% 
 

44 
 

12.29% 
 

129 
 

13.26% 
 

 The ability of billboards to reach a high number of 
people 

38 
 

6.18% 
 

21 
 

5.87% 
 

59 
 

6.06% 
 

 The ability of billboards to provide message 
exposure repetitively 

26 
 

4.23% 
 

6 
 

1.68% 
 

32 
 

3.29% 
 

 This refers to increasing customer exposure by 
placing the billboards in different locations 

7 1.14% 4 1.12% 11 
 

1.13% 

Local presence   
 

 Indicating location 
  

 Targeted 
communication 
 

 A sign for a locality 

The advantages derived from the location of the billboard 143 
 

23.25% 
 

82 
 

22.91% 
 

225 
 

23.12% 
 

 Placing the billboard around the area where the 
organization is located and using it to direct 
customers who are interested in the products 

90 
 

14.63% 
 

66 
 

18.44% 
 

156 
 

16.03% 
 

 Using billboards to persuade people living or working 
near the company 

52 8.46% 15 4.19% 67 6.89% 
 

 Using the company’s name for a location that has no 
recognized name 

1 0.16% 1 0.28% 2 0.21% 
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Visibility  
 Long duration  

 
 It is eye-catching 

The ability of billboards to be noticeable  109 17.72% 61 17.04% 170 17.47% 
 The ability of billboards to be seen 24 hours a day 

and 365 days a year 
79 
 

12.85% 
 

39 
 

10.89% 
 

118 
 

12.13% 
 

 Billboards’ ability to be seen when the customer is 
commuting 

30 4.88% 22 6.15% 52 5.34% 

LDC-specific factors  
 
 
 

 Simplicity 
 
 

 Legal constraints 
 

 Understandability  
 
 Access to TV 

 
 Limited electricity  

 

The factors that are present in LDCs such as the low 
level of legal regulations pertaining to advertising, 
problem of access to other media, frequent electric 
power interruption, and high level of illiteracy 

24 
 

3.90% 
 

10 
 

2.79% 
 
 
 

34 
 

3.49% 
 

 The convenience associated with using billboard 
advertising in comparison to television 

9 1.46% 7 
 
 

1.96% 
 

16 1.64% 

 Using billboards to overcome legal boundaries 3 0.49% - - 3 0.31% 

 The ability to communicate messages through 
graphic billboards even to illiterate people 

3 
 

0.49% - - 3 0.31% 

 The need to reach people who do not own a 
television set  

8 
 

1.3% 
 

2 
 

0.56% 
 

10 
 

1.03% 
 

 This refers to using billboards in order to overcome 
problems related to the frequent power 
interruptions  

1 0.16% 1 0.28% 2 0.21% 

Aesthetics  
 

 Usage of pictures and 
colors 

 Attractiveness  

The ability of billboards to be pleasing in appearance 11 1.79% 9 2.51% 20 2.06% 

 This refers to the possibility for billboard users to 
choose the colors they feel the customers will like 

4 0.65% 8 2.24% 12 1.23% 

 Billboards’ ability to catch the eye 7 1.14% 1 0.28% 8 0.82% 

Others  
 
 

 Expert opinion 
 

 Others are doing it 

This category includes responses that could not be included 
in the previous categories  

8 1.3% 
 

2 0.56% 10 1.03% 

 The possibility of including the opinion of experts 
about products 
  

6 
 

0.98% 
 

- 
 

- 
 

6 
 

0.62% 
 

 This refers to using billboards because other 
similar businesses are using them  

2 0.33% 2 0.56% 4 0.41% 

Total   615 100.0 358 100.0 973 100.0 
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Propositions 1 and 2 
 

The qualitative data presented above were entered into SPSS. The data were coded with “1” 

for the presence of a reason and “0” for its absence. This was done by the first author of the 

study to facilitate answering Propositions 1 and 2.  

χ2 tests were performed in order to examine if the reasons for using billboards are related to 

the type of organization listed in footnote 18. Because the number of counts for some cells was 

less than five, Fisher’s exact test was performed, and the results indicate that there is no 

significant relationship between the reasons for using billboard advertising and the type of 

organizations. For Tangible response χ2 (6, N = 150) = 6.053, p = .417, Fisher’s exact test p = 

.445; for Local presence χ2 (6, N = 150) = 4.827, p = .566, Fisher’s exact test p = .606; for 

Media efficiency χ2 (6, N = 150) = 6.827, p = .337, Fisher’s exact test p = .340; for Visibility 

χ2 (6, N = 150) = 8.970, p = .175, Fisher’s exact test p = .160; for LDC-specific factors χ2 (6, 

N = 150) = 10.878, p = .092, Fisher’s exact test p = .127; for Aesthetics χ2 (6, N = 150) = 7.629, 

p = .267, Fisher’s exact test p = .327; and for Others χ2 (6, N = 150) = 4.112, p = .661, Fisher’s 

exact test p = .436. Thus, Proposition 1 cannot be rejected. Therefore, we conclude that the 

reasons for using billboard advertising do not vary with the type of organization.  

To test the importance of the reasons (related to either retail gravity or selective attention 

theories), a non-parametric one-sample test was conducted using a 50-50 split. The results of 

the tests for Proposition 2 indicate that the reasons that are related to gravity models (i.e., 

Tangible response χ2 (1, N = 150) = 18.027, p = .000; and Local presence χ2 (1, N = 150) = 

25.627, p = .000) are more likely to be selected by the respondents, while the reasons that are 

related to selective attention theory (i.e. Visibility χ2 (1, N = 150) = 1.707, p = .191; and Media 

efficiency χ2 (1, N = 150) = 3.840, p = .05) are selected or not selected with equal probabilities. 

The results for LDC factors (χ2 (1, N = 150) = 69.360, p = .000) and for Aesthetics (χ2 (1, N = 

150) = 123.307, p = .000) indicate that the respondents are less likely to select these reasons. 
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Thus, in line with the context that exists in an LDC – i.e., the prevalence of small firms serving 

their locality – Proposition 2 cannot be rejected. Therefore, we conclude that billboards are 

used for reasons related to gravity models but not necessarily for selective perception. 

In the next section, the analysis of the data pertaining to the factors affecting billboard 

effectiveness, according to the respondents of the study, will be considered.  

Results: How to use billboard advertising effectively  
 

The model representing factors affecting the impact of a billboard is given in Figure 2.2. The 

categories are discussed below.  

The first category, labeled as Clarity, refers to a feature of a billboard that contributes to a clear 

and concise message. Respondents were concerned about the need to provide grammatically 

correct and understandable information through simple and clear messages. The respondents 

were also interested in providing clear information through pictures, as the following quote 

shows: 

Using pictures of both men and women demonstrates that all kinds of people can exercise. 

This quote from the owner/manager of a gym shows the importance of providing information 

through illustrative pictures. The manager was mentioning a case where his previous 

advertisement was not effective because the advertisement used women models only. 

Name identification was the second category identified, and it refers to the need to indicate 

information to identify the company or its product. The most important concern for the 

respondents in this category was illustrated by the following quote: 

Customers could come to the company’s location without confusion. 

Quotes like this one make up more than 9% of the total quotes. The second important concern 

raised relates to the need to provide information on where to find the product, which makes up 

more than 6% of the total quotes. This latter information ties in nicely with a previous study 
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on magazine advertisements that highlighted the importance of providing information on where 

to find the product (Van Herpen et al., 2000).  

The third category, labeled as Location of billboard, shows the importance of a suitable 

billboard location. The importance of the billboard location is related to the advantages 

associated with the media such as reach and frequency (Franke & Taylor, 2017). Location of 

billboard contributes to the effectiveness of the fourth category, labeled as Visuals. This 

category refers to a feature of a billboard that contributes to its ability to attract the eye. In this 

category the respondents included factors that they thought would distract attention such as the 

use of too many colors. The respondents also included factors that contribute to capturing 

attention. For example, a school administrator stated the importance of capturing attention 

through colors that “have the ability to attract people so they will see the advertisement.” This 

quote highlights the significance of being visible to customers even in LDCs such as Ethiopia, 

where it is a seller’s market (i.e., demand is greater than supply).  

The category labeled as Readability shows the importance of including features on the billboard 

that contribute to easy reading of the message, such as size and color of the text. This category 

contributes to the effectiveness of the category labeled as Information, because what is put on 

the billboard such as the quality of the offer or the high caliber of the employees has to be 

readable.  

The category labeled as Physical aspects of the billboard refers to all themes about the physical 

characteristics of billboards that contribute to their effectiveness, including the size of the 

billboard, the height, the quality of the material from which it was made, and the quality of the 

print used.  

Creative is the eighth category identified, and it refers to developing the verbal or illustrative 

aspect of the message in a way that enhances message effectiveness. In this category the 

respondents were concerned about the need to provide information that is less exaggerated, use 
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appeals and visuals that are compatible with the local culture, and use drawings that look 

contemporary. A manager of a massage house makes the following observation: 

Most of the time massage houses show a picture of a man massaging a woman and a 

woman massaging a man.  

The manager commented that these types of illustrative pictures may be offensive to the public. 

This will in turn detract from the effectiveness of the billboard.  

The last category, labeled as Integrated marketing communications, refers to the need to 

support other advertising media through billboards.  

In sum, the model of the factors contributing to an effective billboard identifies nine main 

factors. Table 2.4 provides information on the relative importance of each of the factors 

contributing to billboard effectiveness. The respondents considered Clarity and Name 

identification important, as evidenced by the 26.3% and 20.3% shares of quotes, respectively, 

followed by Location of billboard with 15% of quotes and Visuals with 12.9% of quotes. 

Creative and Integrated marketing communications are seen as the least important, with each 

mentioned in only about 2% of quotes for each. 
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The figure below shows the factors that contribute to billboard effectiveness. 

Figure 2.2: A model of the factors contributing to an effective billboard 
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Table 2.4 The factors contributing to billboard effectiveness 

Factors contributing to 
an effective billboard 

Definitions of categories and subcategories Classification sample Confirmation sample Total sample 

Number 
of quotes 

Percentage of 
quotes 

Number of 
quotes 

Percentage 
of quotes 

Number 
of quotes 

Percentage 
of quotes 

Clarity  
 

 Illustrative 
pictures 

 Few words  
 

 Good writing 
 Understand-

ability  
 Grammatical 

precision  

The features of a billboard that contribute to a clear and concise 
message 

89 
 

25.43% 
 

46 
 

28.39% 
 

135 
 

26.37% 
 

 Using pictures to provide information 49 14% 25 15.43% 74 14.45% 

 Using not many words on the billboard 22 6.29% 14 8.64% 36 7.03% 

  The quality and the substance of what is written 9 2.57% 7 4.32% 16 3.13% 

 The messages are not complex and are easy to understand  7 2% - - 7 1.37% 

 Making sure that the message does not contain any spelling 
or grammatical errors  

2 0.57% - - 2 0.39% 

Name identification  
 

 Contact 
information 

 Listing offers  
 Indicating 

name  
 Contains logo 

The billboard should have information that will identify the company 
or its product 

67 
 

19.14% 
 

37 
 

22.84% 
 

104 
 

20.31% 
 

 Writing the address  29 8.29% 19 11.73% 48 9.38% 

 Naming the products offered by the company on its billboard  25 7.14% 10 6.17% 35 6.84% 

 Indicating the name of the company  10 2.86% 4 2.47% 14 2.73% 

  Putting the logo of the company  3 0.86% 4 2.47% 7 1.37% 

Location of billboard 
 

The effectiveness of the billboard in terms of its ability to reach a 
significant number of people due to its position on a highway or its 
ability to be seen from opposite sides of the road  

52 14.86% 25 15.43% 77 15.04% 

Visuals 
 
 

 Bright color 
 

 Color 
consistency  

The ability to attract the eye  41 11.71% 25 15.43% 66 12.89% 
 

 The use of strong colors in the pictures or photographs 22 
 

6.29% 19 
 

11.73% 
 

41 
 

8.01% 
 

 Using the same color in all company advertisements 11 3.14% 3 1.85% 14 2.73% 
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 Night time 
visibility  
 

 Different 
colors 

 The feature of the billboard that reflects light and enables it 
to be noticeable at night  

6 1.71% 1 0.62% 7 1.37% 

 Not using many colors 2 0.57% 2 1.23% 4 0.78% 

Readability 
  

 Text size 
 

 Bright color 
 

 Contrasts 

The ease in reading the message on the billboard 36 
 

10.29% 
 

11 
 

6.79% 
 

47 
 

9.18% 
 

 The use of large scripts  19 
 

5.43% 
 

7 
 

4.32% 
 

26 
 

5.08% 
 

 Using colors that enable reading from afar because they are 
strong 

10 
 

2.86% 
 

2 
 

1.23% 
 

12 
 

2.34% 
 

 Deciding which colors work well in contrast to others  7 2% 2 1.23% 9 1.76% 

Information 
 

Influencing the customers to prefer the company by indicating the 
quality of the offer, the high caliber of the employees, or the advantage 
of the offer  

25 7.14% 5 3.09% 30 5.86% 

Physical aspects of the 
billboard 

 Large size  
 

 Height  
 

 Medium size 
 
 

 Durability  
 

 Print quality  
 

This category refers to the physical characteristics of billboards  20 
 

5.71% 
 

10 
 

6.17% 
 

30 
 

5.86% 
 

 A billboard should be large so as to be seen from a distance 7 
 

2% 
 

6 
 

3.70% 
 

13 
 

2.54% 
 

  The billboard should not be above people’s height 7 
 

2% 
 

3 
 

1.85% 
 

10 
 

1.95% 
 

 An effective billboard is not too large so as to be seen by 
pedestrians  

3 
 

0.86% 
 

- 
 

- 3 
 

0.59% 
 

 The billboard should be made from strong material 2 
 

0.57% 
 

- 
 

- 
 

2 
 

0.39% 
 

 A billboard has to be made by a quality printer 1 0.29% 1 0.62% 2 0.39% 

Creative 
 

 Reliability of 
information 
 

 Modern design 
 Cultural 

compatibility 

Developing a message in a way that enhances message effectiveness  11 
 

3.14% 
 

1 
 

0.62% 
 

12 
 

2.34% 
 

 Avoiding messages that seem exaggerated 4 
 

1.14% 
 

- 
 

- 
 

4 
 

0.78% 
 

 Using drawings that look contemporary 3 
 

0.86% 
 

1 
 

0.62% 
 

4 
 

0.78% 
 

 The verbal and visual messages harmonize with the culture 2 
 

0.57% 
 

- 
 

- 
 

2 
 

0.39% 
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 Celebrity 
endorsers 

 The perception of the public with regard to the celebrities used 2 0.57% - - 2 0.39% 

Integrated 
marketing 
communi-
cations 

The need to support other advertising media such as radio 9 2.57% 
 

2 1.23% 11 2.15% 

Total   350 100.0 162 100.0 512 100.0 
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After entering the qualitative data into SPSS following the same procedure as in the case of the 

reasons for using billboard advertising, a χ2 test was performed in order to answer the question, 

are the factors contributing to an effective billboard related to the type of organization? Because 

the number of counts for some cells was less than five, Fisher’s exact test was performed. The 

result for Readability p = .022 and Integrated marketing communications p = .036 show a 

significant relationship between the factors contributing to effective billboard advertising and 

the type of organization.  

The χ2 test result for answering the question, are the factors contributing to an effective 

billboard related to the reasons for using billboard advertising? shows that there are some 

significant relationships between the factors contributing to billboard effectiveness and the 

reasons for using the medium. Tangible response is related to both Location of billboard and 

Information at p ˂ .05, and Location is related to Information and Creative at p ˂ .05, while 

Media efficiency is related to Creative and Physical aspects of the billboard at p ˂ .05 and at p 

˂ .01, respectively. Finally, Visibility is related to Clarity at p ˂ .05. 

Table 2.5 below shows the relationship between the factors contributing to an effective 

billboard and the reasons for using billboard advertising. 
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Table 2.5 χ2 test for the relationship between reasons for using billboards and effectiveness  
 

a. Two cells (50.0%) have an expected count of less than 5, so the p value is based on Fisher’s exact test. In the cells 
are the expected counts. 

b. One cell (25.0%) has an expected count of less than 5, so the p value is based on Fisher’s exact test. 
* p ˂ .05. 

             ** p ˂ .01. 
 

         

General discussion  
 

Two studies explored media preferences of advertisers in LDCs. Study 1 showed that billboards 

are the preferred medium in an LDC. Other media, such as television and the radio, are used 

less frequently. The results of this study build on, but go beyond, prior research on media 

preferences in developed countries (e.g., Somasundaram & Light, 1994) by showing that media 

preferences of advertisers in LDCs differ from media preferences of advertisers in developed 

countries.  

The findings of Study 2 on reasons for using billboards also imply certain extensions to 

existing research. Although four of the primary reasons for using billboard advertising in 

LDCs have been identified in the context of developed countries (Taylor et al., 2006), other 

 Tangible 

response   

Media 

efficiency  

Location  Visibility  LDC-

specific 

factors 

Aesthetics  Others  

Clarity χ2 1.456 3.096 2.810 4.654* .490 .515 a .034 a 

Name 

identification  

χ2 .005 2.946 3.006 .009 1.387 .059 1.550a 

Location of 

billboard   

χ2 3.960* 2.011 2.594 .544 .074 .025 a 3.448 a 

Visuals  χ2 .338 1.803 .404 2.227 .003 1.142 a .009 a 

Information  χ2 5.122 *b 1.609 4.631* b .027 1.080 b .816 b 5.172 a 

Physical aspects of 

the billboard 

χ2 .141 8.226** .002 2.434 .327 b .280 b .001 a 

Creative  χ2 .407 b 5.622* 7.561 *b .866 3.726 b 2.814 b .575 a 

Integrated 

marketing 

communications 

χ2 .854 a .164 a 1.288 a .325 a .002 b .306 a .216 b 
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reasons have not been found in earlier studies. Specifically, the results of Study 2 suggest that 

the low level of legal regulations pertaining to advertising, problem of access to other media, 

frequent electric power interruptions, a high level of illiteracy, and aesthetics are important 

factors with regard to media selection in LDCs (Taylor et al., 2006). As we predicted, the use 

of billboards is not related to the type of organization in an LDC context. This finding is in 

contrast to the findings of previous studies in developed countries, showing that the reasons for 

using billboards vary with the type of organization (Taylor & Franke, 2003; Taylor et al., 2006). 

This finding suggests that media strategies of organizations are likely to differ between LDCs 

and developed countries.  

Next, in line with the specific context of an LDC, such as the prevalence of small organizations 

as well as a small and fragmented market, this research has found support for the importance 

of gravity models; billboards are an important medium due to the fact that many organizations 

in an LDC are small and their customers usually live nearby. Reasons for using billboards that 

are related to selective perception seem to be less important in an LDC context. A possible 

explanation for this finding is that the market in an LDC is characterized by less media clutter 

than the market in developed countries. These findings are interesting, since previous research 

has shown that in developed countries, factors that are related to selective perception theory, 

are considered as more important than factors related to gravity models (Taylor et al., 2006). 

Future research is needed to test the moderating role of level of development on factors 

affecting billboard use.  

The factors perceived as being most critical to an effective billboard include using an 

illustrative picture, writing the address of the organization, and the suitability of the billboard 

location. Increasing message effectiveness through color use and information about the 

products is also emphasized by the respondents. Creative and supporting the company’s other 

media are factors considered as less important. Some of the factors that have been identified as 
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factors that affect billboard effectiveness have also been found in earlier research. For example, 

name identification, the location of the billboard, readability, and clarity, among others, have 

been identified by Taylor et al. (2006) as factors affecting billboard effectiveness. Other factors 

have not been found in previous research. For instance, physical aspects of the billboard, such 

as durability, were mentioned in more than 5% of the quotes. This makes a lot of sense because 

of the practice of using the same billboard advertisement for more than 3 years, which is 

common in cities such as Addis Ababa. Other features of an effective billboard advertising 

which have not been identified by earlier studies include understandability, grammatical 

precision, night time visibility, cultural compatibility, reliable information, color consistency, 

and usage of likeable celebrities. These results suggest that standardizing the features of 

billboard advertising may be difficult among countries that are at different levels of economic 

development. 

Some of the factors contributing to billboard effectiveness are related to the reasons for using 

the medium. Tangible response is related to the location of billboard and information. In other 

words, companies are interested in increasing sales by placing the billboards where reach and 

frequency of exposure is maximal, as well as by providing information on the quality of both 

the employees and the company’s products. Local presence is related to creative and 

information, meaning the companies are interested in placing the billboard in close proximity 

to the business and its customers and then developing layout and content that increase message 

effectiveness as well as communicating about the quality of its products and employees. Media 

efficiency is related to creative and physical aspects of the billboard, which means the 

respondents are interested in using the high reach and frequency advantage of billboards with 

appropriate layout and content and the physical characteristics of the billboard to enhance the 

advertising effect. Finally, the ability of the billboard to be noticeable is related to the need to 

communicate a clear and concise message.  
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Two of the factors contributing to billboard effectiveness, namely ‘Integrated marketing 

communications’ and Readability, are related to the type of organization. ‘Integrated marketing 

communications’ was important to the NGO, services, educational, and manufacturing sectors. 

A possible reason why other sectors such as the informal sector and the health sector consider 

this to be less important has to do with legal restrictions. Specifically, informal businesses 

cannot advertise using government-controlled media because they are not legally registered; 

moreover, those in the health sector, including pharmacies, are also not allowed to advertise by 

law. However, billboards provide a legal loophole because they can be made by the informal 

sector. Hence the informal sector as well as the health sector regularly use them to advertise. 

Readability was considered as important for the educational, services, and manufacturing 

sectors, but it is difficult to come up with a clear interpretation for this finding.  

Theoretical implications  

Existing international advertising literature has shown that the content of an advertisement 

varies among countries due to differences in culture, market development, marketing 

infrastructure, and other factors (e.g., Vrontis et al., 2009; Zhang & Gelb, 1996). This variation 

in advertising content could occur due to differences in culture or in the level of economic 

development. At the risk of oversimplification, in countries that have different media options, 

the media planner sets the media objectives and then selects the media that are able to achieve 

these objectives among the media options available. In contrast, in an LDC one considers how 

to achieve the various media objectives by looking at which media are available. This explains 

why organizations in LDCs use billboards to achieve a variety of communication objectives. 

This affects the content of billboard advertisements, which is more often than not different in 

LDCs compared to the content in developed countries. This means that it is difficult to 

standardize the features of effective billboards among countries that are at different levels of 

economic development. 
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Moreover, our research shows how a given advertising medium is used to overcome the 

limitations that are associated with distribution, as in the case of an LDC. The study shows how 

a billboard medium is used in providing information on product availability and the company’s 

location so as to increase the accessibility and the availability of the product of the company.  

Implications for managers  

Organizations that want to operate in LDCs can benefit from this research by observing the 

good practices of businesses that are already in the market. Adaptation to the reasons for 

billboard use in an LDC is necessary, as it impacts media effectiveness. Consumers in LDCs 

have less accessibility to different media compared with consumers in developed countries. 

The limited media options necessitate the achievement of a wide variety of media objectives 

via billboard communication instead of merely using the medium as a last-minute reminder, as 

is commonly suggested in existing literature. For instance, managers may be able to benefit 

from including more information in a billboard advertisement than they are used to doing in 

more developed countries. The results of this research have also shown that standardization of 

billboard content is difficult among countries that are at different levels of economic 

development. Because billboards cost less than other media such as radio, they should be used 

by media planners who have a narrow market coverage strategy. This market strategy makes 

the medium cost effective since the markets in an LDC are usually small and fragmented. In 

contrast, mass media, which are usually used for a wide market coverage strategy, are less cost 

effective in an LDC. Instead of locating billboards in different geographic areas to have wide 

market coverage, managers could employ a narrow market strategy by locating billboards in 

areas where potential and actual customers are known to exist.  

Companies that are used to doing business in advanced markets should not fully replicate the 

knowledge they have acquired in a developed economy and apply it in LDCs, as this might be 

suboptimal or even ineffective. For example, though comparative advertising is identified as a 
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feature of a successful billboard in the extant literature, it is not practiced in LDCs such as 

Ethiopia because of cultural and legal reasons.  

The name identification category (Study 2) highlights the importance of including information 

on product availability and company location because of the weak distribution structure. This 

contrasts with advanced countries, where a feature of an effective billboard is focused on its 

ability to break through the clutter (Jurca & Madlberger, 2015; Taylor et al., 2006; Wilson & 

Till, 2011; Woodside, 1990). The creative category also highlights the importance of being 

sensitive to local customs, so managers should note that it may not be appropriate to depict 

men and women in a sensitive context, as this might have a negative effect on attitude toward 

the organization, the product, or the brand. 

Limitations and directions for feature research  

This paper introduces two models that include the possible reasons for using billboard 

advertising as well as the factors that impact the effectiveness of the medium in an LDC 

context, identifying and proposing possible correlations. Further research, including controlled 

manipulation of the proposed variables, is needed to test actual cause and effect. 

In addition, the bigger picture related to developing advertising programs, such as setting the 

media objectives, developing the message strategies, and evaluating advertising campaigns, 

needs to be explored in the context of LDCs. 

Other suggestions for further research are related to the limitations of our studies. For instance, 

respondents’ self-reports on the factors affecting the impact of billboard advertising as in Study 

2 might not reflect objective information on these factors. Because people tend to rationalize 

their behavior, for instance, self-reports on success factors may differ from more objective 

assessments of success factors. Researchers in the future might conduct experimental research 

that varies the key executional factors and relates these factors to variables representing 

potential objectives of advertising such as brand recognition, attitude toward the brand, and 
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purchase intentions of consumers to gain the perspective from the other side of the dyad. An 

additional idea for further research is suggested by the use of convenience sampling in Study 

2. Future research could test these results using a more representative sample. Finally, it could 

be important to test the generalizability of the findings of the current study to other least-

developed countries. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Increasing the effectiveness of advertisements targeting social 
issues in least developed countries23  

 

 

Introduction  

Various challenges in least developed countries (LDCs) such as HIV/AIDS, domestic violence, 

child abuse, population explosion, and others underscore the importance of social marketing. 

This form of marketing is important in LDCs, since it can positively impact the awareness, 

attitude, and behavior of individuals with regard to the aforementioned issues, issues that play 

a major role in the lives of many. However, to date, it is unclear how different parties such as 

governments and (local and foreign) non-governmental organizations (NGOs) can effectively 

address social issues in LDCs.  

Previous research findings suggest that advertising variation strategies can be a useful tool for 

marketers in that they can lead to synergistic effects (Haugtvedt, Schumann, Schneier, & 

Warren, 1994; Unnava & Burnkrant, 1991; Wong & Voyer, 2018). The literature understands 

a synergistic effect as an effect that is more than the sum of individual effects of different media 

on audience response (Voorveld, Smit, & Neijens, 2013). This meaning of synergistic effects 

highlights the importance of accessibility to different media such as television, radio, 

magazines and newspapers, and the Internet (Dens, De Pelsmacker, Goos, Aleksandrovs, & 

Martens, 2018). However, in LDCs there is generally limited accessibility to different media. 

For example, many people in LDCs do not have access to television and/or the Internet. In 

addition, a large part of the population is illiterate; that is why the use of print media such as 

                                                   
23 This chapter is based on Gebreselassie, Andinet and Bougie, Roger (in press), “Increasing the effectiveness of  
advertisements targeting social issues in least developed countries,” Journal of Social Marketing. 
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magazines and newspapers to get a message across is usually not very effective in LDCs 

(United Nations, 2014). For these reasons, it is difficult to vary in terms of using different 

media in LDCs.  

This research approaches synergy from another angle; it raises the question of how the benefits 

of synergy can be best harnessed using different modalities24 of advertisement repetition. To 

this aim, we will investigate how governments and NGOs might benefit from applying different 

advertising strategies to communicate about social taboo25 and non-taboo issues. Indeed, many 

social issues are taboo in LDCs; social or religious conventions prohibit or restrict people from 

talking about issues such as domestic violence, menstruation, the use of condoms, and breast 

cancer (Sommer, Ackatia-Armah, Connolly, & Smiles, 2015). Since previous research 

suggests that reactions to advertisements about taboo issues differ from reactions to 

advertisements about non-taboo issues (Barnes & Dotson, 1990), we find it important to 

differentiate between taboo and non-taboo issues.  

The pressing question for practitioners is which advertising strategy is most effective in the 

context of addressing different types of social issues (taboo versus non-taboo issues) in LDCs. 

Hence, the objectives of this paper are to examine (1) what type of advertising strategy 

(variation versus repetition) is more effective when it comes to communicating about social 

issues and (2) whether the effectiveness of a specific advertising strategy is dependent on taboo 

perception for the social issue that is addressed.  

We draw upon theory on advertising variation and repetition and taboo issues to develop a 

framework that addresses these questions. We test our hypotheses using two experiments. First, 

                                                   
24 In this study modality refers to the type of appeal (e.g., positive or negative) that is used.  
25 Different terms have been applied to refer to “taboo products,” such as “offensive products” (Chan, Li, Diehl, 
& Terlutter, 2007; Sabri & Obermiller, 2012), “unmentionables” (Pitt & Abratt, 1988), “socially sensitive 
products” (Fahy, Smart, Pride, & Ferrell, 1995; Shao & Hill, 1994), products that are not decent (Shao, 1993), 
and “controversial products” (Rehman & Brooks, 1987; Waller, 1999). In this study we measured taboo perception 
on the basis of its defining characteristics as stipulated in the definition of Sabri and Obermiller (2012, p. 870). 
They defined taboo as a behavioral or verbal act that societal norms prohibit and generally consider to be publicly 
unmentionable. 
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Study 1 aims to show that a) an advertising variation strategy is more effective than an 

advertising repetition strategy for non-taboo issues but also that b) the sequence in which 

advertising appeals are presented matters (e.g., from negative emotional appeal to positive 

emotional appeal or vice versa). This study builds on and extends existing research on 

advertising variation strategy revealing that a positive response from a consumer to an 

advertisement is less related to the number of times a consumer is exposed to an advertisement 

than the modality of the advertisement repetition (see Figure 3.1) (Lim, Ri, Egan, & Biocca, 

2015). Having established the effectiveness of different advertising strategies in Study 1, Study 

2 examines how the type of issue (taboo issue versus non-taboo issue) moderates the 

relationship between advertising strategies and consumers’ responses. To this effect, we will 

use samples from The Netherlands and Ethiopia to investigate the effect of culture on taboo 

perception and consequently the foregoing relationship. To date, to the best of our knowledge, 

no study has examined the moderating effect of taboo perception on the relationship between 

an advertising strategy and consumer responses (see Figure 3.2). The outcomes of both studies 

may help social advertisers to increase the effectiveness of advertisements targeting social 

issues in LDCs.  

This article contributes to the extant literature in the following ways. First, it shows that an 

advertising variation strategy is more effective26 than an advertising repetition strategy when 

advertising appeals are sequenced from a negative appeal to a positive appeal for a non-taboo 

issue. Second, it shows that the message sequence from a negative appeal to a positive appeal 

is effective only for non-taboo issues. Third, it shows that for a taboo issue, an advertising 

repetition strategy (a positive appeal followed by a positive appeal) is more effective than an 

                                                   
26 With reference to the findings of Chapter 3, the terms “effective” and “perform” are to be understood in terms 
of “recall” of an advertisement. 
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advertising variation strategy. Implications for researchers and practitioners are delineated at 

the end of this article.  

The article is organized as follows. Study 1 and 2 report the conceptual background of the 

respective studies, the hypotheses, the methodology sections, the analyses of the data, and a 

discussion of the findings. After that, the article presents a general discussion, followed by the 

theoretical and practical implications of the findings. Finally, the limitations of this research 

are discussed, and guidelines for future research are provided. 

Study 1 
 

Theoretical Background 

Although a number of studies have shown that an advertising variation strategy leads to 

increased message effectiveness in terms of recall (Haugtvedt et al., 1994; Schumann, Petty, & 

Clemons, 1990; Unnava & Burnkrant, 1991; Wong & Voyer, 2018), scant research has 

explored this strategy in terms of using it to increase the effectiveness of social advertisements 

in the context of an LDC. Study 1 builds on existing literature by investigating the effects of 

advertising variation and repetition strategies on recall in the context of LDCs.  

A notion that plays a central role in the literature on advertising variation and repetition is the 

encoding variability hypothesis (Melton, 1970). This hypothesis is often used as a possible 

explanation for the finding that an advertising variation strategy leads to increased message 

effectiveness compared to an advertising repetition strategy (Wong & Voyer, 2018). It holds 

that when a message is encoded via multiple contexts27, then there would be multiple contexts 

during retrieval that converge on the message to be recalled (Dens et al., 2018; Jin, Suh, & 

Donavan, 2008; Lim et al., 2015; Unnava & Burnkrant, 1991). Since one important function 

                                                   
27 In general, a context may refer to the way an advertisement is presented, such as through the use of different 
media (e.g., television and radio), or to the use of different promotional tools (e.g., publicity and advertising), or 
to exposure to different versions of an advertisement within a single medium (e.g. a product advertised through 
different types of appeals). 
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of context is to serve as a retrieval cue, it follows that a message that is shown in multiple 

contexts will have multiple retrieval cues and hence more retrieval cues than a message that is 

shown in a single context (Unnava & Burnkrant, 1991; Wong & Voyer, 2018). As a result, it 

should be easier to recall the message that is shown in multiple contexts than the message that 

is shown in a single context.  

Because of the increased effectiveness of an advertising variation strategy, past studies have 

explored different approaches through which variation could be implemented. One example is 

using different media in combination rather than using one medium repetitively (Dens et al., 

2018; Lim et al., 2015; Tang, Newton, & Wang, 2007; Voorveld, Neijens, & Smit, 2011). For 

example, in an experimental study, Voorveld (2011) found that respondents exposed to 

advertising messages using multiple media (i.e. the Internet and radio) had a more positive 

response to the advertisement, compared to those who were exposed to only one medium. 

A second example of variation is using different promotional tools (e.g., publicity and 

advertising) in combination rather than using one promotional tool repetitively (Jin, 2003; Kim, 

Kim, & Marshall, 2016; Stammerjohan, Wood, Chang, & Thorson, 2005). For instance, Jin 

(2003) conducted an experiment in order to examine the relationship between prior news 

exposure about upcoming advertisements in the Super Bowl and memory of subsequent ads. 

The results showed that those who were exposed to both prior news (publicity) and the 

advertisement in the Super Bowl had the best brand recall, compared to those who were 

exposed to one promotional tool.  

A third example of variation is using different versions of an advertisement rather than 

repeating the same version of an advertisement within a single medium (Haugtvedt et al., 1994; 

Kim, 2018; Wong & Voyer, 2018). This strategy has been shown to be more effective in terms 

of recall, compared to repeating the same advertising execution (Schumann et al., 1990; 
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Unnava & Burnkrant, 1991; Wong & Voyer, 2018). This research aims to build this last strand 

of the literature.  

In the next section we will introduce the concept of advertising appeals. This concept is one 

approach through which organizations can implement an advertising variation strategy as we 

will explain next.  

Advertising appeals  

Advertisers influence audience behavior by using creative strategies aiming to impact on the 

internal responses of viewers (Vakratsas & Ambler, 1999). According to Belch and Belch 

(2003), one of the most important creative strategy decisions involves the choice of an 

appropriate appeal. Appeals are the primary means through which advertisers consciously 

influence their target audience to act in a particular way, such as to seek more information, to 

obtain the advertised offer (Gelb, Hong, & Zinkhan, 1985), or change their behavior. Therefore, 

the success or failure of advertisements can be greatly impacted by the advertising appeal(s) 

adopted (Kalliny, Saran, Ghanem, & Fisher, 2011). 

Advertising appeals can be rational (i.e., appeal to the logical aspects of the audience’s 

decision-making process) or emotional (i.e., appeal to the audience’s feelings in an attempt to 

evoke some emotional reaction) (Teichert, Hardeck, Liu, & Trivedi, 2018). These appeal 

strategies have been referred to in the literature as ‘hard-sell’ versus ‘soft-sell’ (Okazaki, 

Mueller, & Taylor, 2010), ‘utilitarian’ versus ‘value expressive’ (Johar & Sirgy, 1991), and 

‘informational’ versus ‘transformational’ (Rossiter & Percy, 1987).  

Both rational and emotional appeals can also be considered as ‘negative’ versus ‘positive’ 

(Leventhal, 1970). In a negative appeal, advertisers employ strategies to have an impact on the 

audience’s behavior by indicating some undesirable outcome, such as loss of something 

important or the occurrence of an undesirable feeling such as fear, shame, or guilt. By using 

positive appeals, advertisers aim to elicit a response from the audience by indicating the reward 
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of doing the right thing in the form of a positive outcome or feeling, such as happiness or hope 

(Erlandsson, Nilsson, & Västfjäll, 2018).  

Though a number of studies show the superiority of negative appeals over positive appeals, in 

relation to advertising that targets social issues (Noble, Pomering, & Johnson, 2014; Soscia, 

Turrini, & Tanzi, 2012), other studies maintain that using negative emotional appeals alone is 

an incomplete approach; they advocate using strategies that show not only the consequence of 

doing the wrong thing, but also the benefits of doing the right thing (Halperin, 2006; Hsu, 2006; 

Lewis, Watson, White, & Tay, 2007; O'Grady, 2006). For instance Lewis et al. (2007) have 

argued that advertising effectiveness may be enhanced for a social message when different 

emotional appeals are used consecutively, rather than when a single emotional appeal is 

repeated. They have stipulated that using a negative emotional appeal followed by a positive 

emotional appeal may result in greater impact, compared to using a negative emotional appeal 

repeatedly, due to a complementarity effect; the strength of one appeal will offset the weakness 

of the other (Lewis et al., 2007; Voorveld et al., 2013). This is because each appeal type has its 

own advantage; for example, a positive emotional appeal is better than a negative emotional 

appeal in delivering an important and distinct message (e.g., promoting the message of 

prevention: ‘you have to do this to prevent that’), while a negative emotional appeal is often 

remembered longer (Erlandsson et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2007). 

Thus, as a part of an advertising variation strategy social advertisers could sequence a negative 

appeal followed by a positive appeal or vice versa in order to increase the impact of the social 

advertisements rather than showing the same emotional appeal twice. In the next section, an 

advertising repetition as an alternative to an advertising variation is considered.  

 

 

Advertising repetition versus advertising variation 
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Advertisers often employ strategies such as increasing the advertising frequency in order to 

maximize impact on audience response. Previous research has argued and shown that 

advertising repetition has a positive effect on message recall and brand name recall (Martí-

Parreño, Bermejo-Berros, & Aldás-Manzano, 2017; Unnava & Burnkrant, 1991), on brand 

attitudes (Campbell & Keller, 2003; McCoy, Everard, Galletta, & Moody, 2017), and on 

purchase intention (Yoo, Bang, & Kim, 2009). The positive impact of repetition on audience 

response is based on the mere exposure effect. The mere exposure effect states that liking for 

a stimulus increases on repeated exposure to that stimulus (Zajonc, 1968). However, excessive 

repetition can lead to a decrease in audience response (i.e., wearout) (Cacioppo & Petty, 1979; 

Ernst, Kühne, & Wirth, 2017; Schmidt & Eisend, 2015). This reduction in audience response 

could be due to redundancy or boredom (Berlyne, 1970). 

Researchers indicate that wearout due to repetition can be delayed by using advertising 

variation strategy (Kim, 2018; Yoo et al., 2009). For example, Unnava and Burnkrant (1991) 

have shown that the attention paid to an advertisement that is repeated with a single execution 

will be lower than the attention paid to an advertisement that is repeated using different 

executions. The reason for this effect could be a reduction in wearout due to the change in the 

way the message is presented, which motivates the audience to pay more attention to the 

advertisement due to the perception that something new is coming from the advertisement 

(Calder & Sternthal, 1980; Kim, 2018; Montoya, Horton, Vevea, Citkowicz, & Lauber, 2017; 

Naik, Mantrala, & Sawyer, 1998; Tang et al., 2007).  

In sum, previous research suggests that variation is more effective than repetition, however, in 

view of the fact that previous studies on an advertising variation strategy did not consider 

important elements of advertising execution such as the form of advertising appeal used (e.g., 

positive or negative emotional appeal) but rather considered such elements of advertising 

execution as copy and illustration, we know less about the effectiveness of varying the 
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sequence from a positive to a negative emotional appeal or vice versa when compared to the 

strategy of repeating the same emotional appeal (Harun, Teo, Hussin, & Nasir, 2014)  

Next, we will present the conceptual framework of our study.  

Towards a conceptual framework  

Message sequencing refers to the act of assigning orders to message appeals in a specific 

advertising message (Lim et al., 2016). For example, an advertising message that uses a 

negative and a positive emotional appeal can either communicate in a negative to a positive 

sequence or in a positive to a negative sequence. Message sequencing is a promising area of 

research in the application of an advertising variation strategy. The importance of message 

sequencing is related to the information integration theory, which states that the sequencing of 

informational stimuli is an important issue (Anderson, 1971; Loda, Norman, & Backman, 

2007). For instance, Lim et al. (2016) have shown that the sequence of an emotional appeal 

followed by a rational appeal is more effective than the sequence of a rational appeal followed 

by an emotional appeal. Similarly, Purnawirawan et al. (2012) in examining message 

sequencing (or wrapping, in their study) in an online review context, found that positive 

wrapping (positive/negative/positive) in positively balanced review sets and negative wrapping 

(negative/positive/negative) in negatively balanced review sets improved the perceived 

usefulness of online reviews. Likewise, Nai and Seeberg (2018) investigated the importance of 

message sequence in a political advertising context and found that, when a sequence ends on a 

negative message, regardless of its overall valence (e.g., positive-positive-negative), evaluation 

of the target (the opposing political party) is less favorable; similarly, negatively valenced 

sequences harm the target, except when the sequence ends on a positive message (i.e., negative-

negative-positive). 

The above research highlights the importance of message sequencing when using an 

advertising variation strategy. As a result, in this first study, we want to find out if social 
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advertisers could benefit from using a particular message sequence when employing an 

advertising variation strategy. In this way we want to replicate previous research on message 

sequencing in the context of advertising a non-taboo social issue in LDCs.  

Hypothesis development 

The foregoing discussion of the literature reveals that the idea that an advertising variation 

strategy is more effective than an advertising repetition strategy is by no means new (Schumann 

et al., 1990; Wong & Voyer, 2018). For example, Burnkrant and Unnava (1987) have shown 

that varying the copy of an advertisement is more effective (in terms of recall) than repeating 

an advertisement with a single execution. On the basis of this research it would make sense to 

posit that an advertising variation strategy is more effective than an advertising repetition 

strategy in an LDC context when it comes to communicating about social issues that are non-

taboo issues. However, we do not believe that this is always true. Past research, using concepts 

such as negative bias and retroactive interference, suggests that the sequence in which positive 

and negative appeals are presented matters. This research helps us to explain why a variation 

strategy that starts with a negative appeal (followed by a positive appeal) is more effective than 

a variation strategy that starts with a positive appeal (followed by a negative appeal). 

A wide variety of studies have shown that negative experiences are easier to recall than positive 

experiences (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Ito, Larsen, Smith, & 

Cacioppo, 1998; Nass & Yen, 2010). This is due to the fact that negative experiences involve 

more cognitive processing than positive experiences (Baumeister et al., 2001; Ito et al., 1998; 

Nass & Yen, 2010). What’s more, previous research has found that people remember little of 

what is presented before they were exposed to negative information (Lang, Newhagen, & 

Reeves, 1996; Nass & Yen, 2010; Newhagen & Reeves, 1992). Because negative information 

demands a lot of cognitive resources, it inhibits the brain from rehearsing and storing the older 

or prior information (Baumeister et al., 2001; Nass & Yen, 2010; Newhagen & Reeves, 1992). 
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This phenomenon is called retroactive interference, which refers to the interference of new 

memories with the retrieval of older memories (Edwards, 2010). Because positive information 

does not require significant cognitive resources, it does not cause retroactive interference (Nass 

& Yen, 2010). 

The findings presented above suggest that when a positive appeal is followed by a negative 

appeal, the effectiveness of the advertisement is reduced. Hence, we hypothesize that: 

 H1a: An advertising variation strategy that starts with a negative appeal (followed by a positive 

appeal) will generate greater recall than an advertising variation strategy that starts with a 

positive appeal (followed by a negative appeal) or an advertising repetition strategy. 

 H1b: An advertising variation strategy that starts with a negative appeal (followed by a positive 

appeal) will generate greater recognition than an advertising variation strategy that starts with 

a positive appeal (followed by a negative appeal) or an advertising repetition strategy. 

Figure 3.1 Model depicting the effect of message order on advertisement recall and 
recognition  

 

 
 
 

 

Empirical examination 

Pretest 
 

One of the authors searched on the Internet and collected several poster advertisements on anti-

smoking (i.e., the target advertisement).  

Eight judges were asked to evaluate the advertisements found using semantic differential scales 

for the level of humor and fear depicted in these advertisements. The scales (scary/not scary, 

shocking/not shocking, amusing/not amusing) were adapted from Soscia et al. (2012) and 

Fear followed by Humor 

Recall/  

Recognition  
 Humor followed by Fear 

Fear followed by Fear  
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ranged from 1 to 7. As a result of this exercise, the most amusing and alarming anti-smoking 

advertisements were selected.  

The advertisement using a negative appeal depicted a skull on the head of a cigarette, while the 

positive appeal advertisement showed three pipe-smoking cows28. These anti-smoking 

advertisements were modified using Windows Paint to insert a text that reads “second-hand 

smoking kills” and a helpline with a telephone number. The advertisements also included 

information about a cancer society in Ethiopia. In other words, the two anti-smoking 

advertisements (positive and negative) both contained the same message and helpline. We 

should note that an exploratory study has revealed that smoking is considered as a non-taboo 

issue.  

Design, Sample, and Procedure 
 

We used a between-subjects design. We collected data by approaching Addis Ababa university 

students in a classroom environment. The students were asked to participate on a voluntary 

basis. A student sample was adopted due to both their accessibility and their homogeneity as a 

group (Calder, Phillips, & Tybout, 1981). We randomly assigned a total of 126 students to the 

treatment conditions. A total of 106 students (42.5% women) were used in the final analysis. 

A filter question at the beginning of the questionnaire asked the respondents if they had seen 

any of the advertisements before this occasion; those who answered yes were excluded from 

further analysis (n = 20).  

We used a total of 16 advertisements in each condition (using repeated or varied execution). 

The advertisements contained both written and visual messages. The target advertisement was 

shown twice in the same execution format. Some filler advertisements were also shown twice 

in the same format. Other fillers were presented once each. In line with Unnava and Burnkrant 

(1991), filler advertisements with varied execution or single execution were used to eliminate 

                                                   
28 A third anti-smoking advertisement was added as a distraction.  
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inadvertent extra attention to the only ad in a set that appeared more than once. To reduce 

recency and primacy effects, the target advertisement was presented in third position in both 

treatment conditions and there were six advertisements separating the target advertisement, so 

that the second occurrence of the target advertisement was in ninth position. Following Unnava 

and Burnkrant (1991), to avoid contrast effects, three advertisements were shown twice without 

changing the advertising execution: the anti-smoking advertisement, as well as an HIV/AIDS 

advertisement, and a domestic violence advertisement. To reduce a contrast effect, these three 

advertisements also had a varied execution format. To reduce an order effect, the target 

advertisement was presented in a random manner, which was the same for all participants. 

There were six advertisements separating the first and second appearance of the target 

advertisement. This was designed to reduce the effect of list-learning, where attention is 

enhanced when a word is repeated a number of times in immediate succession. This effect can 

be reduced by including just one item between the two presentations of the repeated item 

(Dellarosa & Bourne, 1985). 

A total of 5429 respondents saw the same negative emotional message twice, while 25 

respondents saw a negative emotional message followed by a positive emotional message, and 

the remaining 27 respondents saw a positive emotional message followed by a negative 

emotional message. Subjects in all groups had the same exposure level (i.e., saw the same 

number of advertisements) (Unnava & Burnkrant, 1991). 

The experiment was conducted in batches of 17 to 19 respondents. The subjects were told orally 

that they would view and rate advertisements and were then randomly assigned to one of the 

                                                   
29 Because having unequal sample sizes in the three conditions may dramatically affect statistical power and Type 
I error rates (Rusticus & Lovato, 2014), we randomly selected 25 of the 54 cases from the negative repetition 
condition using SPSS. The results reported are based on the 25-sample size from the negative repetition condition, 
the 25 respondents who saw a negative emotional message followed by a positive emotional message, and the 27 
respondents who saw a positive emotional message followed by a negative emotional message.  
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three experimental conditions. They were told to look at the poster advertisements as they 

would usually look at advertisements. 

Manipulation checks 
 

After presenting the advertisements, the participants were asked to answer manipulation checks 

as to whether the respondents consider the humor advertisement as amusing and the fear appeal 

advertisement as scary. Two items on a 7-point scale (amusing/not amusing and scary/not 

scary) were adapted from Soscia et al. (2012). As in the pretest, the respondents did indeed 

perceive the advertisements using fear as significantly alarming (M = 5.054) compared to the 

advertisements using humor (M = 3.676), at significance p = 0.002. Similarly, the 

advertisements using humor appeal were considered by respondents to be amusing (M = 5.000) 

compared to the advertisements using fear appeal (M = 3.280), at significance p = 0.037 (see 

Table 3.1). 

Table 3.1 Manipulation check for advertisements using fear versus humor appeals (t-tests) 

 Mean of recall scores (M) according to 

advertising type 

T-test value (t) and significance 

level (p) 

 Fear appeal Humor appeal t p 

Fear perceived 5.054 3.676 3.176 0.002¹ 

Humor 

perceived 
3.280 5.000 -2.205 0.037² 

Note: ¹ = Fear versus humor; ² = Humor versus fear  

M = mean; t = t-test value; p = significance level 
 

Measures 
 

After reading the advertisements, the subjects were given a questionnaire. The questionnaire 

asked the respondents to list all the social issues they had seen in the advertisements. After 

performing this unaided recall test, subjects performed an aided recall task, in which they were 

asked if they remembered seeing an advertisement for anti-smoking. If subjects answered yes, 
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they were asked to indicate the message of the advertisement. Subjects then wrote down 

everything they remembered from the anti-smoking advertisement.  

Results 

Message recall  
 

To test hypothesis 1a, i.e., the effect on respondents’ recall of varying positive and negative 

emotional appeals (as well as the sequence in which this variation has occurred) against the 

strategy of repeating the same negative emotional appeal, the copy30 recall by each subject was 

scored by awarding one point for every meaningful phrase recalled by the subject, with only 

exact reproduction allowed. Only text (written) messages common to both executions of the 

target advertisement were counted. The text (written) messages common to both target 

advertisement executions were expressed in four phrases. The recall scores reported are based 

on the number of phrases recalled from the pool of four phrases.  

The mean of the recall scores was then calculated and subjected to a Kruskal-Wallis test to 

evaluate differences among the three-execution condition (fear repetition, fear appeal followed 

by humor appeal, and humor appeal followed by fear appeal) on the recall of the respondents. 

The test was significant χ2 (2, N = 77) = 10.15, p = .006. The proportion of variability in the 

ranked dependent variable accounted for by the execution condition was .17, indicating a fairly 

strong relationship between execution condition and recall. To determine whether the sequence 

in which the appeal types were presented mattered, follow-up tests were conducted to evaluate 

pairwise differences among the three groups, controlling for type I error across tests by using 

the Bonferroni approach. The results of the Mann-Whitney U tests indicated that subjects who 

were presented with the fear appeal followed by the humor appeal recalled significantly more 

than those exposed to the fear repetition condition U = 260, p = .001 or the humor followed by 

                                                   
30 Copy is a publishing term that refers to the text of a message, which can be given orally (spoken) or visually 
(written text). 
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the fear appeal condition U = 128, p = .006. But there was no significant difference in recall 

between the subjects exposed to the humor followed by the fear appeal condition and those 

subjects exposed to the fear repetition condition U = 483, p = .978. These results provide 

support for hypotheses 1a, which suggests that an advertising variation strategy that sequences 

a negative appeal followed by a positive appeal is more effective than an advertising variation 

strategy that sequences a positive appeal followed by a negative appeal or an advertising 

repetition strategy that repeats the same negative appeal twice.  

Message recognition 
 

To test hypothesis 1b, i.e., comparing the effect on respondents’ recognition of varying the 

emotional appeals (as well as the sequence in which this variation has occurred) against the 

strategy of repeating the same negative emotional appeal, the copy recognition of each subject 

was scored using a similar approach to the coding of the recall scores of the subjects.  

The mean of the recognition scores was then calculated and subjected to a Kruskal-Wallis test 

to evaluate differences among the three execution conditions on the recognition of the 

respondents. The analysis revealed a non-significant main effect of the execution condition χ2 

(2, N = 77) = 6.66, p = .129. To examine whether the order in which the appeal types are 

presented matters, follow-up tests were conducted to evaluate pairwise differences among the 

three groups, controlling for Type I error across tests by using the Bonferroni approach. The 

result of the Mann-Whitney U tests revealed that the order in which the advertising appeals 

were presented had a non-significant effect on recognition. Subjects who were presented with 

the fear appeal followed by the humor appeal did not perform significantly better than those 

exposed to the fear repetition condition U = 334, p = .056. And the subjects who were exposed 

to the humor followed by the fear appeal condition did not perform significantly better than 

those exposed to the fear followed by the humor appeal U = 170, p = .156. Finally, the subjects 

who were exposed to the humor appeal followed by the fear appeal did not perform 
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significantly better than those exposed to the fear repetition condition U = 474.5, p = .819. 

These results suggest that we did not find support for hypotheses 1b in light of message 

recognition.  

Discussion  

The results of Study 1 show how social marketers in LDCs may benefit from using a specific 

advertising variation strategy. We have found that that varying the type of advertising appeal 

used enhances advertising effectiveness compared to repeating the same type of advertising 

appeal as long as advertisers start with a negative appeal and follow up with a positive 

appeal. The findings of Study 1 support previous research findings on the superiority of 

advertising variation strategies over advertising repetition strategies (Burnkrant & Unnava, 

1987; Unnava & Burnkrant, 1991) and build on these findings by showing that the sequence 

of appeals is an important factor with regard to the execution of an advertising variation 

strategy. This last finding is in line with previous studies suggesting that message sequencing 

may have an effect on consumers’ responses to advertisements (Dong & Li, 2018; Kim et al., 

2016; Kolomiiets, Dens, & De Pelsmacker, 2016; Loda & Coleman, 2005). The findings are 

important for social advertisers working in an LDC context, as they show how social 

advertisers can increase the impact of their advertising campaigns. However, we expect that 

the results of Study 1 specifically apply to social issues that are not taboo issues, such as giving 

up smoking, illiteracy, sending girls to school, and so forth. Interestingly, an exploratory study 

(Gebreselassie, 2018) reveals that in LDCs many social issues such as domestic violence, 

menstruation, HIV, and so forth are considered as taboo issues, or issues that are not discussed 

openly. That is why an open presentation of such (taboo) issues in advertisements may create 

feelings of discomfort and anxiety on the part of the target audience. Social advertisers have to 

be aware of such feelings and, more importantly, deal with them. Hence, in a follow-up study 
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(Study 2), we examine whether and how taboo perception mitigates the effectiveness of an 

advertising variation strategy over an advertising repetition strategy in terms of message recall. 

Study 2 
 

Study 1 has shown that respondents exposed to a negative advertising appeal followed by a 

positive advertising appeal performed significantly better in terms of recall than those exposed 

to either only repetitive negative appeals or a positive appeal followed by a negative appeal. 

This finding shows that given the right message order, an advertising variation strategy could 

be more effective than an advertising repetition strategy.  

In Study 2, we will posit and show that the results of Study 1 apply to a non-taboo issue but 

not to a taboo issue. In other words, we expect to find that for taboo issues, an advertising 

repetition strategy would be more effective than an advertising variation strategy. Specifically, 

we expect that the message sequence “a positive appeal followed by a positive appeal” will be 

more effective than an advertising variation strategy that sequences a negative appeal followed 

by a positive appeal (or vice versa). For non-taboo issues, on the other hand, we expect to 

replicate the results of Study 1.  

The reasoning behind these assertions is provided in the following sections. Again, we will 

start with an overview of previous research, in this case on taboo issues. Then, we will develop 

hypotheses and explain why we expect that taboo perception moderates the effectiveness of 

specific advertising strategies. 

Past studies on taboo issues 

Taboos in advertising could be related to the mention of a taboo product or issue, such as 

alcohol or menstruation (Sommer et al., 2015; Wang, Deshpande, Waller, & Erdogan, 2018), 

or to the use of taboo themes in the execution of the advertisement (Dahl, Frankenberger, & 

Manchanda, 2003; Sabri, 2017). The former has been labeled as the matter of advertising, while 
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the later has been referred to as the manner of advertising (Barnes & Dotson, 1990; Chan et al., 

2007; Prendergast, Ho, & Phau, 2002). This research focuses on the matter of advertising.  

Prior studies on taboo products or issues have examined which products are considered as 

offensive, as well as consumers’ attitude towards such products (Phau & Prendergast, 2001; 

Prendergast et al., 2002; Waller, Fam, & Erdogan, 2005). For example, researchers have found 

that certain advertisements, such as advertisements of feminine hygiene products, are 

considered as offensive and embarrassing when viewed in the company of others (Rehman & 

Brooks, 1987). But only scant studies have explored whether the use of specific advertising 

strategies leads to an increase in the effectiveness of advertisements about taboo issues or 

products (Fam, Waller, & Yang, 2009). In the next section, we will explore this idea further.  

Hypothesis development  

The advertisement of a taboo product must consider the possibility that consumers may not 

respond positively towards it. This is because advertisement involving taboo issues may cause 

feelings of discomfort and anxiety among consumers. This reaction of consumers is related to 

the defining characteristics of a taboo, which is that when an issue is considered as a taboo 

people will not feel comfortable openly discussing it (Freitas, 2008). In light of this intuition, 

the advertisement about a taboo issue may cause anxiety among consumers (Sabri, Manceau, 

& Pras, 2010) or even trigger a sense of disgust and divert attention away from the 

advertisement. It is reasonable to assume that such feelings may negatively affect the recall of 

the advertising message (cf. Sabri, 2012).  

In an attempt to reduce the perceived level of taboo that is associated with a taboo issue, 

researchers have examined different approaches. One approach is related to the type of 

advertising appeal that could be employed, namely a humor appeal. Humor is often used to talk 

about sensitive issues, such as sex and death, which are not normally discussed openly 

(Emerson, 1969; Sanford & Eder, 1984; Yoon, 2015). For example, the ambiguous nature of 
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humor allows adolescents to talk about sensitive issues like sexuality without having to reveal 

explicitly the extent of their actual knowledge in this area (Sanford & Eder, 1984). When 

discussing sensitive topics, a person is not normally held responsible for what he or she says in 

a joking manner to the same degree that he or she would be for a serious comment (Emerson, 

1969). 

In the context of advertising, Sabri (2012) has shown that the attitude towards an advertisement 

evoking a taboo theme is more positive when humor is part of the creative strategy. One 

possible reason for this effect is that humor serves to relieve the physiological arousal or tension 

associated with the emotion of anxiety that may arise as a result of exposure to an advertisement 

depicting a taboo issue (Ventis, Higbee, & Murdock, 2001). Thus, humor can be used to reduce 

the anxiety produced by an advertisement that is presenting a taboo topic (Sabri, 2012).  

When it comes to advertising, humor appeals can be implemented in an advertising variation 

strategy or in an advertising repetition strategy. In the context of the current study, when 

advertising about taboo issues, we expect that a humor appeal followed by a humor appeal will 

be more effective than an advertising variation strategy (e.g., a shock appeal followed by a 

humor appeal). This is because the humor appeal serves to reduce the anxiety that is felt by the 

respondents when exposed to advertisements that depict taboo issues. This reduction in anxiety 

in turn enhances the recall of the social message since attention is not diverted away from the 

advertisement.  

In contrast, we expect that a shock appeal might increase the anxiety that is associated with the 

taboo issue. This is because shock appeals are commonly used by advertisers to get the attention 

of their audience through deliberate norm violation (Dahl et al., 2003). Since the advertisement 

about a taboo issue might generate anxiety and discomfort among consumers, the use of the 

shock appeal will only add to this negative feeling because the shock appeal itself generates a 

shock. As a result, we expect that the use of a shock appeal as part of either an advertising 
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variation strategy or a negative appeal repetition strategy would be less effective in the 

advertisement about a taboo issue than the use of a humor appeal repetitively. The use of the 

shock appeal will decrease the recall of the social message, as the anxiety felt by the 

respondents might divert their attention away from the advertisement.  

Based on the foregoing discussions, we formulate the following hypotheses: 

H2. For a taboo issue, message repetition (i.e., a positive appeal followed by a positive appeal) 

is more effective in terms of recall than an advertising variation strategy (i.e., a positive appeal 

followed by a negative appeal or vice versa) or a repetition strategy that shows a negative 

appeal twice.  

H3. For a non-taboo issue, an advertising variation strategy that sequences a negative emotional 

appeal followed by a positive emotional appeal is more effective in terms of recall than the 

message sequence (a positive appeal followed by a negative appeal) as well as an advertising 

repetition strategy (i.e., showing a positive appeal twice or a negative appeal twice). 

Figure 3.2 Model depicting the effect of message order on advertisement recall and the 
moderating role of taboo perception for an issue  
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Empirical examination 

The main objective of Study 2 is to experimentally examine whether taboo perception for an 

issue mitigates the effectiveness of an advertising variation strategy as opposed to an 

advertising repetition strategy. 

Design, Sample, and Procedure 
 

We used a between-subjects design. We collected data among university students in The 

Netherlands and Ethiopia. A total of 111 students from Tilburg University (mean age = 23.13; 

44.1% females) and 95 students from Addis Ababa University (mean age = 25.53; 47.4% 

females) participated in the study. A random ordering of experimental envelopes assigned the 

students to one of the following message order conditions (negative appeal-positive appeal, 

negative appeal-negative appeal, positive appeal-positive appeal, positive appeal-negative 

appeal).  

An introductory page of the questionnaire informed the students that they would be looking at 

advertisements about various social issues, and that after looking at the advertisements they 

would be asked questions that require them to evaluate these advertisements. The students then 

received a sheet containing nine different advertisements including the target advertisement. 

The target advertisements were presented in a different order (negative appeal-positive appeal, 

negative appeal-negative appeal, positive appeal-positive appeal, positive appeal-negative 

appeal). The target advertisement was presented in the fifth position in all treatment conditions, 

and there were two advertisements separating the target advertisements, so that the second 

occurrence of the target advertisement was in the eighth position. This was designed to reduce 

the effect of list-learning, where attention is enhanced when a word is repeated a number of 

times in immediate succession. This effect can be reduced by including just one item between 

the two presentations of the repeated item (Dellarosa & Bourne, 1985). 
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The target HIV/AIDS advertisements were adapted from previous studies. More specifically, 

the negative appeal advertisement and the positive appeal advertisement were adapted from 

Soscia et al. (2012). The negative appeal HIV/AIDS advertisement shows two pigs copulating 

while the positive appeal advertisement shows a condom wearing a graduation gown. Except 

for the messages that were uniquely related to the types of appeal, the advertisements (i.e., the 

humor appeal and the negative appeal advertisements) had the same message, encouraging the 

audience to use a condom and indicating the advantages associated with using condoms. These 

messages were adapted from Dahl et al. (2003). 

Manipulation check 
 

To check whether the participants considered the shock appeal advertisement as shocking and 

the humor appeal advertisement as amusing, a paired-samples t-test was conducted. The results 

of the test showed that the respondents did indeed perceive the advertisements using shock 

appeal as more shocking (M = 5.54, SD = 1.74), compared to the advertisements using humor 

(M = 3.54, SD = 2.00); t (150) = -8.61, p = .000. Similarly, the advertisements using humor 

appeal were considered more amusing (M = 4.74, SD = 2.07), compared to the advertisements 

using shock appeal (M = 3.39, SD = 1.95); t (158) = -5.71, p = .000. 

Testing of measurement equivalence  

For a meaningful comparison of the responses of the participants from Ethiopia and The 

Netherlands, tests of configural invariance and differential item functioning were conducted 

(Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998). The invariance tests were done to determine whether the 

items in each construct (i.e., perception of taboo, issue familiarity, and involvement) load well 

across the participants from the two countries (see Table 3.2). To assess configural invariance, 

we examined the absolute, comparative, and parsimony fit indexes. Although the selection of 

specific tests and their cutoff values are idiosyncratic and hotly debated (Brown, 2014; Morse, 

Weinhardt, Griffeth, & de Oliveira, 2014), researchers recommend reporting a minimal set, 
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i.e., at least one test from each fit class: absolute (e.g., the chi-square value), comparative (e.g., 

the CFI), and parsimony (e.g., the RMSEA) (Jackson, Gillaspy, & Purc-Stephenson, 2009; 

Putnick & Bornstein, 2016). Accordingly, given our sample size and number of items, we 

reported CFI with cutoffs > .95, RMSEA with cutoffs ≤ .06, and the χ2 value (Hu & Bentler, 

1999; Putnick & Bornstein, 2016). 

 

The results of the tests, as can be seen in Table 3.2, show an acceptable RMSEA ≤ .06, CFI > 

.95, and a non-significant p-value. These results show that configural invariance holds. That is, 

the items in each construct (i.e., perception of taboo, issue familiarity, and involvement) load 

well across the participants from the two countries. 

Next, to examine the equivalence of the items used to measure participants’ responses in this 

study, we used a test of differential item functioning (Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998). This 

is because the test of differential item functioning provides psychometric information at the 

item response level and is particularly good for analyzing individual items (Kankaraš & Moors, 

2010). 

As can be seen from Table 3.3, column 6, we do not observe a significant difference between 

Dutch and Ethiopian participants in terms of their responses to the items measuring the latent 

variables in column 1. The results show that there is no bias in response to the items measuring 

the constructs in column 1 across the Dutch and Ethiopian participants. Thus, the items of the 

latent variables in column 1 are non-biased because participants with the same latent 

Table 3.2. Configural test of the items measuring the constructs by country of origin  
Country  χ2 p CFI RMSEA RMSEA CI90 

Ethiopia  11.37 .726 1.000 .000 0.000 – 0.073 

The Netherlands  20.32 .160 .976 .057 0.000 – 0.114 

Note.  χ2 = Chi- square test; p = significance level; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = 
root mean square error of analysis; and CI = confidence interval. 
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disposition, but coming from different cultures, are equally likely to endorse them. Hence, we 

can use the items tested in Table 3.3 to perform a cross-cultural data analysis. 

- Notes: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; 
- Path analysis refers to the measured variable (i.e., country of origin) predicting the response to the 

individual item after controlling for the latent variable; 
- S.E. = approximate standard error, C.R. = Critical ratio. 

 

Taboo perception  

An independent sample t-test was conducted to find out if the respondents from The 

Netherlands differ from the Ethiopia respondents in light of their perception of taboo for the 

HIV/AIDS advertisement. The result of the test indicated a significant difference between the 

Dutch (M= .738, SD= .747) and the Ethiopian respondents (M= 1.000, SD= .619) in terms of 

their taboo perception for the issue advertised; t (204) -2.705, p = .007. The result of the test 

showed that the Ethiopian participants considered the HIV/AIDS advertisement as taboo more 

than the Dutch participants did. 

Measures  
 

 
Table 3.3 Test of differential item functioning  

 

 
(1) 

Latent 
variables 

(2) 
Path analysis 

 
(3) 

Coefficient 
estimate 

(4) 
S.E. 

(5) 
C.R.  

 
(6) 
p 

Taboo 
perception 

Conversational taboo<---country of origin  -.073 .617 -.119 .905 
Behavioral taboo <---country of origin -.166 1.570 -.106 .916 

 
Involvement 

I seek information about STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

.415 .666 .623 .533 

STD/HIV are relevant topics for me <---country of 
origin 

.147 .247 .595 .552 

I consider myself at risk of STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

.345 .402 .859 .390 

I think about STD/HIV all the time <---country of 
origin 

-.310 .249 -1.248 .212 

 
Familiarity 

I am not very familiar with STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

-.015 .384 -.039 .969 

I am very informed about STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

-.216 .452 -.478 .632 

I do not know much about STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

-.314 .461 -.680 .497 
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Independent variables. One-fourth of the subjects received messages in a negative-positive 

order, one-fourth received messages in a negative-negative order, one-fourth received 

messages in a positive-positive order, and the remaining one-fourth received messages in a 

positive-negative order.  

To check whether the respondents consider the humor appeal advertisement as amusing and 

the shock appeal advertisement as shocking, two items on a 7-point scale (amusing/not amusing 

and shocking/not shocking) were adapted from Soscia et al. (2012).  

Dependent Measures 

Recall. A question adapted from Unnava and Burnkrant (1991) asked the subjects to write 

down all the social advertisements (and their messages) that they remember seeing.  

Moderating variable  

To assess the role of the moderating variable on the response of the respondents, taboo 

perceptions were assessed on a scale of 1-7 (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree), where 

respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they agreed with the following two 

statements adapted from Sabri and Obermiller (2012). 

1. In my opinion, the topic that is addressed in this advertisement is socially acceptable.  

2. It is difficult for me to talk about the topic that is addressed in this advertisement. 

The item that measures the behavioral dimension of taboo was recoded into a different variable 

so that it is on the same level of measurement as the conversational component of taboo. Profile 

cutoffs were made at 5; ratings of 1, 2, 3, and 4 were recoded as 0, and 5, 6, 7 were recoded as 

1. These profile cutoffs resulted in summed index scores for consumer-perceived level of taboo 

(CPTI) between 0 and 2. 

Covariates  

To control for the potential of confounding variables that might make the interpretation of the 

result of the study difficult, two covariates were included. The first is familiarity; previous 
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studies have shown that consumers’ responses to familiar versus unfamiliar health risk 

messages are different (De Meulenaer, De Pelsmacker, & Dens, 2018; De Pelsmacker, 

Cauberghe, & Dens, 2011), such that consumers will have a stronger response to unfamiliar 

than familiar health risk messages (De Pelsmacker et al., 2011). Familiarity was assessed by 

asking the respondents the extent to which they agree with the following three statements on a 

bipolar 7-point scale (i.e., strongly disagree/strongly agree). These items were adapted from 

De Pelsmacker et al. (2011). 

1. I am not all familiar with STD/HIV. 

2. I don’t know much about STD/HIV. 

3. I know a lot about STD/HIV. 

To control for the confounding effect of the second covariate (i.e., involvement), the 

questionnaire included a four-item, 7-point scale where respondents were asked to indicate 

their degree of agreement (Strongly disagree/strongly agree) with the following statements:  

1. I think about the prevention of STD/HIV all the time. 

2. I consider myself at risk of developing STD/HIV. 

3. Preventing STD/HIV is a personally relevant topic for me. 

4. I actively seek the most recent information about preventing STD/HIV. 

These items were adapted from Flora and Maibach (1990). Past studies have shown that 

involvement is an important variable that affects consumers’ recall to both rational versus 

emotional appeals (Flora & Maibach, 1990; Rossiter, Percy, & Donovan, 1991).  

Country as a proxy for perception of taboo 

To analyze the effect of message order on the recall of the advertisement message for taboo 

versus non-taboo issues, we substituted for taboo perception with country of origin (i.e., 

Ethiopia as a proxy for taboo perception and The Netherlands as a proxy for non-taboo 

perception). This is because, as shown in Figure 3.3, the difference in taboo perception for the 
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HIV advertisement between The Netherlands (mean = .738, SD = .747) and Ethiopia (mean = 

1.000, SD =.619) is significantly different; t (204) -2.705, p = .007. We used country of origin 

as a proxy for taboo because social advertisers often use mass media (instead of using targeted 

media that allows for fine segmentation), and also because it is difficult to differentiate between 

individual people who find something taboo and those who do not.  

 

Results 

The effect of message order on the recall of the Ethiopian versus the Dutch respondents 
 

To compare the effect on respondents’ recall of varying the emotional appeals (as well as the 

sequence in which this variation occurs) against the strategy of repeating the same negative 

emotional appeal, the copy recall by each subject was scored by awarding one point for every 

meaningful phrase recalled by the subject. Only text (written) messages common to both 

executions of the target advertisement were counted. The text (written) message common to 

both target advertisement executions was composed of two phrases. The recall scores reported 

are based on the number of phrases recalled from the pool of two phrases.  

To examine whether the effects of the advertising variation and repetition strategies in The 

Netherlands differ from the effects of the same strategies in Ethiopia, two regression models 
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were estimated: The first model relates to Ethiopia, the second model to The Netherlands. This 

method is preferred over the use of interaction terms if it is expected that the strength (rather 

than the direction) of the effect of the independent on the dependent variable is influenced by 

the moderating variable (Andersson, Cuervo-Cazurra, & Nielsen, 2014). The results are 

presented in Table 3.4. 

The result in column 1 in Table 3.4 shows the regression result for the effect of message order 

on advertisement recall for the Ethiopian respondents. Controlling familiarity and involvement, 

compared to the humor-humor message order, the recall of the advertisement message is less 

for all other message orders (i.e., shock-humor, shock-shock, and humor-shock). The results 

are statistically significant at 1%. The result in column 2 in Table 3.4 shows the regression 

result for the effect of message order on the recall of the advertisement message for the Dutch 

respondents. Controlling familiarity and involvement, compared to the shock-humor message 

order, the recall of the advertisement message is less for all other message orders (i.e., shock-

shock, humor-shock, and humor-humor). The results are statistically significant at 1%. The 

results in Table 3.4 show that regardless of the country of origin message order has a significant 

effect on advertisement recall.  
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Table 3.4 Effect of message order on advertisement recall 
 (1) (2) 
Variables Advertisement recall Advertisement recall 
Cons 
 
Familiarity 

                  0.503*** 
                  (0.114) 

0.000792 

            0.429*** 
           (0.112) 

0.00266 
 (0.0220) (0.0194) 
Involvement -0.0234 0.0259 
 (0.0202) (0.0239) 
Message order    
           Shock-humor -0.290***  
 (0.0734)  
           Shock-shock -0.298*** -0.316*** 
 (0.0723) (0.0701) 
           Humor-shock -0.288*** -0.313*** 
 (0.0739) (0.0715) 
           Humor-humor  -0.301*** 
  (0.0721) 
N 93 110 
R2 0.239 0.225 

- Notes: The columns are linear regression estimation; 
- The dependent variable is advertisement recall;  
- The reference category for message order for the first column is humor-humor and for the second column is shock-

humor; 
- Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

The results in Table 3.4 provide support for hypotheses 2 and 3. That is, for a taboo issue, the 

message order of a humor appeal followed by a humor appeal is more effective than other 

message orders (H2). And for a non-taboo issue, the message order of a negative emotional 

appeal followed by a positive emotional appeal is more effective than other message orders 

(H3).  

Table 3.5 presents the descriptive statistics for the dependent and the independent variables for 

the Dutch and Ethiopian respondents.  
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The result in Table 3.6 shows the regression on the differential effect of message order on 

advertisement recall based on country of origin. 

The result in Table 3.6 shows that controlling familiarity and involvement, if the message order 

is humor-humor, the advertisement recall is less by about 0.218 for the Dutch respondents 

compared to the Ethiopian respondents. This result is statistically significant at 1%. Similarly, 

the result shows that advertisement recall is less for the Dutch respondents compared to the 

Ethiopian respondents if the message order is shock-shock or humor-shock. This shows that 

message order has a differential effect on advertisement recall based on the country of origin. 

 

  

Table 3.5 Descriptive statistics of dependent and independent variables for Dutch and 
Ethiopian participants  
Dependent Variable: Recall  
Country of origin  Message order Mean Standard deviation N 
 Shock-humor .5000 .30429 28 

The Netherlands  Humor-humor .1923 .24807 26 

 Shock-shock .1897 .24690 29 

 Humor- shock .1852 .24605 27 

Total .2682  .29270 110 
 
Ethiopia  

Shock-humor .1042 .20743 24 
Humor-humor .4091 . 33225 22 
Shock-shock .1000 . 20412 25 
Humor- shock .1136 . 21447 22 

Total . 1774 . 27232 93 
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Table 3.6 Differential effect of message order on advertisement recall based on country of 
origin 

 (1) 
Variables Advertisement recall 
Constant 
 
Familiarity 

                 0.115 
                (0.101) 

-0.00224 
 (0.0143) 
Involvement -0.000918 
 (0.0154) 
Message order  

Humor-humor 0.305*** 
 (0.0760) 

Shock-shock -0.00308 
 (0.0734) 

Humor-shock 0.00983 
 (0.0756) 

Country of origin  
The Netherlands  0.395*** 

 (0.0801) 
Interactions  

Humor-humor- The Netherlands -0.613*** 
 (0.103) 

Shock-shock- The Netherlands -0.307** 
 (0.1000) 

Humor-shock- The Netherlands -0.324** 
 (0.102) 

N 203 
R2 0.240 

- Notes: The column is linear regression estimation; 
- The dependent variable is advertisement recall;  
- The reference category for message order is shock-humor; The reference category for the country of 

origin dummy is Ethiopia; 
- Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 

Discussion  

The results of Study 2 show how social advertisers in LDCs may benefit from using a specific 

advertising strategy depending on whether they are addressing taboo versus non-taboo issues. 

The results suggest that when addressing non-taboo issues, social advertisers could increase 

the effectiveness of their advertising by using an advertising variation strategy rather than 

repeating the same appeal type as long as they sequence a negative appeal followed by a 

positive appeal. However, when addressing taboo issues, using a humor appeal followed by a 

humor appeal is more effective than an advertising variation strategy that sequences a positive 

appeal followed by a negative appeal (or vice versa), or than using the same negative appeal 
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twice. This finding of Study 2 about the effective use of a humor appeal through advertising 

repetition strategy provides support to previous research that has shown that an advertising 

repetition strategy can be more effective than an advertising variation strategy due to the role 

of moderating variables (Lim et al., 2016; Yaveroglu & Donthu, 2008). This study builds on 

this strand of the literature by showing that the decision to use an advertising variation strategy 

or an advertising repetition strategy is affected by the moderating role of taboo perception for 

an issue.  

General discussion 
 

In LDCs, governments and NGOs may be concerned about which advertising strategy to use 

when addressing social issues that may be considered as taboo versus non-taboo. To address 

this concern, in two experiments, we examined how the sequence in which positive and 

negative appeals are presented as well as the perception of taboo for an issue affect people’s 

recall of social messages (when exposed to either an advertising variation or an advertising 

repetition strategy). The findings indicate that although an advertising variation strategy is 

considered to be more effective than an advertising repetition strategy (Burnkrant & Unnava, 

1987; Unnava & Burnkrant, 1991), the sequence in which positive and negative appeals are 

presented as well as people’s perception of taboo for an issue affect their response to both types 

of strategies.  

In the first experiment, we found that when people consider an issue as non-taboo such as 

giving up smoking and illiteracy, an advertising variation strategy that sequences a negative 

appeal followed by a positive appeal is more effective than either an advertising variation 

strategy that sequences a positive appeal followed by a negative appeal or an advertising 

repetition strategy that repeats the same negative emotional appeal. This is because advertising 

variation is more effective than advertising repetition as long as advertisers pay attention to the 

sequence in which positive and negative appeals are presented (when addressing a non-taboo 
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issue). This idea about the importance of sequence when using positive and negative appeals 

as part of an advertising variation strategy is based on the concept of retroactive interference; 

that is, people remember less of what they saw prior to their exposure to a negative experience 

due to the interference of the negative experience with the storing and retrieval of the 

experience that precedes it. As a result, the negative appeal followed by the positive appeal 

sequence was more effective than the sequence of a positive appeal followed by a negative 

appeal (when addressing a non-taboo issue). The findings of the first experiment build on and 

extend the extant literature on the superiority of advertising variation over advertising 

repetition by showing the importance of the order in which an advertising variation occurs 

when addressing a non-taboo issue.  

In the second study, we found that an advertising variation strategy is not more effective than 

an advertising repetition strategy when addressing taboo issues. We found that a humor appeal 

followed by a humor appeal is more effective than repeating a negative appeal twice or using 

an advertising variation strategy that sequences a positive appeal followed by a negative appeal 

(or vice versa). A possible explanation for this is that exposure to the advertisement of issues 

that may be considered as taboo may create anxiety and discomfort, as it is publicly presenting 

a topic that the respondents did not want to discuss openly. Since the occurrence of anxiety is 

assumed to be unpleasant, the humor appeal served to reduce the anxiety that may be associated 

with the advertisement. Meanwhile, using a negative appeal such as shock, either as part of an 

advertising repetition or an advertising variation strategy, will only add to the negative feeling 

that the taboo issue has already generated. This is because shock appeals are often used by 

advertisers in order to get attention through deliberate norm violation. This outcome builds on 

the existing studies on advertising variation versus advertising repetition strategy by showing 

that an advertising repetition strategy can be more effective than an advertising variation 
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strategy when addressing a taboo issue. These findings have important implications for 

researchers and practitioners.  

Theoretical implications 

This research adds to earlier research on advertising variation strategies by identifying the 

conditions under which this strategy is superior to an advertising repetition strategy in the 

context of an LDC. This research has identified boundary conditions that are crucial in an 

LDC context. For example, in Study 1, we have found that when addressing non-taboo issues, 

the sequence in which positive and negative appeals are presented is important when choosing 

between a variation strategy or a repetition strategy. This finding is important in 

an LDC context, as it shows that advertisers can effectively use a variation strategy (by paying 

attention to the sequence in which positive and negative appeals are presented within the most 

available medium when addressing non-taboo issues). By showing the role of message 

sequencing in affecting the superiority of variation strategy over repetition strategy when 

addressing a non-taboo issue, we also provide support to the conclusion that message 

sequencing has a significant effect on consumers’ response (Purnawirawan et al., 2012). This 

study extends this line of research by demonstrating that messages that communicate in a 

negative to positive sequence yield higher message recall compared to a positive then negative 

sequence when advertising a non-taboo issue. 

Furthermore, the present study provides support to Lang et al. (1996), Newhagen and Reeves 

(1992), and Nass and Yen (2010), who suggest that a negative message will inhibit the storing 

and retrieval of the message that precedes it. In particular, this study suggests that 

advertisements that start with a positive appeal followed by a negative appeal may not show 

any significant effect upon consumers’ recall compared to those that repeat a negative appeal 

twice when addressing non-taboo issues. 
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Furthermore, the distinction among social issues as taboo versus non-taboo that we have used 

in this article is important in an LDC context in that many social issues such as HIV, domestic 

violence, menstruation, and so forth are considered as taboo (Gebreselassie, 2018). By 

identifying the role that perception of taboo plays when choosing between either a variation or 

a repetition strategy, this study provides an important contribution to marketing research in an 

LDC context. That is, the study shows that when addressing taboo issues, advertising variation 

strategy is not as effective as advertising repetition strategy. This finding builds and extends 

the finding of Yaveroglu and Donthu (2008), who conclude that a repetition strategy could be 

more effective than a variation strategy depending on the context.  

Furthermore, this research underlines the importance of using humor appeals when addressing 

taboo issues; our findings lend support to the finding of Sabri (2012), who concludes that 

humor can be used as an effective advertising appeal when addressing sensitive topics. In 

particular, this research has shown how repetitive use of humor appeal is more effective than 

using it together with a negative appeal as a part of an advertising variation strategy when 

addressing taboo issues. 

Practical implications  

The results of this research provide an answer to an important question that many practitioners, 

such as governments and NGOs, in LDCs have: Which advertising strategy is most effective 

in the context of addressing different types of social issues: variation or repetition? The answer 

to this question is straightforward: It depends. For non-taboo issues, an advertising variation 

strategy is more effective than an advertising repetition strategy. More specifically, the results 

of two studies suggest that social advertisers can benefit from using an advertising variation 

strategy. What’s more, the results indicate that paying attention to the sequence in which 

negative and positive emotional appeals are presented via the most available medium also pays 

off. An advertising variation strategy has the advantage of reducing wearout due to the 
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repetitive use of a particular appeal type (Dahl et al., 2003) when it comes to communicating 

about social issues that are not a taboo issue in a certain country or culture. In addition, the 

results of Study 1 support the results of a meta-analysis by Peters, Ruiter, and Kok (2013) 

suggesting that the use of fear appeals is often ineffective and sometimes even counter-

productive. Indeed, the use of fear appeals has been shown to lead to counter-arguing (i.e., 

summoning arguments against the message’s truthfulness) and boomerang effects (i.e., a 

behavior response opposite to what is called for) (Hastings, Stead, & Webb, 2004; Lennon, 

Rentfro, & O’Leary, 2010; Wolburg, 2006). 

For issues that are taboo, however, it is better to use an advertising repetition strategy. 

Advertisers who want to enhance the recall of advertisements that deal with social issues 

that are considered taboo may benefit from using humor appeals as part of an advertising 

repetition strategy. This is because as Study 2 has shown, the humor appeal serves to reduce 

the anxiety associated with the taboo issue. As a result, the recall of the social message is 

enhanced because attention is not diverted away from the advertisement. The two studies have 

shown how social advertisers can increase advertising effectiveness by deciding whether to use 

an advertising variation strategy or an advertising repetition strategy, depending on the type of 

issue being addressed (taboo versus non-taboo). 

Limitations and future research directions  

This article shows the superiority of an advertising variation strategy over a message repetition 

strategy and the importance of message sequencing when implementing variation strategy in 

case of advertising a non-taboo issue. The article also shows that when advertising taboo issues, 

an advertising repetition strategy is more effective than an advertising variation strategy. We 

have used country of origin as a proxy for taboo perception because social advertisers often 

use mass media (instead of using targeted media that allows for fine segmentation), and also 

because it is difficult to differentiate between people who find something taboo and those that 
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do not. As a result, future research should explore a better proxy for level of taboo perception, 

as it may vary as a function of age or other factors.  

Other suggestions for further research relate to the measures of advertising effectiveness used 

in the current research. For instance, rather than using only recall as a measure of advertising 

effectiveness, future research could examine the effect of an advertising variation strategy 

versus an advertising repetition strategy on other measures of advertising effectiveness such as 

behavioral intentions.  

The use of students as participants may seem as limitation of both studies at first sight. 

However, the use of students might be less negative in this study, because students are 

considered far more comparable across nations (age and education level are similar) than 

representative samples (Usunier, van Herk, & Lee, 2017).  

A final avenue for future research is related to the feasibility of implementation and real-world 

applicability of the findings in this article. Since in real life, advertisers cannot always control 

the sequence of ads placed in a mass media vehicle (as in our experimental designs), and since 

the participants of our studies were subjected to a large number of ad exposures in short 

succession (which might not be the case in the real world), more research in a field setting is 

needed to build on our findings and to help governments and NGOs to effectively address 

social issues in LDCs. 
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Chapter 4 
 

The use of rational and emotional appeals to communicate about 
taboo social issues 

 

Introduction  

In least developed countries (LDCs), the prevalence of such social problems as HIV, domestic 

violence, child abuse, and so forth highlights the importance of social marketing. Social 

marketing refers to the use of marketing principles and techniques to influence behavioral 

change with the goal of improving society and welfare (Andreasen, 2003; Kotler & Zaltman, 

1971). A targeted and well-executed social marketing campaign can positively influence 

awareness, attitude, and behavior of individuals with regard to the aforementioned problems 

(Atkin & Rice, 2013; Grier & Bryant, 2005; Soscia et al., 2012). Unfortunately, we barely 

know how governments and NGOs can effectively address social issues in LDCs. 

Social marketing may use messages to appeal either to the mind or to the heart. Rational 

appeals, aimed at the mind, provide the audience with factual details that are beneficial for 

developing an informed opinion about a product, an organization, or an issue. Thus, rational 

appeals aim to impact the logical aspect of consumers’ decision-making processes. On the other 

hand, emotional appeals target people’s feelings and encourage them to act on their emotions 

rather than on their cognitions (Belch & Belch, 2003). A major question in the marketing 

communication literature is: When are rational appeals likely to be effective, and when are 

emotional appeals likely to be effective? Previous research has shown that the effectiveness of 

different types of message appeals depends on recipient factors (such as need for cognition31) 

but also the function or the purpose of an attitude. For instance, some attitudes help people to 

                                                   
31 Need for cognition refers to the extent to which individuals enjoy effortful cognitive tasks, i.e. individuals high 
in need for cognition engage in and enjoy relatively effortful cognitive tasks, whereas those low in need for 
cognition may display the opposite tendencies (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). 
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feel safe and comfortable when they think about a threatening issue such as the effects of 

smoking, domestic violence, or having unprotected sex. On the other hand, people may 

convince themselves that the dangers of a specific behavior, such as smoking, are overstated. 

Such beliefs are often irrational and not susceptible to rational appeals. The fact that an issue 

is a taboo32 issue – which is true for many issues in LDCs –- could also impact the effectiveness 

of specific appeals. For example, when addressing a taboo issue, a humor33 appeal could be 

more effective than a rational appeal since humor can help reduce feelings of anxiety and 

discomfort that people may feel when they are exposed to a taboo issue (cf. Sabri, 2012). 

People in developed countries (DCs) differ from people in LDCs in terms of important factors 

related to the effectiveness of rational and emotional appeals, such as culture and level of 

economic development (Zarantonello et al., 2013). That is why it is unfortunate that most 

research on the effect of different message appeals on people’s responses has been done only 

in DCs. Differences in culture, values, and norms might be important to organizations who aim 

to communicate with people about social issues in LDCs. In this article we will posit that 

organizations who are active in an LDC will not necessarily benefit from the findings of 

previous studies (on the effectiveness of rational versus emotional appeals) applying to DCs. 

The notion that societal issues may be unmentionable or a taboo issue in an LDC (but not in a 

DC) due to the fact that taboos are a “cultural production” makes it necessary to examine the 

effectiveness of advertising appeals in further detail (Larsen, Patterson, Sabri, & Walther, 

2018; Sabri et al., 2010). Specifically, this article investigates how cultural differences affect 

the reaction of people to various message appeals promoting societal issues in two very 

different contexts in the world (DCs and LDCs).  

                                                   
32 A taboo can be defined as “a behavioral or verbal act that societal norms prohibit and generally considered to 
be publicly unmentionable” (Sabri & Obermiller, 2012, p. 870). 
33 Humor refers to an incongruity (i.e., a juxtaposition of events that do not normally occur together) which is 
resolved through a playful or non-serious manner by the punchline, thus generating joy, laughter, happiness, and 
cheer (Mukherjee & Dubé, 2012; Soscia et al., 2012). 
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This article addresses an important question that governments and NGOs in an LDC may face: 

Does culture influence the effectiveness of specific advertising appeals when addressing social 

issues that are considered as a taboo? The objectives of this paper are to investigate (1) whether 

taboo perception differs between people in an LDC and people in a DC, (2) whether taboo 

perception for a social issue has an effect on attitude towards the ad, and (3) how the effect of 

rational and emotional appeals on attitude towards the ad is moderated by taboo perception. A 

pre-test examines whether people from an LDC and a DC differ in terms of their taboo 

perception in various social issues. 

We draw upon theory on message appeals and taboo issues to develop a framework that 

addresses these questions. We test our propositions using two experiments. First, Study 1 will 

examine if taboo perception has an effect on attitude towards the ad. Next, Study 2 will 

investigate if an emotional appeal is more effective than a rational appeal when addressing a 

taboo social issue. 

This article builds on and extends previous studies by showing that a) due to their cultural 

differences, people of an LDC differ from those of a DC in their perception of conversational 

taboo for various social issues; b) if an issue is considered as a conversational taboo, then it has 

an effect on attitude towards the ad; and c) the effect of rational and emotional appeals on 

attitude towards the ad is not moderated by taboo perception for a social issue. 

The article is organized as follows. First, we will present the result of a pre-study showing that 

people of an LDC differ from the people of a DC in terms of their perception of taboo for 

various social issues. Then, Studies 1 and 2 report the conceptual background of the respective 

studies, the propositions, the methodology sections, the analyses of the data, and a discussion 

of the findings. After that, the article presents a general discussion, followed by the implications 

of the findings for research and practitioners. Finally, the limitations of this research are 

discussed, and guidelines for future research are provided. 
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Pre-test  
 

In Study 1, we investigate if taboo perception for a social issue has an effect on attitude towards 

the ad. But before we do that, we need to first investigate if important social issues are a taboo 

in an LDC but not in a DC. The result of this test will help us identify ads that are taboo in an 

LDC but not in a DC. We will then select one of the ads that is perceived as taboo in an LDC 

but not in a DC to examine if perception of taboo for an issue has an effect on attitude toward 

the ad (Study 1). 

Prior studies have attempted to explain that people’s response to the advertisement of taboo 

products varies due to differences in their culture (Fam & Waller, 2003; Waller et al., 2005). 

This is based on an underlying belief that culture can be used to explain differences in people’s 

response to the advertisement of taboo products (Chan et al., 2007). Culture can be defined as 

“the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or 

society from those of another” (Hofstede, 1984, p. 82). With regard to using culture to explain 

differences in people’s response to taboo in advertising (in a cross-cultural setting), Hofstede’s 

(1984) individualism/collectivism34 dimension would be most relevant (An & Kim, 2006). For 

example, Fam and Waller (2003) suggest that individualism impacts perception of taboo in 

product advertisements. The authors found that consumers from an individualistic country 

(New Zealand) found such products as sex-related products and addictive products less 

offensive than did consumers from collective cultures (i.e., Malaysian, Taiwanese, and Chinese 

consumers). This might be because in collective cultures consumers are less accepting of such 

advertisements because such advertisements are perceived to promote social ills with a 

negative impact on society (An & Kim, 2006). In contrast, in an individualistic culture people 

                                                   
34 Collective cultures are characterized by a tight-knit social framework in which individuals expect their in-group 
to look after them in exchange for loyalty to the group (Hofstede, 1984). In contrast, ‘individualistic’ cultures are 
characterized by a situation where everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her immediate 
family (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010) 
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are more liberal, with the result that they tolerate advertisements of taboo products (An & Kim, 

2006; Shao & Hill, 1994).  

Though prior studies did not directly explore whether cultural differences lead to differences 

in terms of whether a social issue is perceived as a taboo or not, the foregoing discussions shed 

light on this issue. That is, since people differ in terms of their response to taboo product 

advertisements due to their culture, we could expect that they would also differ in terms of their 

perception of whether a social issue is taboo or not. Thus, the short literature review suggests 

that whether people consider a social issue as taboo or not varies as a function of their culture. 

Hypotheses 

In this pre-test we aim to test if, due to cultural differences, people’s perception of whether a 

social issue is taboo or not would be different. In this pre-test, The Netherlands was taken to 

represent an individualistic society, while Ethiopia was selected to represent a collectivistic 

society. 

The Netherlands and Ethiopia are described based on the concepts of Hofstede et al. (2010). 

According to Hofstede (1984), Ethiopia is a collective country (with a country score on the 

individualism dimension of 27), whereas The Netherlands represents a more individualistic 

nation (with an individualism score of 80). As already indicated in the literature review, people 

from collective cultures are more critical of the advertisement of taboo products than are those 

of individualistic cultures. That means the people from a collective culture are likely to differ 

from those of an individualistic culture in terms of their perception of taboo for social issues.  

Before we formulate our propositions on the basis of the above discussions, we would like to 

add that since the definition of taboo that is mentioned earlier highlights two important 

dimensions of taboo, we find it important to formulate our propositions in terms of these 

dimensions.  

On the basis of the above discussion, we propose the following propositions: 
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P1: Ethiopian participants would perceive the social issues depicted in the test advertisements 

as conversational taboos more than the Dutch participants would. 

P2: Ethiopian participants would perceive the social issues depicted in the test advertisements 

as behavioral taboos more than the Dutch participants would. 

Method  

Design, Sample, and Procedure 
 

We used a between-subjects experimental design. In this study, The Netherlands and Ethiopia 

were taken to represent an LDC and a DC, respectively. Ethiopian participants were recruited 

from a university in Addis Ababa, the capital city of Ethiopia. A total of 51 students (mean age 

= 20.6; 60.8% female) of Addis Ababa University School of Commerce participated in the 

survey. Dutch participants were recruited from Tilburg University in The Netherlands. A total 

of 52 students (mean age = 21.8; 53.8% female) of Tilburg University were approached for this 

study. Both the Ethiopian and the Dutch students are enrolled in a variety of university 

programs, including marketing, psychology, law, accounting, and economics. In both 

countries, the participants were approached in the cafeterias, group working areas, and various 

places where they were working. Both the Ethiopian and the Dutch university are public 

universities. A student sample was adopted due to both the respondents’ accessibility and their 

homogeneity as a group (Calder et al., 1981). The self-administered paper-and-pencil 

questionnaire included advertisements on social issues.   

Stimulus selection 

Seven print advertisements on social issues were collected from the Internet (see Table 4.1 for 

the types of advertisements).  

Measures   
 

A parsimonious yet representative measure of taboo perception was adapted from Sabri and 

Obermiller (2012). The measure of taboo perception comprises two items: “In my opinion, the 
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behavior suggested in this advertisement is socially acceptable,” which measures the behavior 

prohibition component, and “It is difficult for me to speak about the topic suggested in this 

advertisement,” which taps into the conversation inhibition component. A 5-point Likert scale 

with end-points labeled strongly disagree (1) and strongly agree (5) was used to capture the 

answers of the participants. The item that measures the behavioral dimension of taboo was 

recoded so that it is on the same level of measurement as the conversational component of 

taboo. The reliability of the items measuring perception of taboo (α = .76 for the Ethiopians 

and α = .76 for the Dutch) was considered as acceptable. 

To determine whether the participants understood the message of the advertisements, the 

questionnaire also included an item that required them to identify the central topic of the 

advertisements.  

Results  

An analysis of the responses of the participants was performed to see if the participants 

understood the message of the advertisements. To measure the percentage of participants who 

got the central topic of the advertisement right, the frequency of those participants who got the 

central topic of the advertisement right was divided by the total number of participants. The 
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result showed that the majority of them understood the message of the advertisements35 (see 

Table 4.1). 

To test proposition 1, i.e., whether Ethiopian participants consider the social issues depicted in 

the advertisement as a conversational taboo more than Dutch participants do, an independent 

samples t-test was conducted. The results of the t-test are provided in Tables 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Independent samples t-test for comparing an LDC and a DC in terms of 
conversational taboo for a social issue 

                                                   
35 The t-test that follows is based on the responses of those respondents who got the central topic of the 
advertisement right. The responses of those respondents who got the central topic wrong were excluded from the 
analysis.   
36 Perception of conversational taboo is measured on the scale of 1–5, where 1 indicates that it is easy to talk about 
the social issue (i.e., not a conversational taboo), while 5 indicates that it is difficult to talk about the issue (i.e., it 
is a conversational taboo).  

Type of 
advertisement 

Percentage 
that 

correctly 
identified 

the 
message 
of the ad 

Country 
of 

origin  

Mean36 
(Perception 
of taboo) 

Standard deviation 
(Perception of 

taboo) 
 

t-
value  

Degree 
of 

freedom 

Significance 
level (p-
value) 

Domestic 
violence  

96 LDC 3.81 
 

1.19 -9.07 97 .000 

 DC 1.85 
 

.96 

Female genital 
mutilation  

 LDC 3.58 
 

1.20 -6.22 99 .000 

98.1 DC 2.16 
 

1.10 

Menstruation  97 LDC 3.68 
 

1.15 -9.96 98 .000 

 DC 1.60 
 

.93 

 Condoms  99 LDC 4.00 
 

1.13 -11.09 99 .000 

 DC 1.66 
 

.98 

 Breast cancer  99 LDC 3.45 
 

1.27 -7.75 100 .000 

 DC 1.71 
 

.99 

HIV 89 LDC 3.73 
 

1.07 -10.08 90 .000 

  DC 1.72 
 

.83 

Mental illness 72 LDC 3.17 
 

1.38 -5.20 72 .000 

  DC 1.69 
 

1.06 
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The results in Table 4.1 show that that all the social issues included in the pre-test are 

considered conversational taboos by the participants from an LDC more than by those who are 

from a DC. These differences are statistically significant at p < 0.001. These results provide 

support to proposition 1. 

 

Table 4.2 Independent samples t-test for comparing an LDC and a DC in terms of behavioral 
taboo for a social issue 

 

                                                   
37 Perception of behavioral taboo is measured on the scale of 1–5, where 1 indicates that the social issue is socially 
acceptable (i.e., it is not a behavioral taboo), while 5 indicates that the issue is not socially acceptable (i.e., it is a 
behavioral taboo). 

Type of 
advertisement 

Country 
of origin  

Mean37 
(Perception of 

taboo) 

Standard 
deviation 

(Perception of 
taboo) 

t-
value 

Degree 
of 

freedom 

Significance 
level (p-
value) 

Domestic 
violence  

LDC  2.81 1.47 4.24 97 .000 

DC  3.90 1.09 

Female genital 
mutilation  

LDC  1.74 1.10 11.11 99 .000 

DC  4.12 1.08 

Menstruation  LDC  2.60 1.43 -2.15 98 .034 

DC  2.08 .94 

 Condoms  LDC  2.08 1.23 -2.21 99 .029 

DC  1.62 .81 

 Breast cancer  LDC  1.82 1.07 .000 100 1.000 

DC  1.82 .87 

HIV LDC  2.18 1.28 3.20 90 .002 

 DC  2.98 1.11 

Mental illness LDC  1.83 1.20 1.13 72 .264 

 DC  2.10 .88 
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To test proposition 2, i.e., if Ethiopian participants consider the issues depicted in the 

advertisements as a behavioral taboo more than Dutch participants do, an independent-samples 

t-test was conducted. The results in Table 4.2 show that domestic violence and female genital 

mutilation are considered as behavioral taboo more by the participants from a DC than by those 

who are from an LDC. For the other social issues included in the pre-test such as menstruation, 

condoms, and so forth, the average score of less than 3.00 for the participants from both an 

LDC and DC indicate that such issues are not considered to be behavioral taboos. This means 

that such issues are socially acceptable in a DC as well as in an LDC. These results do not 

provide support to proposition 2. 

Besides the foregoing differences in perception of taboo between The Netherlands and 

Ethiopia, the study also found some differences within the same country. For example, it found 

a difference between Ethiopian females (M = 3.00, SD = 1.26) and Ethiopian males (M = 4.15, 

SD = .93); t (49) -3.49, p = .001 in terms of their perception of conversational taboo regarding 

breast cancer. 

Discussion  

This pre-test sought to identify if the people from an LDC differ from those from a DC in terms 

of their taboo perception for various social issues. The pre-test found that all the social issues 

that were examined were considered as conversational taboos in an LDC but not in a DC. One 

possible explanation for this finding could be related to the cultural differences of the 

participants. This explanation is supported by the findings of previous studies which were done 

in the context of commercial marketing (Chan et al., 2007). These studies have found that 

consumers’ responses to controversial advertising differ because of cultural differences. The 

finding that many social issues in an LDC are conversational taboos is in line with the context 

that exists in collective cultures, namely, lack of open communication regarding many social 

issues that may lead to stigma or shame such as HIV and cancer (Bekalu & Eggermont, 2015; 
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Lui, Ip, & Chui, 2009; Wong-Kim, Sun, & DeMattos, 2003), or domestic violence, sexual 

abuse, and the onset of menstruation (Haile, Kebeta, & Kassie, 2013; Sommer et al., 2015; 

Zabihzadeh, Hashim, & Chua, 2015). With regard to behavioral taboo perception for the 

following social issues included in the pre-test – menstruation, condoms, breast cancer, HIV, 

and mental illness – we note that these issues were not considered as behavioral taboos by the 

people from a DC nor by those from an LDC. This implies that these issues are considered to 

be socially acceptable. However, two other issues (female genital mutilation and domestic 

violence) are considered as behavioral taboos in a DC (but not in an LDC). When an issue is a 

behavioral taboo, people find that one shouldn’t engage in such a behavior. In an LDC female 

genital mutilation is not a behavioral taboo because it is practiced and tolerated in collective 

cultures such as Ethiopia. With regard to domestic violence, we note that in LDCs such as 

Ethiopia, because the culture treats women as inferior, subordinated, oppressed, and 

marginalized, domestic violence is tolerated (Zabihzadeh et al., 2015). Finally, in DCs 

domestic violence is considered as a crime; as a result, domestic violence is less tolerated in a 

DC than in an LDC (UNIFEM, 2008). 

Besides the differences in perception of taboo among the participants from The Netherlands 

and Ethiopia, the finding that males in Ethiopia consider breast cancer as a conversational taboo 

more than women do is interesting and should be explored by future qualitative studies (as the 

extant studies are focused on women’s perception of the disease) (Kwok, White, & Roydhouse, 

2011; Shang, Beaver, & Campbell, 2015).  

In sum, the result of the pre-test has shown that all the social issues considered in the pre-test 

are conversational taboos in an LDC but not in a DC. With regard to behavioral taboos, the 

pre-test has shown that domestic violence and female genital mutilation are behavioral taboos 

in a DC but not in an LDC, while menstruation, condoms, breast cancer, HIV, and mental 

illness are not behavioral taboos in either an LDC or a DC. In the next study, we will select an 
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issue that is perceived as a taboo in an LDC but not in a DC (i.e., domestic violence) to examine 

if the perception of conversational taboo for a social issue has an impact on how people respond 

to its advertisement.   

 

Study 1 
 

As we have seen in the pre-test, many social issues are considered as conversational taboos in 

an LDC. Unfortunately, we do not know if the perception of taboo for a social issue has a 

negative effect on how people respond to social advertisements on these issues. Past studies on 

controversial product advertisements have indicated that people have a negative attitude 

towards such advertisements (Barnes & Dotson, 1990; Beard, 2008; Prendergast et al., 2002; 

Wang et al., 2018). However, we do not know whether the findings pertaining to controversial 

product advertisements could also extend to social issues that are a taboo. This is due to the 

fact that controversial products and social issues that are taboo could be advertised for different 

reasons. For example, controversial products are often advertised to encourage consumption 

(e.g., encouraging people to buy guns and armaments), while social issues that are taboo are 

advertised to discourage people from engaging in the taboo issue (e.g., discouraging domestic 

violence). The differences in the motive for advertising (controversial products as opposed to 

social issues that are taboo) could in turn differentially affect how people respond to the 

advertisements. Thus, Study 1 seeks to examine whether the findings on how people respond 

to the advertisement of controversial products could also extend to social issues that are taboo. 

Next, we will present our conceptual framework. 

Conceptual framework 

Generally, the literature states that taboos in advertising could be observed from two 

perspectives: The first perspective is related to an advertisement that mentions a taboo product 

or issue, such as alcohol or menstruation (Sommer et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018). The second 
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perspective is related to an advertisement that uses taboo themes in its execution, such as the 

use of sexual imagery (Dahl et al., 2003; De Pelsmacker & Van Den Bergh, 1996; Sabri, 2017; 

Vezina & Paul, 1997). The former has been labeled as the matter of advertising, while the later 

has been referred to as the manner of advertising (Barnes & Dotson, 1990; Chan et al., 2007; 

Prendergast et al., 2002). This research focuses on the advertisement of a taboo product or issue 

– the matter of advertising.   

The defining characteristics of a taboo imply that when people are exposed to an advertisement 

about a taboo issue, they may react negatively towards it. This is due to the fact that a taboo is 

not discussed openly, and that its open presentation in an advertisement may create feelings of 

discomfort and anxiety (Freitas, 2008). This reasoning is supported by the findings of Sabri 

and Obermiller (2012), who have found that consumers’ responses to taboo themes in 

advertising are typically negative. Other research also suggests that depending on factors such 

as religion or country of origin, people may have a negative attitude towards the advertisement 

of controversial products such as condoms (Fam, Waller, & Erdogan, 2004; Fam et al., 2009). 

This is in view of the fact that in collective cultures, sex-related products such as condoms are 

assumed to promote promiscuous relationships in a society that discourages sex before 

marriage. As a result, advertisements of sex-related products are considered offensive (Fam et 

al., 2009). For example, Fam et al. (2004) found that Muslims have a negative attitude towards 

the advertisement of sex related products compared to members of other religions. Therefore, 

people may have a negative response to an advertisement about a social issue that is a taboo 

when compared to an advertisement about a social issue that is not a taboo. 

Before we formulate our propositions on the basis of the above discussion, we would like to 

add that since the pre-test has shown that people from an LDC differ from those of a DC in 

terms of the two dimensions of taboo, we find it important to make a distinction in terms of 

these dimensions when formulating our propositions:    
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On the basis of the above discussion, we formulate the following propositions: 

P3: The perception of conversational taboo has a negative effect on attitude towards the 

ad. 

P4: The perception of behavioral taboo has a negative effect on attitude towards the ad. 

Method  

Design, Sample, and Procedure  
 

We used a between-subjects design. We collected data from Dutch and Ethiopian students, 

sampling in both The Netherlands and Ethiopia to sample a wide range of taboo perception.  

The two countries were selected on the basis of their accessibility to the authors of the study. 

The participants were recruited from two public universities in Ethiopia and The Netherlands, 

via approaching them in the cafeterias, group working areas, and various places where they 

were working. In both countries, the students are enrolled in a variety of university programs, 

including marketing, psychology, law, accounting, and economics. A total of 44 Ethiopian 

(mean age = 23.5; 52.3% female) and 37 Dutch (mean age = 23.6; 48.6% female) participants 

were exposed to a domestic violence advertisement. The pre-test showed that this is a 

conversational taboo in Ethiopia (LDC) but not in The Netherlands (DC). The questionnaire 

included an advertisement of domestic violence, and it was prepared to be filled in on the spot. 

A student sample was adopted for both the respondents’ accessibility and their homogeneity as 

a group (Calder et al., 1981). 

On the first page of the questionnaire, an instruction informed the participants that they would 

be looking at an advertisement about a social issue, and that after looking at the advertisement 

they would be asked questions that require them to evaluate the advertisement. The participants 

then looked at the domestic violence advertisement. After the participants looked at the 

domestic violence advertisement, they completed a questionnaire containing several scales on 

which they indicated their responses to the advertisement.  
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Testing of measurement equivalence 
 

To enable cross-cultural comparisons, tests of configural invariance and differential item 

functioning were conducted for reasons already mentioned in Study 2 (Chapter 3). The results 

of the tests are presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. The reasons for selecting the particular tests 

(i.e., χ2, CFI, RMSEA, and differential item functioning) are similar to the reasons described 

in Chapter 3, Study 2. The result of the invariant tests showed that the items measuring attitude 

and perception of taboo function in the same way across the two groups of participants (see 

Table 4.3). As can be seen from Table 4.3, the RMSEA for both groups is under .06. In addition, 

the other model-fit indices (i.e., the CFI) are over 0.95 for both the Dutch and the Ethiopians. 

Furthermore, the P value for the χ2 test is non-significant. These results show that configural 

invariance holds. 

 

Next, the results of the test of differential item functioning are presented in Table 4.4. The 

results in column 6 show that, we do not observe a significant difference between Dutch and 

Ethiopian participants in terms of their responses to the items used to measure the latent 

variables in column 1. These results show that there is no bias in response to the items in the 

latent variables across the participants from the two countries. Thus, the items of the latent 

variables in column 1 are non-biased because participants with the same latent disposition, but 

coming from either Ethiopia or The Netherlands, are equally likely to endorse them. 

Consequently, we can use the items tested in Table 4.4 to perform a cross-cultural data analysis. 

Table 4.3. Configural test of the items measuring the constructs by country of origin  
Country  χ2 P CFI RMSEA RMSEA CI90 

Ethiopia  2.477 .649 1.000 0.000 0.000 - 0.184 

The Netherlands  2.784 .595 1.000 0.000 0.000 - 0.213 

Note.  χ2 = Chi- square test; p = significance level; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = 
root mean square error of analysis; and CI = confidence interval. 
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- Notes: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; 
- Path analysis refers to the measured variable (i.e., country of origin) predicting the response to the 

individual item after controlling for the latent variable; 
- S.E. = approximate standard error, C.R. = Critical ratio and P = significance level. 

 

Measures  
 

To measure taboo perception, we used the same measures that were used in the pre-test (see 

pre-test for the description of the items) (Sabri & Obermiller, 2012). Similar to the pre-test, the 

item that measures the behavioral dimension of taboo was recoded so that it is on the same 

level of measurement as the conversational component of taboo.  

The items used to measure the dependent variable were adapted from instruments that were 

developed and tested in existing studies. The items that were used to measure attitude towards 

the ad were adapted from Kamp and MacInnis (1995), with attitude assessed on three 7-point 

scales with end points labeled I disliked it very much (1) and I liked it very much (7); not at all 

positive (1) and very positive (7); and I did not like it at all (1) and I liked it very much (7). The 

reliability of the items measuring attitude towards the ad (α = .87 for the Ethiopians and α = 

.83 for the Dutch) was considered as satisfactory. 

 

  

Table 4.4. Testing for differential item functioning  
(1) 

Latent 
variables 

(2) 
Path analysis 

(3) 
Coefficient 

estimate 

(4) 
S.E. 

(5) 
C.R.  

(6) 
P 

 
Attitude 

towards the 
ad 

What is your impression of this ad? <--- 
country of origin 

-.058 .378 -.154 .878 

Feel positively toward this ad? <--- country of 
origin 

.465 .347 1.343 .179 

 -.530 .477 -1.186 .236 
Do you like this ad? <--- country of origin 

    

Taboo 
perception 

Conversational taboo<---country of origin  1.163 .853 1.363 .173 
     
Behavioral taboo <---country of origin -.834 1.254 -.665 .506 
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Results 

Descriptive results for the independent and dependent variables 

 

The results in Table 4.5 indicate that the participants from an LDC have a higher mean for 

conversational taboo (3.76) than that of the participants from a DC (1.84). The results are 

statistically significant at 1%. This suggests, in line with the findings of the pre-test, that 

domestic violence is more a conversational taboo for the participants from an LDC than for the 

participants from a DC. The results for the perception of taboo for domestic violence show that 

even though the participants from a DC have a higher mean in their perception of behavioral 

taboo for domestic violence (3.30) than the participants from an LDC (2.78), the differences 

are not statistically significant. Together the foregoing results imply that in an LDC one may 

not like to talk about domestic violence, while in a DC people are expected to refrain from 

engaging in domestic violence.  

The results in the final row of Table 4.5 indicate that the participants from an LDC have a more 

positive attitude towards the ad (4.77) when compared to the participants from a DC (3.86). 

The results are statistically significant at 5%. 

                                                   
38 The same measure of conversational taboo perception that was used in the pretest was also employed in Study 
1 (see the description in footnote 35 page 103).  
39 The same measure of behavioral taboo perception that was used in the pretest was also employed in Study 1 
(see the description in footnote 36 page 104).  
40 Attitude towards the ad is measured on a scale of 1–7, where 1 indicates that attitude towards the ad is not 
favorable, while 7 indicates that attitude towards the ad is favorable.  

Table 4.5 Descriptive results for the independent and dependent variables 
Measures 
 

The Netherlands  Ethiopia  t-value  P - value (significance 
level)  

Mean Standard 
deviation 

Mean Standard 
deviation 

Mean 
Standard deviation 

Conversational 
taboo (on a 1-5 
scale) 38 

1.84 1.09 3.76 1.38 7.17 
 

.000 

Behavioral taboo 
(on a 1 –5 scale) 
39 

3.30 1.71 2.78 1.47 1.64 .106 

Attitude towards 
the ad (on a 1-7 
scale) 40 

3.86 1.26 4.77 1.56 2.04 .044 
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Correlation results for the Ethiopian and Dutch participants 

Correlation analyses were used to examine whether there is a relationship between perception 

of taboo for a social issue and attitude towards the ad. The analysis is done separately for 

Ethiopian and Dutch participants (because of the cultural differences between the two countries 

(see Table 4.6 and 4.7). 

 

Pearson’s r data analysis (Table 4.6) indicated a moderate positive correlation between 

perception of conversational taboo for a social issue and attitude towards the ad, r (43) = .44, 

p = .003. The results also showed moderate positive correlation between perception of 

conversational and perception of behavioral taboo for a social issue r (44) = .33, p = .030. But 

no significant correlation was observed between attitude towards the ad and perception of 

behavioral taboo for a social issue. In sum, these results suggest that attitude towards the ad is 

positively correlated with perception of conversational taboo for a social issue for the Ethiopian 

participants. 

Table 4.6. Correlations between attitude towards the ad and perception of taboo for a social issue for 

Ethiopian participants 

 

Perception of 

behavioral taboo 

Perception of 

conversational taboo 

Attitude 

towards the ad  

Perception of 

behavioral 

taboo 

Pearson Correlation 1 .328* .083 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .030 .597 

N 44 44 43 

Perception of 

conversational 

taboo 

Pearson Correlation .328* 1 .436** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .030  .003 

N 44 44 43 

Attitude 

towards the ad  

Pearson Correlation .083 .436** 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .597 .003  

N 43 43 43 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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Next, the result of the correlation analysis for Dutch participants is shown in Table 4.7. The 

result of the correlation analysis as shown in Table 4.7 indicates that there is no significant 

correlation between attitude towards the ad and perception of taboo. 

 

 

To test proposition 3, i.e., whether the perception of conversational taboo has a negative effect 

on attitude towards the ad, we ran a separate regression analysis for the Ethiopian and Dutch 

participants (because of the cultural differences between the two countries). The results of the 

analysis are shown in Table 4.8. These results show that the perception of conversational taboo 

has a positive effect on attitude towards the ad for the Ethiopian participants (column 1) but 

not for the Dutch participants (column 2). The result is statistically significant at 1% for the 

Ethiopian participants. However, the results also suggest that there is no significant effect of 

the perception of behavioral taboo on attitude towards the ad for both the Ethiopian and the 

Dutch participants. 

Table 4.7. Correlations between attitude towards the ad and perception of taboo for a social issue for 

Dutch participants 

 

Perception of 

behavioral taboo 

Perception of 

conversational taboo 

Attitude 

towards the ad  

Perception of 

behavioral taboo 

Pearson Correlation 1 -.071 -.090 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .677 .595 

N 37 37 37 

Perception of 

conversational 

taboo 

Pearson Correlation -.071 1 -.073 

Sig. (2-tailed) .677  .667 

N 37 37 37 

Attitude towards 

the ad with 

outlier removed 

Pearson Correlation -.090 -.073 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .595 .667  

N 37 37 37 
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The results presented in Table 4.8 do not provide support for both Propositions 3 and 4. That 

is, the perception of conversational taboo has a negative effect on attitude towards the ad (P3). 

And the perception of behavioral taboo has a negative effect on attitude towards the ad (P4).  

Discussion  

This study sought to identify if difference in perception of taboo for a social issue has an effect 

on attitude towards the ad. The study found that perception of conversational taboo for an issue 

is significantly and positively correlated with attitude towards the ad for the Ethiopian 

participants but not for the Dutch participants. In contrast, behavioral taboo is not significantly 

correlated with attitude towards the ad for both Ethiopian and Dutch participants. We will come 

back to these findings shortly. First, however, we will discuss the results of the descriptive 

analyses.  

                                                   
41 On the basis of previous studies to control for the potential of confounding variables that might make the 
interpretation of the results of the study difficult, two covariates were included, familiarity (De Meulenaer et al., 
2018; De Pelsmacker et al., 2011) and religiosity (Cyril De Run, Mohsin Butt, Fam, & Yin Jong, 2010; Fam et 
al., 2004; Ismail & Melewar, 2014). However, since these variables have a non-significant effect on the dependent 
variable, they were not included in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 The effect of perception of taboo on attitude towards the ad41  

Variables  Attitude towards the ad 

 (1)  (2) 
Constant -.062 

(.090) 
.070 

(.061) 
Conversational taboo    

 
.049** 
(.017) 

-.010 
(.021) 

Behavioral taboo .005 
(.016) 

.008 
(.013) 

N 35 36 
R2 .209 .014 
   

- Notes: The columns are linear regression estimation; 
- The dependent variable is attitude towards the ad;  
- The tests are 1-tailed; 
- Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. 
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In view of the defining characteristics of a taboo, the study found that the participants from an 

LDC differ from the participants from a DC in terms of their perception of conversational taboo 

and behavioral taboo for social issues. With regard to conversational taboo, we found that the 

participants from a DC are more likely to talk about domestic violence than the participants 

from an LDC. A possible explanation for this finding is that socio-cultural norms in LDCs 

discourage people from talking about domestic violence. In LDCs this issue is considered to 

be a private matter, and talking about it is a cultural taboo (Devries et al., 2013; Zabihzadeh et 

al., 2015). With reference to behavioral taboo, we note that domestic violence is more tolerated 

by the participants from an LDCs than the participants from a DCs. This finding might be 

related to the fact that in several LDCs (including Ethiopia), domestic violence is not seen as a 

crime (Devries et al., 2013; UNIFEM, 2008). In addition, in LDCs such as Ethiopia, women 

are often treated as inferior, subordinated, oppressed, and marginalized. This may also explain 

why domestic violence is tolerated in such cultures (Zabihzadeh et al., 2015). In contrast, in 

DCs, domestic violence is considered as a crime. That is why it might be less tolerated than in 

an LDC (UNIFEM, 2008). In sum, the participants from a DC are discouraged from engaging 

in domestic violence, while the participants from an LDC are discouraged from talking about 

it.  

Let us now turn to the inferential statistics. In contrast to the assumption about the effect and 

direction of correlation between perception of conversational taboo for domestic violence and 

attitude towards the ad, the study showed that (for the participants from an LDC for whom the 

social issue is considered as a conversational taboo), there is a significant and positive 

correlation between attitude towards the ad and perception of conversational taboo. This 

finding is contrary to existing research results. A possible explanation for this result could be 

that the participants from an LDC know that domestic violence is wrong, but the participants 

(as individuals) may think that they are not supposed to talk about it. That is why the 
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participants may find it important that institutions talk discouragingly about such issues. 

Although the participants (as individuals) cannot put it on the agenda themselves, somebody 

else can. This may help to break the conversational taboo on issues such as domestic violence. 

For the Dutch participants, since the social issue is not considered as a conversational taboo, 

the study found that perception of conversational taboo is not correlated with attitude towards 

the ad. 

With regard to behavioral taboo, we note that it is not significantly correlated with attitude 

towards the ad for both the Ethiopian and Dutch participants. This may be related to the idea 

that whether people engage in a certain behavior or not is unrelated to communicating about it.   

Study 1 found that perception of conversational taboo for a social issue is significantly and 

positively correlated with attitude towards the advertisement for the Ethiopian participants. 

However, Study 1 also found that the perception of behavioral taboo is not significantly 

correlated with attitude towards the advertisement for both the Ethiopian and Dutch 

participants. In the next study, we will explore whether the type of message appeal (rational or 

humor) will moderate the effect of taboo perception on people’s response towards an 

advertisement. 

 

Study 2 
 

In Study 2, we will explore if a specific message appeal (i.e., humor or rational) will moderate 

the influence of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad. Specifically, we want to explore 

if a humor appeal advertisement is more effective than a rational appeal advertisement for taboo 

issues. This is important in view of the fact that many social issues are considered taboo in an 

LDC and because taboo perception for a social issue may impact the effectiveness of rational 

versus emotional appeals. For example, an emotional humor appeal could be more effective 

than an informational rational appeal because a humor appeal could help reduce the anxiety 
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and discomfort that people may feel when they are exposed to a taboo issue (Alden, Hoyer, & 

Lee, 1993; Kruger, 1996; Sabri, 2012). In the next section we will present previous studies on 

taboos in advertising. After that, we will present the conceptual framework of the study. 

Previous research on taboo issues 

While prior studies on the advertisement of taboo products or issues have examined which 

products are considered offensive, as well as the impact of the offensiveness of such 

advertisements on attitude and purchase intention (Beard, 2008; Phau & Prendergast, 2001; 

Prendergast et al., 2002; Waller et al., 2005), only scant studies have explored how to increase 

the effectiveness of advertisements about taboo issues (Freitas, 2008). For example, Waller and 

Fam (2011) suggest that employing implicit messages rather than explicit messages may reduce 

the offensiveness of advertisements for condoms and AIDS. Nevertheless, as far as we know, 

no study has explored whether the use of emotional or rational message appeals will moderate 

the effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad. In the next section, we will explore 

this idea further.  

Conceptual framework 

Past studies have shown that the effectiveness of an emotional appeal or a rational appeal 

depends on recipient factors (such as age) but also the purpose of an attitude (Johar & Sirgy, 

1991; Katz, 1960; McKay-Nesbitt, Manchanda, Smith, & Huhmann, 2011). Indeed, the 

purpose of some attitudes could be to help people to feel safe when they are faced with a 

threatening issue such as the effects of smoking, domestic violence, or having unprotected sex. 

In this vein, people may convince themselves that the risks associated with such behavior are 

overstated. Because such beliefs are often irrational, they are not susceptible to rational appeals.  

When it comes to advertisement involving taboo issues, we posit that the use of a rational 

appeal is less effective than the use of a humor appeal. We will provide an explanation for this 

idea next. 
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Exposure to taboo topics may lead to negative emotions such as anxiety and discomfort, as 

taboo issues challenge personal morals (Freitas, 2008; Hanselmann & Tanner, 2008). Because 

of these negative emotions, people may have a less positive attitude towards a taboo issue in 

an advertisement (Dahl et al., 2003). However, the existence of negative emotions may be 

amended when humor is used as a message appeal when promoting a taboo issue. Indeed, 

humor may relieve physiological arousal associated with the emotion of anxiety and discomfort 

that may arise as a result of exposure to a taboo issue advertisement (Ventis et al., 2001). For 

example, even though the depiction of violent images in an advertisement is considered 

offensive (Waller, Deshpande, & Erdogan, 2013), Potter and Warren (1998) found that 

violence presented in a humorous TV program is considered less severe compared to the 

violence presented in a non-humorous program. As a result, marketers often use humor to 

reduce the offensiveness in a commercial while gaining attention from the provocation (due to 

the violence in the ad) (Lee, Brandt, Groff, Lopez, & Neavin, 2017; Scharrer, Bergstrom, 

Paradise, & Ren, 2006). Thus, a humor appeal can be used to enhance attitude towards the ad 

when addressing a taboo issue (Sabri, 2012). With regard to rational appeals, we argue that 

they may not be as effective as humor appeals when dealing with social issues that are taboo. 

This is because when exposed to advertisements about social issues that are taboo, people may 

experience negative emotions. People may deal with negative emotions by avoiding thinking 

about the situation that created them (in this case the advertisement about a social issue that is 

a taboo). Consequently, it is more likely that the people will not process the factual details (in 

the advertisement) that are beneficial for developing an informed opinion about the issue. This 

scenario of avoiding thinking about the ad that created the negative emotion makes rational 

appeals less effective. This is due to the fact that the success of ads using rational appeals 

depends on people processing the factual details that are presented in the ad.  

On the basis of the above discussion, we formulate the following propositions: 
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P5: Type of appeal (i.e., humor or rational) will moderate the influence of taboo perception on 

attitude towards the ad. 

Figure 4.1 provides a model that shows the moderating effect of appeal type on the influence 

of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad. 

Figure 4.1 The moderating effect of appeal type on the influence of taboo perception on 

attitude towards the ad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods  

Design, Sample, and Procedure 
 

We used a between-subjects design. The sample for this study consisted of students enrolled in 

a variety of university programs, including marketing, psychology, law, accounting, and 

economics at two public universities in The Netherlands and Ethiopia. A total of 119 students 

participated in the study. There were 63 students from Tilburg University (mean age = 23.65; 

48.6% female) and 56 students from Addis Ababa University (mean age = 23.55; 52.3% 

female) participating. A random ordering of experimental envelopes assigned the participants 

to one of the following conditions: humor appeal or rational appeal. A student sample was 

Taboo perception  Attitude towards the ad 

Type of appeal 
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adopted due to both the respondents’ accessibility and their homogeneity as a group (Calder et 

al., 1981). 

An introductory page of the questionnaire informed the students that they would be looking at 

an advertisement about a social issue, and that after looking at the advertisement they would 

be asked questions that require them to evaluate the advertisement. The students then looked 

at the HIV advertisement using either the humor appeal or the rational appeal, depending on 

the condition to which they were assigned. The pre-test showed that HIV is a taboo issue in 

Ethiopia (LDC) but not in The Netherlands (DC). 

The humor and the rational appeal HIV advertisements were adapted from the research by 

Soscia et al. (2012), who successfully manipulated the humor and the rational appeal 

advertisements. The humor appeal advertisement shows a picture of a condom wearing a 

graduation gown, while the informational advertisement shows a condom sticking out of a 

jeans pocket. The rational appeal advertisement conveys four pieces of information; for 

example, it indicates that risky sexual behavior is the cause of AIDS and that the AIDS virus 

was already discovered 20 years ago. Except for the messages that are uniquely related to the 

types of appeal, the advertisements (i.e., the humor appeal and the rational appeal 

advertisements) have the same message, which encourages the audience to use condoms and 

indicates the advantages associated with such a practice. The messages that are similar to both 

advertisements (i.e., except for the messages that are uniquely related to the types of appeal) 

were adapted from Dahl et al. (2003). 

Manipulation checks 
 

To check whether the participants consider the humor advertisement as amusing and the 

rational appeal advertisement as informative, two items on a 7-point scale with end points 

labeled amusing (1) and not amusing (7), and informative (1) and not informative (7) were 

adapted from Soscia et al. (2012). 
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The results of the paired-samples t-test showed that the participants did indeed perceive the 

advertisement using humor appeal as more amusing (M = 5.46, SD = 1.45), compared to the 

advertisement using rational appeal (M = 2.39, SD = 1.44); t (55) = -10.74, p = .000. Similarly, 

the advertisement using rational appeal was considered as more informative (M = 4.30, SD = 

1.98) compared to the advertisement using humor appeal (M = 2.82, SD = 1.98); t (55) = -3.72, 

p = .000. 

Testing of measurement equivalence 
 

To enable cross-cultural comparisons, tests of configural invariance and differential item 

functioning were conducted for reasons already mentioned in Study 2 (Chapter 3). The reasons 

for selecting the particular tests are similar to the reasons described in Study 2, Chapter 3. As 

can be seen from Table 4.9, the RMSEA ≤ .06 and the CFI > .95 for both the Ethiopian and the 

Dutch participants are acceptable. In addition, the p value for the χ2 test is non-significant. 

These results show that configural invariance holds. That is, the items in each construct 

function in the same way across the Dutch and Ethiopian participants. 

 Next, the result of the test of differential item functioning are presented in Table 4.10. The 

results in column 6 show that, we do not observe a significant difference between Dutch and 

Ethiopian participants in terms of their responses to the items used to measure the latent 

variables in column 1. These results show that there is no bias in response across the 

participants from the two countries in terms of the foregoing items used to measure the 

constructs in column 1. 

Table 4.9. Configural test of the items measuring the constructs by country of origin  

Country  χ2 P CFI RMSEA RMSEA CI90 

Ethiopia  14.308 .353 .997 .029 0.000 – 0.098 

The Netherlands  14.577 .335 .992 .044 0.000 – 0.137 

Note.  χ2 = Chi- square test; p = significance level; CFI = comparative fit index; RMSEA = 
root mean square error of analysis; and CI = confidence interval. 
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- Notes: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; 
- Path analysis refers to the measured variable (i.e., country of origin) predicting the response to the 

individual item after controlling for the latent variable; 
- S.E. = approximate standard error, C.R. = Critical ratio and P = significance level 

 

Thus, the items of the latent variables in column 1 are non-biased because participants with the 

same latent disposition, but coming from either Ethiopia or The Netherlands, are equally likely 

to endorse them. Consequently, we can use the items tested in Table 4.10 to perform a cross-

cultural data analysis. 

Measures   
 

Dependent variable  

The same items that were used in Study 1 to measure attitude towards the ad were employed 

in this study (see Study 1 for the descriptions of these items). These items that were used to 

measure consumers’ responses to attitude towards the ad were adapted from instruments that 

Table 4.10 Test of differential item functioning   

(1) 
Latent variables (2) 

Path analysis 

(3) 
Coefficient 

estimate 
(4) 

S.E. 
(5) 

C.R.  

(6) 
    P 

Taboo 
perception 

Conversational taboo <---country of origin  1.450 2.051 .707 .480 

Behavioral taboo <---country of origin 2.408 9.038 .266 .790 

 
Involvement 

I seek information about STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

-1.326 1.674 -
.792 

.429 

STD/HIV are relevant topics for me <---country of 
origin 

.613 1.341 .457 .647 

I consider myself at risk of STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

-.146 1.463 -
.100 

.920 

I think about STD/HIV all the time <---country of 
origin 

.128 1.355 .094 .925 

 
Familiarity 

I am not very familiar with STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

.069 .818 .085 .933 

I am very informed about STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

.910 4.874 .187 .852 

I do not know much about STD/HIV <---country of 
origin 

.882 .659 1.33
8 

.181 

 
Attitude 

What is your impression of this ad? <--- country of 
origin 

.361 .263 1.37
3 

.170 

Feel positively toward this ad? <--- country of 
origin 

-.394 .268 -
1.47

2 

.141 

Do you like this ad? <--- country of origin .466 .973 .479 .632 
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were developed and tested in existing studies (Kamp & MacInnis, 1995). As for the reliability 

of the items measuring attitude towards the ad, α = .88 for the Dutch and α = .74 for the 

Ethiopians were considered as acceptable figures. 

Moderating variable  

To measure the role of the moderating variable, the participants indicated on a scale of 1-7 (1 

= strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) the extent to which they agreed with the following two 

statements adapted from Sabri and Obermiller (2012). 

1. In my opinion, the topic that is addressed in this advertisement is socially acceptable.  

2. It is difficult for me to talk about the topic that is addressed in this advertisement. 

Similar to the approach that was followed in the pre-test, the item that measures the behavioral 

dimension of taboo was recoded so that it is on the same level of measurement as the 

conversational component of taboo.  

Covariates  

Two covariates (i.e., familiarity and involvement) were included to control for their 

confounding effect upon the result of the experiment, which would otherwise make the 

interpretation of the results difficult. With regard to issue familiarity, previous studies have 

shown that consumers’ responses to familiar versus unfamiliar health risk messages are 

different (De Meulenaer et al., 2018; De Pelsmacker et al., 2011), such that consumers will 

have a stronger response to unfamiliar than familiar health risk messages (De Pelsmacker et 

al., 2011). It is logical to assume that the participants in Ethiopia may differ from the 

participants in The Netherlands in terms of issue familiarity, given that the two countries differ 

in their level of economic development, which in turn affects the extent of education as well as 

advertisements related to using condoms to prevent STD/HIV. Therefore, there is a need to 

control for the effect of issue familiarity on the dependent variable. Familiarity was assessed 

by asking the participants the extent to which they agree with the following three statements 
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on a bipolar 7-point scale (i.e., strongly disagree/strongly agree). These items were adapted 

from De Pelsmacker et al. (2011). The reliability of the items measuring familiarity was on the 

low side for the Ethiopians (α = .63), while it was poor for the Dutch (α = .29). 

1. I am not very familiar with using condoms to prevent STD/HIV.  

2. I don’t know much about using condoms to prevent STD/HIV.  

3. I am very informed about using condoms to prevent STD/HIV.   

With reference to the second covariate level of involvement, past studies have shown that 

involvement is important in terms of its effect on consumers’ responses to rational versus 

emotional appeals (Rossiter et al., 1991). Namely, high involvement individuals are more 

responsive to rational appeals, while low involvement individuals are more responsive to 

emotional appeals (Holmes & Crocker, 1987; Petty, Cacioppo, & Schumann, 1983). To control 

for the effect of level of involvement, a questionnaire including a four-item 7-point scale where 

participants were asked to indicate their degree of agreement (strongly disagree/strongly agree) 

with the following four statements was adapted from Flora and Maibach (1990). As for the 

reliability of the items measuring level of involvement, α =.76 for the Dutch was considered as 

acceptable, while the figure was poor for the Ethiopians at α = .34.  

1. I think about the prevention of STD/HIV all the time. 

2. I consider myself at risk of developing STD/HIV. 

3. Preventing STD/HIV is a personally relevant topic for me. 

4. I actively seek the most recent information about preventing STD/HIV 

Results  

Descriptive results for the independent and dependent variables  

The results in Table 4.11 column 1 indicate that the participants from an LDC have a higher 

mean of conversational taboo (4.10) when compared to the participants from a DC (2.02). This 

result suggests that using condoms to prevent STD/HIV is more of a conversational taboo in 
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an LDC than in a DC. The results are statistically significant at 1%. This may be because the 

open discussion of matters related to sex is a cultural taboo in an LDC. With regard to 

perception of behavioral taboo, the results in column 2 indicate that the participants from an 

LDC have a higher mean (3.70) when compared to the participants from a DC (1.35). The 

results are statistically significant at 1%. This result suggests that using condoms to prevent 

STD/HIV is not a behavioral taboo in a DC when compared to an LDC. This might be because 

in an LDC, the use of condoms is assumed to promote promiscuous relationships in a society 

that discourages sex before marriage. The results in column 1 and 2 together suggest that using 

condoms to prevent STD/HIV is both a conversational and a behavioral taboo in an LDC but 

not in a DC.  
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Table 4.11 Descriptive results for the dependent and the independent variables    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P= significance level 

 

                                                   
42 Perception of conversational taboo is measured on the scale of 1 – 7, where 1 indicates that it is easy to talk about the social issue (i.e., not a conversational taboo), while 7 
indicates that it is difficult to talk about the issue (i.e., it is a conversational taboo).  
43 Perception of behavioral taboo is measured on the scale of 1 – 7, where 1 indicates that the social issue is socially acceptable (i.e., it is not a behavioral taboo) while 7 
indicates that the social issue is socially unacceptable (i.e., it is a behavioral taboo).  
44 Attitude towards the ad is measured on a scale of 1 – 7, where 1 indicates that attitude towards the ad is not favorable while 7 indicates that attitude towards the ad is favorable.  

 Column (1) Column (2) Column 3 
Country 
 

Conversational aspects42 Behavioral aspects43 Attitude towards the ad44 

     F -test  
  t-test    t-test 

Mean Standard 
deviation 

t-
value  

P 
value  

Mean Standard 
deviation 

t-test P 
value 

Type of 
appeal 

Mean Standard 
deviation  

F-
value 

 

p-
value 

The 
Netherlands 

            
2.02 1.41  

5.93 
 

.000 
1.35 .70  

8.71 
 

.000 
Humor 3.93 1.01  

3.63 
 

.001   Rational 4.93 1.15 
Ethiopia 4.10 2.25 3.70 1.90 Humor 5.27 1.49 .028 .867 

    Rational 5.21 1.39 
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The results in Table 4.11 column 3 indicates that the participants from an LDC seem to have a 

favorable attitude towards the ad regardless of the type of appeal (i.e., either a humor appeal 

(5.27) or a rational appeal (5.21)). A possible reason for this outcome is that an advertisement 

about a moderately45 taboo issue may not be strong enough so as to negatively affect attitude 

towards the ad. As a result, a rational appeal could be as effective as a humor appeal when 

addressing the issue for the participants from an LDC. For the participants from a DC, the result 

in Table 4.11 column 3 indicates that those participants that are exposed to a rational appeal 

have a higher attitude towards the ad (4.93) than those participants that are exposed to a humor 

appeal (3.93). The results are statistically significant at 1%. This result suggests that the people 

from a DC have a more favorable attitude towards the ad when exposed to a rational appeal 

than when they are exposed to a humor appeal. It is difficult to explain why the people from a 

DC preferred the rational appeal advertisement over the humor appeal advertisement.  

The effect of perception of taboo on attitude towards the ad  

To reinvestigate the influence of perceptions of conversational taboo on attitude towards the 

ad using a different social issue than is used in Study 1, i.e., if perception of conversational 

taboo for a social issue has an effect on attitude towards the ad, we ran a regression analysis. 

The result of the analysis is shown in Table 4.12 (column 3). Before we discuss the result of 

this regression analysis, we will first discuss the results that are presented in the first column 

of Table 4.12. Column 1 shows that only the covariate involvement has a significant effect on 

attitude towards the ad. The result indicates that as involvement increases by 1 unit, then 

attitude towards the ad increases by 0.326. Column 2, by adding the variables conversational 

taboo and behavioral taboo to the model in column 1, shows that conversational taboo has a 

                                                   
45 Following Sabri and Obermiller (2012, p. 871), we calculated consumer-perceived taboo (CPTI) of 0, 1, or 2 
for the issue under consideration. Mean scores that are closer to 2 are more taboo, while mean scores that are 
closer to 0 are non-taboo. Thus, the mean score of .7857 (for the participants for whom the issue is a taboo) 
indicates a value that is closer to 1 (i.e., a moderate level of taboo). 
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significant negative effect on attitude towards the ad. The regression model shows that as 

conversational taboo increases by 1 unit, then attitude towards the ad decreases by 0.152. 

However, the model shows that behavioral taboo does not affect attitude towards the ad. 

Now let us come back to the analysis, which aimed to replicate the findings of Study 1. The 

result in column 3 indicates that as perception of conversational taboo increases by 1 unit, then 

attitude towards the ad decreases by 0.150. This finding is similar to the finding of Study 1 in 

that perception of conversational taboo has an effect on attitude towards the ad. However, 

unlike the finding of Study 1, in Study 2 the relationship between perception of conversational 

taboo and attitude towards the ad is negative. The other variables that are included in the third 

model, such as country of origin and behavioral taboo, do not have a significant effect on 

attitude towards the ad. 
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Before we present the result of the regression analysis which aimed to test proposition 5 (i.e., 

whether perception of taboo when moderated with appeal type has an effect on attitude towards 

the ad), we will first discuss the results presented in the first column of Table 4.13. Column 1 

shows that, of the two covariates included in the model only involvement has a significant 

effect on attitude towards the ad. Column 2 by adding behavioral and conversational taboo to 

the model in column 1, shows that only conversational taboo has a significant negative effect 

on attitude towards the ad. Column 3 indicates that when type of appeal and country of origin 

are added in the regression model in column 2, conversational taboo continues to affect attitude 

towards the ad. But country of origin and type of appeal do not have a significant effect on 

attitude towards the ad. The model indicates that the relationship between the dependent 

variable and perception of conversational taboo is negative. 

 

Table 4.12. The effect of perception of taboo on attitude towards the ad 
Variables (1) (2) (3) 
 Attitude towards 

the ad  
Attitude towards 

the ad  
Attitude 

towards the ad  
Constant 
 
Familiarity 

3.955*** 
 (0.407) 
-0.162 

3.911*** 
 (0.433) 
-0.155 

 3.864*** 
 (0.437) 
-0.164 

 (0.112) (0.111)  (0.110) 
Involvement  0.326*** 

(0.081) 
0.334*** 

(0.085) 
 0.241* 

  (0.104) 
Conversational taboo  
 
Behavioral taboo 

 
Country of origin – Ethiopia  
 
Type of appeal – Rational               

                             -0.152* 

        (0.071) 
         -0.172 
         (0.081) 

      -0.150* 

        (0.071) 
       -0.102 
        (0.094) 
         0.455 
        (0.387) 
         0.413 

   (0.250) 
N 105 105 105 
R2         0.141          0.190         0.218 

- Notes: The columns are linear regression estimation; 
- The dependent variable is attitude towards the ad;  
- The reference category for type of advertisement is humor; The reference category for the country of origin 

dummy is The Netherlands; 
- The tests are 2-tailed; 
- Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
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Now let us come back to the regression model (i.e., column 4) which aimed to test proposition 

5. The results indicate that perception of taboo when moderated with appeal type has a non-

significant effect on attitude towards the ad. This result fails to provide support to proposition 

5 (i.e., perception of taboo when moderated with appeal type has an effect on attitude towards 

the ad).  

Discussion  

This study aimed to identify whether the type of appeal will moderate the effect of taboo 

perception on attitude towards the ad. The study found that appeal type does not moderate the 

Table 4.13. The moderating effect of appeal type on the effect of perception of taboo on 
attitude towards the ad 

 
Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Attitude 

towards the ad  
Attitude 

towards the ad 
Attitude 

towards the ad 
Attitude 

towards the ad 
Constant 
 

3.955*** 
 (0.407) 

3.911*** 
(0.433) 

3.864*** 
(0.437) 

3.892*** 
(.441) 

Familiarity -0.162 
(0.112) 

-0.155 
(0.111) 

-0.164 
(0.110) 

-.164 
(.113) 

Involvement 0.326*** 

(0.081) 
0.334*** 

(0.085) 
0.241* 

(0.104) 
.244 

(.105) * 
Conversational taboo                      -0.152* 

 (0.071) 
-0.150* 

(0.071) 
-.157 
(.108) 

Behavioral taboo 
 

 -0.172 
(0.081) 

-0.102 
(0.094) 

-.206 
(.138) 

Country of origin – Ethiopia   0.455 (0.387) .444 
(.394) 

Type of appeal – Rational     
 

  0.413 (0.250) .380 
(.253) 

Taboo perception and type of ad              
        Conversational taboo and 
rational 
 
        Behavioral taboo and rational 

    
-.001 
(.143) 
.163 

(.167) 
N 105 105 105 105 
R2         0.141          0.190         0.218 .229 

- Notes: The columns are linear regression estimation; 
- The dependent variable is attitude towards the ad;  
- The reference category for type of advertisement is humor; The reference category for the country of origin 

dummy is The Netherlands; 
- The tests are 2-tailed; 
- Standard errors in parentheses * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 
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effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad. A possible explanation for this finding 

could be related to the use of a print medium in the study. This explanation is supported by 

previous studies (on the manner of advertising) that concluded that the use of humor appeal 

through print medium may not result in a significant effect on attitude towards the ad because 

the impact of the humor appeal on attitude towards the ad will be reduced as a result of vigilant, 

intense, and selective processing (Eisend, 2009; Gulas & Weinberger, 2006; Sabri, 2012). In 

addition, previous studies on the manner of advertising have concluded that the use of a 

moderately provocative image in advertising may not negatively affect attitude towards the ad 

(Pope, Voges, & Brown, 2004). This is due to the fact that a moderately provocative image is 

not strong enough so as to affect attitude towards the ad negatively. As a result, in this study 

since we have used a moderately taboo issue, we found that a humor appeal is not more 

effective than a rational appeal in terms of attitude towards the ad. These explanations extend 

the finding of previous studies on taboo in advertising from the manner of advertising to the 

matter of advertising (Pope et al., 2004; Sabri, 2012). 

In addition, in view of the defining characteristics of taboo (i.e., the conversational and 

behavioral dimensions), Study 2 – using a different social issue than is used in Study 1 – found 

that the people from an LDC differ from the people from a DC in terms of their perception of 

conversational and behavioral taboo for a social issue. With regard to conversational taboo, 

Study 2 found that the people from an LDC consider using condoms to prevent STD/HIV as a 

conversational taboo more than the people from a DC do. This is because, while condoms are 

important in the fight against the transmission of HIV and sexual diseases, the open discussion 

of sexual matters is a taboo in collective cultures (Fam et al., 2009; Waller & Fam, 2011). With 

reference to behavioral taboo, the study showed that using condoms to prevent STD/HIV is 

more tolerated in a DC than in an LDC. This may be because in LDCs such as Ethiopia, 
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condoms are perceived to promote promiscuous relationships and thus are less accepted in an 

LDC than in a DC (Fam et al., 2009; Waller & Fam, 2011). 

In line with the assumption about the effect of the conversational taboo on attitude towards the 

ad, Study 2 showed that if an issue is considered to be a conversational taboo; then it has a 

significant and negative effect on attitude towards the ad. This finding that as perception of 

conversational taboo increases, attitude towards the ad decreases is in line with previous studies 

(but in contrast to the finding of Study 1). A possible reason for the difference in the results of 

Study 1 and Study 2 could be that in Study 1 the advertisement was discouraging a taboo issue 

(i.e., domestic violence), while in Study 2 it was promoting a taboo issue (i.e., using condoms 

to prevent STD/HIV). So, in the case of Study 1 the people were glad when they were exposed 

to an advertisement that discourages a practice that they also discourage; as a result, we 

observed a positive correlation between perception of conversational taboo and attitude towards 

the ad. Meanwhile, in Study 2, because the ad was promoting an issue that people consider as 

embarrassing to talk about, we observed a negative correlation between attitude towards the ad 

and perception of conversational taboo. The finding of Study 2 is consistent with prior studies 

that have shown that people have a negative attitude towards advertisements that promote taboo 

products (Fam et al., 2004). Study 2 builds on this strand of the literature by showing that there 

is a negative correlation between perception of conversational taboo and attitude towards an ad 

promoting the issue. But more research is needed to test the idea that the relationship between 

perception of conversational taboo and attitude towards the ad is affected by whether the taboo 

social issue is being promoted or discouraged. 
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General discussion 
 

In LDCs, where many social issues are considered as conversational taboos, governments and 

NGOs may be interested in knowing if perception of conversational taboo for a social issue has 

a negative effect on attitude towards the ad. Study 1 of this article found that for the participants 

from an LDC for whom the social issue is considered as a taboo, there is a significant and 

positive correlation between attitude towards the ad and perception of conversational taboo. 

This is contrary to the finding of previous research findings that have shown that people have 

a negative attitude towards the advertisement of controversial products (Fam et al., 2004) as 

well as the use of taboo themes in advertising (Dahl et al., 2003). A possible explanation for 

this contradictory outcome could be that, even though people from an LDC may not like to talk 

about domestic violence, it does not mean that they condone the practice. As a result, when 

they see an advertisement that discourages domestic violence, they are glad because it is 

discouraging a bad practice.  

In addition, Study 1 has also shown that the people from an LDC differ from those of a DC in 

terms of their perception of conversational and behavioral taboo regarding domestic violence. 

Study 1 has shown that domestic violence is considered to be a conversational taboo in an LDC 

but not in a DC. This finding indicates that people in LDC do not like to talk about domestic 

violence when compared to those in a DC due to their culture, which considers domestic 

violence as a private matter and its open presentation as a taboo (Devries et al., 2013; 

Zabihzadeh et al., 2015). In contrast, people in a DC consider domestic violence as a behavioral 

taboo more than people in an LDC because domestic violence is considered as a crime in a DC, 

while in LDCs it is tolerated and not seen as a crime (Devries et al., 2013; Sardinha & Catalan, 
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2018). Thus, Study 1 has shown that people in an LDC are discouraged from talking about 

domestic violence, while people in a DC are discouraged from engaging in domestic violence. 

Building on the results of Study 1, Study 2 examined if the effect of taboo perception for a 

social issue on attitude towards the ad is moderated by the type of appeal. Accordingly, Study 

2 found that the relationship between taboo perception and attitude towards the ad is not 

moderated by appeal type. This result could be related to the use of print media as an 

experimental stimulus rather than audio-visual media. Eisend (2009), drawing on the 

arguments of Gulas and Weinberger (2006), suggested that studies of humor in advertising will 

find weaker effects on attitude towards the ad in print media than audio-video media, because 

the impact of the humor in the print media may be neutralized by more vigilant, intense, and 

selective processing (Sabri, 2012). In addition, prior studies on the manner of advertising have 

found that a moderately provocative image in advertising does not seem to have a negative 

effect on attitude towards the ad (Pope et al., 2004). This is due to the fact that a moderately 

provocative image in advertising is not strong enough so as to affect attitude towards the ad 

negatively. As a result, since in this study the social issue considered was a moderately taboo 

issue, a humor appeal is not more effective than a rational appeal (in terms of its effect on 

attitude towards the ad). These explanations extend the finding of previous studies on the 

manner of advertising to the matter of advertising (Pope et al., 2004; Sabri, 2012).  

In addition, similar to the finding of Study 1, Study 2 found that the people in an LDC differ 

from those of a DC along the two-dimensional characteristic of taboo (i.e., conversational and 

behavioral taboo) when each are exposed to an advertisement about a social issue. Study 2 has 

shown that using condoms to prevent STD/HIV is considered as a conversational taboo in an 

LDC but not in a DC. This could be due to the notion that the open discussion of sex in a 

collective culture is considered as a cultural taboo (Fam et al., 2009; Waller & Fam, 2011). 

With regard to behavioral taboo, Study 2 found that the people from a DC did not consider the 
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use of condoms to prevent STD/HIV as a behavioral taboo, in contrast to the people from an 

LDC. This latter finding provides support to previous studies that have shown that in collective 

cultures the advertisement of condoms is assumed to promote promiscuous relationship in a 

society that discourages sex before marriage (Fam et al., 2009; Waller & Fam, 2011).  

Finally, Study 2 of this article builds on the extant literature on advertisements involving taboo 

issues by showing that the relationship between attitude towards the ad and perception of 

conversational taboo is negative. This relates to the possibility that the foregoing relationship 

depends on 1) whether the advertisement is discouraging the taboo issue or promoting the taboo 

issue and 2) the type of issue. If, on the one hand, the advertisement discourages a taboo issue 

that needs to be eliminated (as in Study 1), the relationship between attitude towards the ad and 

perception of conversational taboo will be positive. This is due to the fact that the advertisement 

is discouraging an issue that the people also discourage (though they do not like to talk about 

it). On the other hand, if the advertisement is promoting a taboo issue that is considered as 

embarrassing to talk about (as in Study 2), the relationship between attitude towards the ad and 

perception of conversational taboo will be negative. This is due to the fact that the 

advertisement is encouraging an issue that the people are embarrassed to talk about because of 

its intimate nature. 

 Implication for social marketing 

What are the implications of this study for social marketing? While the assumption related to 

taboo in advertising might suggest that there will be a negative relationship between attitude 

towards the ad and perception of conversational taboo, the results of both studies show that the 

relationship could either be positive or negative. In Study 1, the positive relationship between 

perception of conversational taboo and attitude towards the ad could be due to the 

advertisement discouraging a taboo issue that needs to be eliminated (i.e., domestic violence). 

Thus, while the people do not like to talk about domestic violence because they may be against 
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the practice of domestic violence, they were glad when the advertisement discouraged the 

issue; consequently, we observed the foregoing relationship. In Study 2, the negative 

relationship between perception of conversational taboo and attitude towards the ad could be 

due to the advertisement promoting a taboo issue that is embarrassing to talk about (i.e., using 

condoms to prevent STD/HIV). Together, the results of both studies may show the importance 

of considering the impact of whether the advertisement is promoting or discouraging the taboo 

issue (as well as the type of social issue) on the relationship between attitude towards the ad 

and taboo perception for the issue. Nevertheless, more research is needed in order to examine 

the mediating effect of whether the ad is promoting or discouraging the taboo issue (as well as 

the type of issue) on the relationship between attitude towards the ad and perception of 

conversational taboo for a social issue.   

Implications for practitioners  

The results of this article are tentative, as we aim to continue to do research on this topic. That 

is why the implications for practitioners are rather limited. However, there are some tentative 

results that are possibly useful for practitioners.  

This article has shown that many social issues are not conversational taboos in a DC, but they 

are in an LDC. One possible explanation for this might be that people in DCs are exposed more 

often to social advertisements in various media than are the people in an LDC. For example, in 

DCs the scale and content of the advertisements triggered by the AIDS crises lowered the 

threshold of “unmentionability” to the point that it no longer exists (Wilson & West, 1995). Thus, 

this implies that governments and NGOs in LDCs, via the increased use of social advertising, 

could break the conversational taboo that is associated with many social issues. This is 

important, due to the fact that the lack of open communication on social issues might make 

people less inclined to seek help. This in turn makes addressing these issues difficult. Thus, 

breaking the conversational taboo through increased use of social advertising is very important.  
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Limitations and future research directions  

We aim to redo Study 2 of this article with a different and stronger taboo issue as well as a 

stronger manipulation. We also aim to extend Study 2 by using television or the Internet and 

test the argument that the effect of a humor appeal when addressing sensitive topics could be 

improved by using audio-visual media rather than print media.  

Other suggestions for further research relate to the use of student samples. The use of students 

as participants may be a limitation of both studies. For example, the reactions of the students 

to the social issue advertisements as well as to the message appeals used could be affected by 

their age and their more liberal outlook. Thus, concerns about the generalizability of the results 

of the studies are appropriate. Future research should employ a more representative sample to 

extend the external validity of this article. 

Finally, since the article has shown that many social issues are considered conversational 

taboos in an LDC, future research could examine the mediating effect of whether the social 

issue is mentioned by an NGO or a person upon perception of conversational taboo. Such 

research will help emphasis the important role that governments and NGOs may play in 

addressing social issues that are considered as conversational taboo by individuals in an LDC.  
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Chapter 5 
 

Conclusions and directions for further research 
 

 
The first chapter of this dissertation provided a brief review of media and message decisions 

and findings on advertising programs and an outline of the empirical issues that were studied 

in this dissertation. Chapters 2 to 4 empirically investigated media and message decisions in 

the context of an LDC. The general purpose of this final chapter is to summarize the main 

findings of the empirical studies presented in this dissertation and to discuss the theoretical and 

practical implications of these findings. Directions for future research are also provided and 

discussed. 

Research Projects  
 

The general objective of this dissertation was to contribute to increasing the effectiveness of 

communication about social issues through increased understanding of media and message 

decisions in the context of an LDC. To this effect, six empirical studies were performed. Table 

5.1 below summarizes the main characteristics of the various research projects included in this 

dissertation, including an overview of the aspects of media and message decisions that were 

studied. In addition, different theoretical frameworks were employed; the various research 

projects drew from a wide variety of frameworks such as standardization versus customization 

of advertising, media planning, message sequencing, advertising variation strategy, repetition 

strategy, taboos in advertising, and advertising appeals to develop the propositions or the 

hypotheses that were tested.  

In the next section, the main findings and the implications of these studies are presented. 
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Table 5.1 Main characteristics of research projects 
 
 Chapter 2 

 
Chapter 3 Chapter 4 

Subject  Media preference in 
an LDC; why 

organizations in an 
LDC use billboard 

advertising; the 
factors contributing 
to the effectiveness 

of billboard 
advertising in the 

context of an LDC 

The use of 
advertising variation 

versus repetition 
strategies when 
communicating 

about social issues 
that could be taboo 

or non-taboo  

Differences in taboo 
perception for a 

social issue between 
an LDC and a DC; 
the effect of taboo 

perception on 
attitude towards the 
ad; the moderating 

effect of using 
different message 
appeals on attitude 

towards the ad 
 
 

Theoretical 
background 

Standardization 
versus 

customization; 
media planning; 

retail gravity models 
and selective 

attention theory 
 

Synergy; advertising 
variation; advertising 
repetition; message 

sequencing; 
advertising appeals; 
taboo in advertising 

Taboo in 
advertising; cultural 

differences; and 
advertising appeals 

Methodology  Survey and interview 2 experiments 1 pretest and 2 
experiments 

 
Sample  Cross-section of 

managers of 
different 

organizations in 
Ethiopia 

 

Students Students 

Sample size  Study 1: 113 
Study 2: 150 

Study 1: 106 
Study 2: 206 

Pretest: 103 
Study 1: 81 
Study 2: 119 

 
Data analysis  Chi-square analysis, 

grounded theory 
Chi-square analysis, 

Mann-Whitney U 
tests, regression 

analysis 

Independent samples 
t-test, regression 

analysis 
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Findings  
 

Media preferences in an LDC 

Advertisers can choose from a wide array of media types such as television, newspapers, the 

Internet, and so forth. Each medium has its own advantage and its limitations. The extant 

literature suggests that media such as television and the Internet are popular in DCs. However, 

the findings of Chapter 2 showed that the media preferences of organizations in an LDC differ 

from the media preferences of organizations in DCs. The findings of Chapter 2 showed that: 

Billboards are the most preferred medium in an LDC 

Study 1 of Chapter 2 showed that billboards are the most popular medium in an LDC, while 

the extant literature suggests that they are used as a support medium in DCs. As a result, further 

research on why billboards are used and what factors contribute to their effectiveness in an 

LDC is meaningful. A follow-up study (i.e., Study 2) was conducted to address these questions. 

The follow-up study found that some of the reasons for using billboard advertising that are 

found in the extant literature also apply to LDCs. These reasons include: tangible response, 

media efficiency, local presence, and visibility. However, the study also found that some 

reasons for using the billboard medium are specific to an LDC. Such LDC-specific reasons 

include: 

low level of legal regulations pertaining to advertising, problem of access to other 

media, frequent electric power interruptions, high level of illiteracy, and aesthetics 

The foregoing findings provide an extension to the extant literature on why organizations use 

a billboard medium by identifying reasons for using the medium that were not identified 

previously. Though the extant literature shows that the reasons for using billboard medium 

vary with the type of organization (Taylor et al., 2006), Chapter 2 of this dissertation showed 

that the reasons for using billboard advertising do not vary with the type of organization in an 

LDC. This finding that regardless of type (e.g., national advertisers or small advertisers), 
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organizations in an LDC may use billboards as a central part of their media strategy makes 

sense. This is due to the fact that different media types such the Internet and TV are less 

effective because of the low income in low HDI countries, which prevents widespread TV 

ownership and Internet usage. 

With regard to the importance of the reasons for using billboard advertising in the context of 

DCs, the extant literature shows that some reasons are more important than others. Namely, 

the reasons related to selective perception factors (i.e., visibility and media efficiency) are more 

important than the reasons related to retail gravity models (i.e., tangible response and local 

presence). However, the dissertation has shown that in an LDC the reasons related to retail 

gravity models are more important than the reasons related to selective perception factors. This 

finding that the factors related to retail gravity models are more important shows the 

importance of paying attention to the context of the marketing environment as part of media 

planning.   

In view of the factors that contribute to billboard effectiveness, Chapter 2 found that there are 

factors that contribute to billboard effectiveness that were not identified in the extant literature. 

These include:  

physical aspects of the billboard, understandability, grammatical precision, night 

time visibility, cultural compatibility, reliable information, color consistency, and 

usage of likeable celebrities 

Overall, the findings of Chapter 2 indicate that standardizing media strategies as well as 

message decisions (i.e., the features of billboard advertising) is difficult to do among countries 

that are at different levels of economic development. 

Taking the idea that message decisions differ between an LDC and a DC from another angle, 

Chapter 3 of the dissertation examined whether varying different message appeals (i.e., positive 

and negative appeals) is more effective than showing the same negative appeal twice. Chapter 
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3 also aimed to find ways of using the most accessible medium in an LDC effectively. To this 

effect, using two studies, Chapter 3 showed that whether a variation strategy is more effective 

than a repetition strategy is dependent on the sequence in which positive and negative appeals 

are presented for a non-taboo issue. Chapter 3 found that: 

An advertising variation strategy that starts with a negative appeal (followed by a 

positive appeal) will generate greater recall than an advertising variation strategy 

that starts with a positive appeal (followed by a negative appeal) or an advertising 

repetition strategy. 

This finding of Chapter 3 augments the extant literature by showing that the sequence of 

appeals is an important factor with regard to the execution of an advertising variation strategy. 

This last finding is in line with previous studies suggesting that message sequencing may have 

an effect on consumers’ responses to advertisements (Dong & Li, 2018; Kim et al., 2016; 

Kolomiiets et al., 2016). The findings are important for social advertisers working in an LDC 

context, as they show how social advertisers can increase the impact of their advertising 

campaigns when using the most readily available medium. 

Building on this finding that the superiority of a variation strategy over a repetition strategy 

depends on the sequence in which negative and positive appeals are presented, Chapter 3 

examined whether the superiority of a variation strategy over a repetition strategy is also 

affected by the type of social issue considered (i.e., taboo or non-taboo social issue). 

Consequently, Chapter 3 found that: 

For a taboo issue, message repetition (i.e., a positive appeal followed by a positive 

appeal) is more effective in terms of recall than an advertising variation strategy (i.e., 

a positive appeal followed by a negative appeal or vice versa) or a repetition strategy 

that shows a negative appeal twice. 
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The findings of Chapter 3 provide support to previous research that has shown that an 

advertising repetition strategy can be more effective than an advertising variation strategy due 

to the role of moderating variables (Lim et al., 2016; Yaveroglu & Donthu, 2008). This study 

builds on this strand of the literature by showing that the decision to use an advertising variation 

strategy or an advertising repetition strategy is affected by the moderating role of taboo 

perception for an issue.  

Overall Chapter 3 found that though an advertising variation strategy is considered more 

effective than an advertising repetition strategy (Burnkrant & Unnava, 1987; Unnava & 

Burnkrant, 1991), the sequence in which positive and negative appeals are presented as well as 

people’s taboo perception for an issue affects their response to both types of strategies. 

Clearly, Chapters 2 and 3 showed that media decisions and message decisions are different in 

an LDC as opposed to a DC. Since Chapter 3 showed that taboo perception for a social issue 

has an effect on specific aspects of message decisions (i.e., whether a variation strategy is more 

effective than a repetition strategy), Chapter 4 started by identifying whether taboo perception 

for a social issue differs between an LDC and DC. It found that all the social issues that were 

examined in Chapter 4 were considered as conversational taboos in an LDC but not in a DC. 

A possible reason for this finding relates to the cultural differences of the participants. This 

explanation shows the importance of culture in affecting taboo perception for a social issue. 

Building on this finding that taboo perception for a social issue differs between an LDC and a 

DC, Chapter 4 examined whether taboo perception for a social issue is correlated with an 

important measure of advertising effectiveness, namely, attitude towards the ad. It found that: 

The perception of conversational taboo for a social issue is positively correlated with 

attitude towards the ad, but the perception of behavioral taboo for a social issue has 

a non-significant correlation with attitude towards the ad. 
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The foregoing finding is contrary to existing research results. A possible explanation for this 

result is provided in Chapter 4. This finding augments the extant literature by showing that the 

perception of conversational taboo for a product or an issue may not necessarily lead to a 

negative attitude towards the ad. Chapter 4 also extends previous studies on taboo in advertising 

by showing that it is important to consider the conversational and behavioral dimensions of 

taboo when examining the effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad. This is due to 

the fact that, as Chapter 4 has shown, whether people engage in a certain behavior or not seems 

to be unrelated to communicating about it, while whether they talk about an issue or not seems 

to be related to communicating about the issue 

Building on the finding that taboo perception for a social issue is significantly and positively 

correlated with attitude towards the ad, Chapter 4 sought to identify if the effect of taboo 

perception on attitude towards the ad is moderated by the use of different message appeals. 

Chapter 4 found that the use of different appeals does not moderate the effect of taboo 

perception on attitude towards the ad. The specific reasons related to why the use of different 

message appeals does not moderate the effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad 

are provided in Chapter 4. 

Implications for marketing research 
 

Questionnaire content 

The measurement of taboo perception through the defining characteristics of taboo plays a 

major role in social advertising. When measuring consumers’ perception of taboo, it is 

important that we properly measure perception of taboo for an issue in terms of its defining 

characteristics. This is important because measuring the wrong thing may cause a problem 

when we evaluate the effect of the taboo perception on consumers’ attitude towards the ad.  

The findings of Chapter 4 show that social advertisers may benefit from measuring consumers’ 

taboo perception in terms of its defining characteristics. Chapter 4 clearly showed that merely 
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measuring whether people perceive an advertisement of a taboo product as offensive or not is 

not enough. However, this approach is commonly used to determine the effect of the 

offensiveness of a product on attitude towards its advertisement. As Chapter 4 showed, the 

perception of behavioral taboo for an issue seems to be unrelated to communicating about it, 

while the perception of conversational taboo for an issue seems to be related to communicating 

about it. 

Directions for future research  
 

The six studies presented in this dissertation provide numerous new insights into message and 

media decisions in the context of an LDC. Nevertheless, since academic research on 

communicating with people in an LDC setting is scarce, many interesting avenues for future 

research remain. At the ends of Chapters 2 to 4, several opportunities for further research were 

already provided. The directions for further research provided at the ends of each chapter were 

specific to those chapters. In this section, some additional, more general directions for future 

research on communicating with people in an LDC are provided. 

Developing an advertising strategy in an LDC 

The advertising literature states that the decision about which media to use for an ad campaign 

– television, newspapers, and so forth - is as important as the message decision (Kotler & 

Armstrong, 2012). Consequently, there is close harmony between message decisions and media 

decisions (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012). In this light, it would be useful to know what the actual 

practice is in an LDC; i.e., whether media planning is considered to be as important as the 

message decision process or not. This is because in LDCs, due to the limited media options, 

media decisions might be considered as secondary to message decisions. Therefore, advertisers 

might first develop the message and then look for a media that will carry the message. 

Consequently, it would be useful to understand whether advertisers in LDCs follow a different 

approach when compared to advertisers in DCs when they develop an advertising strategy.  
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Concluding remarks 
 

In conclusion, this dissertation has shown the importance of adapting some aspects of media 

and message decisions to the unique context that exists in an LDC when compared to a DC. 

Particularly, the dissertation has shown how media preferences are different in an LDC as 

opposed to a DC and how the reason why a particular medium is preferred in an LDC affects 

the factors that contribute to its effectiveness. In addition, the dissertation has provided social 

advertisers with an approach that could help them to increase the effectiveness of social issue 

advertisements by using either an advertising variation or an advertising repetition strategy (by 

paying attention to the sequence in which positive and negative appeals are presented as well 

as the type of social issue being considered (i.e., taboo or non-taboo)). Finally, the dissertation 

has shown that taboo perception in various social issues differs between an LDC and a DC and 

that taboo perception for a social issue has an effect on attitude towards the ad. Furthermore, 

the dissertation has shown that the effect of taboo perception on attitude towards the ad is not 

moderated by the use of different appeal types.   
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